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Abstract
Mobile robot localisation has been, and continues to be, a very active research area. Estimating 
the position of a mobile robot is fundamental for its navigation and map-building. This thesis 
addresses some of the problems associated with mobile robot localisation. Three distinct items 
of research presented in this thesis are (i) A systematic odometry error model for a synchronous 
drive robot; and (ii) A novel method to synchronise two independent sensor data streams, and 
(iii) A proposal for an exteroceptive truly odometric sensor system - ‘Visiodometry’ .
Cyclops is a synchronous drive mobile robot. The kinematics causes the path of the robot to 
curve, with the degree of curvature affected by the orientation of the wheels. A systematic 
odometry error model is proposed to correct for this. The proposed model is supported both 
experimentally, and theoretically from modelling the kinematics.
Combining sensor data from different sensor data streams is commonly done to improve the 
accuracy of estimated variables. However, in some cases the sensors are not networked making 
it impossible to synchronise the data streams. The second item of research proposes a novel 
method to estimate the time difference in the local clocks of the discrete sensor data from 
their time-stamps alone. A proposed enhancement to the method improves both the rate of 
convergence and the precision of the estimate. Results show that the method is more optimum 
and robust than one based on known methods, including those based on Gaussian assumptions.
Wheel odometry is a common method for mobile robot localisation. However, wheel odome­
try is unreliable if there is wheel slip. In these environments visual odometry has been used. 
However, the method does not work well on planar surfaces or surfaces with fine texture. It is 
also unable to accurately detect small motions less than a few centimetres. The third area of re­
search proposes an exteroceptive odometric sensor called ‘visiodometry’ which is independent 
of the kinematics and therefore robust to wheel odometry errors. Two methods are proposed 
(i) a dual camera ‘shift vector’ method and (ii) a monocular Toto-translation’ method. The 
results demonstrate that the proposed system can provide odometric localisation data in planar 
environments to a high precision. The method is based upon extracting global motion estimates 
o f affine transformed images of the ground using the phase correlation method. Experimen­
tal results demonstrate that, as a proof-of-concept, this type of sensor input is an alternative 
genuinely odometric input which has the potential to be comparable in accuracy and precision 
to wheel odometry in environments where wheel odometry and visual odometry methods are 
unreliable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis contributes to the general area of mobile robotics. A mobile robot need not be 
legged, and refers to any type of mobile platform with a means of controlled motion. A major 
area of research is mobile robot localisation. The basic question of ‘where am I?’ , is funda­
mental to the problem of navigating and mapping. Mobile robot localisation continues to be an 
active research area, with applications ranging from space exploration, to mapping the seabed, 
to building and navigating a 3D map of the interior of a building.
Robot localisation relies on the ability to detect changes to the position and heading of the robot 
- the pose. This is detected with the aid of sensors, which input to algorithms that estimate the 
pose either directly from sensing the environment, or indirectly from sensing the change in 
kinematic position. This leads us to the two broad classifications of sensor types:
1. Proprioceptive. This type of sensor provides information on the various positions of 
the robot kinematics. For example, wheel odometry provides information on the angular 
displacement of the wheel, which can be transformed to an estimate of the robot position.
2. Exteroceptive. These are sensors which sense the surroundings. Within this class there 
are active and passive sensors. A  passive sensor does not emit any signal, an obvious 
example is the camera. Typically, a camera is used to track and extract features in the 
scene, from which the robot pose is estimated. An active sensor on the other hand, must 
have the ability to emit and receive an echo signal. For example, the delay of the return
1
2of an ultrasonic or laser signal, provides information on the distance to objects in the 
environment, which change if the robot moves.
Wheel odometry is the most commonly used sensor for localisation, however, the localisation 
estimate suffers from two types of errors:
1. Systematic Errors. Systematic errors are a result of errors in the kinematic model and 
parameters. For example, if the diameter of the wheels changes, then pose estimates 
based on the angular displacement will contain a systematic error.
2. Non-systematic Errors. These are errors which are essentially unpredictable, and are 
usually a result of the robots interaction with its environment. For example, a bump on 
the floor may cause the robot to change heading.
In this thesis, the focus is on mobile robot odometry and localisation. Three areas of research 
related to the theme of mobile robot localisation are presented. One of the methods on time 
synchronisation, has the potential if formulated appropriately, to be applied to other areas unre­
lated to robotics, which traditionally have been formulated as a Time Delay Estimation (TDE) 
problem.
For clarification, terms used in this thesis are defined as follows. ‘Accuracy’ is the closeness 
of an estimate to the true value, whilst ‘resolution’ is the precision with which the value of 
an estimate can be expressed. For example, wheel odometry is high resolution as very small 
displacements can be measured, however, the estimates may not be true and therefore not 
accurate. Other factors come into play when capturing data. Each time data is gathered from 
an experiment, the data is unlikely to be the same, even if the robot follows exactly the same 
path. The spread of the data from each run represents the ‘repeatability’ o f the experiment, 
with a smaller spread being evidence of greater repeatability. The spread is affected by non- 
systematic errors as well as errors due to hysteresis effects, for example from backlash in the 
gears. Hysteresis effects have not been explicitly modelled and are believed to be relatively 
small compared to the systematic odometry error in a Synchronous Drive robot.
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1.1 Motivation
In this section, the motivation behind the three research areas in this thesis is explained.
Odometry Error Calibration. Virtually, all methods of robot localisation rely on some form 
of odometry input. Early research considered the odometry input as a black box, with emphasis 
on combining this data with exteroceptive sensors, such as the camera, to bound the localisa­
tion errors. However, as with any sensor input, the accuracy of the combined estimate depends 
upon the accuracy of the individual sensor data. Therefore any means to improve the overall lo­
calisation estimate is desirable. This includes improving the accuracy of odometry localisation 
estimates.
The first attempt to calibrate odometry was published by Borenstein in 1996 [25]. However, as 
it was based upon modelling the kinematics of a differential drive robot, it was unsuitable for 
a synchronous drive robot. In the Centre for Vision, Speech and Signal Processing (CVSSP), 
a synchronous drive robot called Cyclops has been developed. Observations had shown that 
the path of forward motion of the robot appeared to curve to either the left or the right. This 
behaviour has implications on the reliability of odometry based localisation and provided the 
motivation to model correctly the localisation estimate. The results of this investigation are 
described in chapter 3.
Time Synchonronising Sensor Data. Most robot localisation, and indeed many other appli­
cations, require combining a number of sensors inputs. The sensor inputs, although originating 
as a continuous function (e.g., angular displacement) are discretised as an input. The sampling 
frequency of each sensor may differ from each other. Critically, it is necessary to ensure that 
the sensor data are synchronised with each other.
In addition to the robot called Cyclops, the CVSSP has a differential drive robot called Holly. 
This robot hosts two Sony DXC-9100P cameras which provide image data sampled at 40ms 
periods. This data is to be combined with wheel odometry data sampled at 100ms periods. 
Both sets of data are time-stamped, however, each is time-stamped with reference to their 
own independent local clocks. The times on the local clocks cannot be synchronised, hence, 
it is necessary to estimate the time difference between the clocks in order to reliably combine
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the sensor data. If the time difference is not known, then sensor data can only be reliably 
combined when the robot is still. This constraint potentially introduces further errors from 
additional stop/start motions. Alternatively, the speed of the robot could be reduced to ensure 
that the time difference between the input data is relatively small compared to any change in 
pose of the robot. Both are undesirable constraints.
In our robot system, the sensors are not closely networked, therefore a method which relies 
on direct communication between the sensors cannot be used. This provided the motivation to 
investigate a method of synchronising the data streams from the time-stamped data, together 
with jointly observed external events. The results of this investigation are in chapter 4.
Exteroceptive Odometry. Wheel odometry is a commonly used sensor input for mobile 
robot localisation. However, a potential drawback is that it is proprioceptive - the sensor data 
is related to the kinematic position, and therefore provides information about the change in 
the robot pose indirectly. Generally, if the kinematic model and parameters are known, the 
change in the kinematic positions translate directly to an estimate of the change in the robot 
pose. However, errors in the kinematic model or changes in its parameters, translate directly 
to a localisation error. This can often be catastrophic, as the error normally be detected. In 
addition, the error in localisation estimates are cumulative and increase without bound.
An interesting question is why bother with odometry at all? Some of the answers lie in the fact 
that odometry data is simple to use, mechanically robust, and can detect very small changes 
in position, typically RiO.lmm, In this respect it is more precise than exteroceptive sensing. 
Unlike some other proprioceptive sensors, for example, gyroscopes, it also does not suffer from 
drift. For this reason, odometry-based localisation is still a popular method for estimating the 
pose of the robot. However, it may be improved if combined with some form of exteroceptive 
sensor to bound the cumulative localisation errors.
Exteroceptive sensors assume that the surroundings are amenable to sensing such that a change 
in the robot pose results in a change in the sensor input. For example, in indoor static environ­
ments, a camera can be used to track features such as edges and corners, either from following 
a map, or building a map as it explores its environment. This has been, and continues to be, 
the focus of much robotics research over many years. However, not all static environments are
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polygonal or structured. In these circumstance, other type of sensors are used. For example, 
GPS, is a common sensor for localising (as can be seem by the number of GPS navigations 
systems in use). However, GPS assumes the existence and the ability to receive GPS sig­
nals. Alternatively gyroscopes can be used, but these suffer from drift and require frequent 
re-calibration.
There are also some cases where odometry is too unreliable as a pose estimate. For example, 
in an agricultural setting, wheel-slippage is too high to provide any useful input to pose esti­
mation. In these circumstances GPS or a ground velocity (doppler) sensing method is used. 
However, what is appropriate in domains such as planetary robotics? There is no GPS signal. 
The variability of traction makes odometry-based localisation unreliable due to wheel-slippage. 
Power restrictions or the slow speed of the robot, or the lack of atmosphere, make the active 
ground sensing doppler-based method infeasible. The unstructured nature of the environment 
makes visual mapping-based methods infeasible.
For planetary rovers, a number of researchers have proposed a method called ‘visual odome­
try’ . The basis of ‘visual odometry’ is to perform robust motion estimation based on tracking 
ground point features from a single or stereo camera [121]. This method was used for pose 
estimation for the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) [33]. However, at Meridiana Planum where 
the terrain is flat and smooth, it was difficult or impossible to identify an area of terrain with 
sufficient features to track. This limits the environments where visual odometry can be used. 
An additional complication is that some methods fail where the optical flow correspond to the 
common case of 2D planar motion [158].
This problem provided the motivation for the third area of investigation - an odometric exte­
roceptive sensor input. Unlike ’visual odometry’ the proposed method does not rely on build­
ing point-based optical flow fields - which is susceptible to mis-tracking - instead it relies on 
estimating incremental global affine transformations of images taken from ground-pointing 
cameras. The normalised Phase Correlation method is used to estimate affine transformations 
between images. The method can be used in 2D ground planar environments and therefore ex­
pands the types of envir onments where odometric based localisation can be achieved. Chapter 
5 proposes such a sensor input.
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1.2 Contributions
The main novel contributions of this thesis are as follows.
1. An Odometry Error Model for a Synchronous Drive Robot. A complete odometry 
model for the kinematics of a synchronous drive robot is presented. A method to esti­
mate the parameters to the model is also described, with results validating the model. 
Supplementary contributions include a method for estimating the ground truth pose and 
variances of the estimate, from two fixed points of known separation and three fixed 
marker positions on the robot. The model is supported by a detailed theoretical analysis 
which follows on by Doh et al. [44],
Two years after experimental work was completed, similar observations were first pub­
lished by Doh et al. in September 2003 [44].
2. Time Synchronisation of Sensor Data. A novel method to synchronise the times be­
tween two sensor data streams is described. The method is based on observing the times 
of external events and proceeds iteratively, yielding increasingly accurate estimates as 
the number of events increases. In addition to the basic idea referred to as the ‘fixed 
phase method’ , an enhancement called the ’varied phase method’ is proposed. The var­
ied phase method significantly improves both the rate of convergence and the precision 
of the estimate. A review of the literature did not disclose any methods applied to this 
problem, which can approach the simplicity, accuracy and robustness of the proposed. A 
comparison with Simple Averaging (Gaussian) is presented. The method was published 
in December 2004 [174].
3. Visiodometry: An exteroceptive odometric input. An exteroceptive odometric sensor 
input is proposed based on estimating the optical flow of a sequence of ground images. 
Two methods are proposed, one based on a single camera and the other on two cameras. 
Supplementary contributions include a method to calibrate the camera system with the 
robot kinematics, and a method to estimate the ground truth change between two robot 
poses, based on two fixed marker positions on the robot.
The general concept of mobile robot localisation from sensing the optical flow from 
ground images was published by Nagatani et al. in 2000 [119]. In this case, a camera
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inclined at 45° to the ground plane, was mounted at the front of a 4-wheeled platform. 
Lee et al. [96] [95] published a method in 2004 using optical mice fixed to the sides of 
a mobile robot. Recently, in April 2005, Baelc et al. published results combining optical 
mice with range sensors [12] [11]. The visiodometry method using two cameras has 
been accepted for publication [175].
Sub-degree accuracy rotation extraction. In addition to the above, a method for ex­
tracting the rotation between two images to sub-degree accuracy (i.e., ±0.01°), is pre­
sented. The proposed method is based on fitting a curve to the peak value of the nor­
malised phase correlation function for different rotations. The method is validated using 
a set of real images (not interpolated rotations).
Although, research has focused on speed of extraction over accuracy, a paper published 
in 2005 by Keller et al. [85] states an accuracy of only ±0.25°. Other methods based 
on phase correlation do not claim any improvement on this [103] [133] [83]. There is 
some doubt on the validity of the estimates of rotation stated due to the fact that they are 
evaluated by using the same image rotated using bilinear interpolation which potentially 
introduces unknown errors.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis consists of three areas of investigation loosely connected by the common theme 
of mobile robot localisation and odometry. A chapter is devoted to each of the three areas of 
contributions mentioned above.
This chapter introduced the topic of mobile robot localisation, outlined the contributions and 
motivations behind the areas investigated. Chapter 2 presents a background providing the con­
text to the research presented in the subsequent chapters. Each of the subsequent three core 
research chapters 3, 4 and 5 contains a short literature review of works relevant to the methods 
presented in the chapters. For this reason chapter 2, limits discussion to setting the context of 
the thesis, rather than a detailed literature review. The first of the core research chapter is chap­
ter 3, where a model is proposed for correcting systematic odometry errors in a synchronous 
drive robot. The parameters of the model are estimated from real trials of a synchronous drive
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robot and are then evaluated. In chapter 4 a novel method of time synchronisation is pre­
sented. The method is based on matching events, detected from the sensor data values, which 
are known to have occurred within a guaranteed time interval. The estimate of the time differ­
ence is represented as an interval and the intersection of a set of such estimates converges to 
an accurate estimate of the true value. Chapter 5 proposes an exteroceptive odometric sensor 
input for mobile robot localisation. In the same chapter, a method to extract affine rotation to 
sub-degree accuracy is presented and evaluated using real images. Finally, chapter 6, concludes 
with a summary of achievements and suggestions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of robot sensors, environments, odometry and methods rele­
vant for land-based mobile robot localisation. It sets the scene for the three subsequent chapters 
which present the core research work conducted in three areas. Each of the three core research 
chapters contains a more detailed literature review specific to the work presented in that chap­
ter, which will not duplicated here.
2.1.1 What is a Mobile Robot?
The word ‘robot’ conjures up an image of a machine with a human appearance or function­
ing like a human. The use of the word originated from robota, meaning forced labour, from 
the play by Czech playwright K. Capek R. U. R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) [1]. In prac­
tice, robots have tended to be machines that replace specific mechanical functions previously 
performed by humans. For example, it has been commonplace for some time now for motor 
manufacturers to use robotic arms to perform paint-spraying tasks in automotive bodyshops 
[27]. The robot in this case is just an ‘arm’ mounted on an immobile base - it does not have a 
humanoid appearance. Early robotics research has focused on these type of applications which 
have a potentially direct economic benefit replacing high-cost labour with machines that can 
work continuously without tiring. In the last few years mobile robotics has been introduced
9
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as entertainment products. These include robotic toy systems [104] and the RoboCup legged 
robot league [171].
Apart from labour-saving devices, there has been an interest on deploying robots in environ­
ments which are hostile or difficult to reach by humans. These include planetary exploration, 
tunnel inspection, radiation environments and mine detection. For these applications the robot 
does not necessarily emulate a human nor appeal' humanoid. The robot acts as a mobile sensor 
and explorer - a mobile robot.
2.1.2 Mobile Robot Environments
An overview of the range of environments mobile robots are deployed, and some of the navi­
gational issues specific to their environment are presented below.
1. Indoor. Most wheeled robotics research has been conducted in an indoor environment. 
In this type of environment the ground is assumed to be level. Visual sensor processing 
assume a polygonal structured environment, where edges and comers feature can be 
extracted and tracked. Wheel odometry is a commonly used sensor input for navigation, 
however, this is usually combined with additional sensors - such as a camera.
2. Agricultural. Robotic agricultural vehicles have the potential to reduce labour costs. 
Estimating true ground speed and vehicle orientation are issues where wheel slip and 
uneven terrain is common. A detailed overview is provided by Hamrita et al. [65].
3. Urban. These include all-terrain remote exploration and surveillance ([137]), collision 
avoidance and lane-changing of driver-less vehicles on the highway ([17]) and the recog­
nition of buildings in built-up areas [55].
4. Underwater. Control is still a challenging area [180]. Underwater robots require some 
forward motion for control - similar to an aircraft. Navigation methods include beacon- 
based where bearing and distance is used to estimate position [92], seabed terrain fol­
lowing methods [84], and sea-bed mosaicing where a map of the sea floor is captured 
and stored [63].
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5. Air. Air-borne robotics vehicles are more commonly referred to as Unmanned Air Vehi­
cles (UAV). These are fixed-wing where lift is provided through wings, or rotary where 
the lift is through propellors. UAVs are often used for military surveillance and targetting 
[118], and are generally remotely piloted. Civilian applications include road traffic mon­
itoring which can automatically detect and track vehicles [82]. A rotor-based micro-UAV 
has even been deployed in indoor environments [126].
6. Space. Robot navigation in space requires new methods to take into account the absence 
of a GPS signal, an unstructured environment and variability in terrain. The common 
form of navigation for the Mars Exploratory Rover has been from optical flow vectors 
estimated by extracting and tracking ground point features. This method is called ‘visual 
odometry’ . However, extracting point features is difficult on flat surfaces, and on these 
surfaces wheel odometry has to be used - fortunately wheel-slip is less of a problem on 
flat surfaces [33].
2.1.3 Mobile Robot Sensors
In this section an overview of the types of sensors used for localisation is presented. Sensors 
have been used to complement the odometry information where available, to bound the cumu­
lative odometry error. As mentioned in chapter 1, sensors fall into two classes proprioceptive 
and exteroceptive. Examples and an overview of these sensors are given as follows.
Proprioceptive Sensors
These are sensors which measure the internal state of the robot, such as the angular rotation 
of the wheel. Proprioceptive sensors indirectly estimate the change in the robot pose from 
transforming the internal positions to changes in motion, which in turn is used to update a 
global estimate of the robot pose. These types of sensors are unable to sense the environment.
• Odometry. The term odometry generally refers to the sensor data obtained from wheel 
encoders which provide information on the angular position of the wheel. It is the most 
common sensor used for mobile robot localisation. It does suffer from positional errors 
- which are unbounded, and is therefore unreliable as the sole method for localisation.
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The raw odometry obtained can however be calibrated to improve accuracy (e.g., [25]). 
Wheel odometry is described in more detail later in section 2.3.
• Gyroscopes. This sensor measures acceleration, which integrated can provide veloc­
ity and position information [89] [16]. It has been applied to agricultural environments 
where wheel odometry is extremely unreliable due to significant wheel slip and unde­
terminable effective wheel diameter (due to aggregation of soil etc) [64]. An recent ex­
ample combined gyroscoping data with odometry using a Kalman Filter [10]. A known 
drawback of gyroscopes is that they suffer from drift so require periodic recalibration.
• Tilt Sensors. These provide information on the tilt of the robot, and are generally de­
ployed on non-planar environments such as agriculture or space.
Exteroceptive Sensors
Exteroceptive sensors provide information about the environment. Exteroceptive sensor data 
transforms the sensor observations to changes in the robot pose. This can be absolute, if given a 
map, or relative from changes in sensor input data. The key advantage of these over propriocep­
tive sensors are that localisation errors do not accumulate. However, generally, as exteroceptive 
sensors are lower frequency and lower resolution, they are not able to detect very small changes 
in pose as precisely as proprioceptive sensors. For example, wheel odometry can detect sub­
millimetre displacements of the robot. An overview of some of the range of exteroceptive 
sensors used in mobile robotics for navigation is presented as follows.
1. Camera. Cameras are the most common type of exteroceptive sensor. A single, or two 
cameras in a stereo set-up are most often used. Visual features are extracted and tracked. 
A single camera can be used to provide bearing information to a feature and a sequence 
can build a 3D structure of the environment (e.g. [67], [154], [9]), but cannot provide 
depth information - for this a stereo set-up is required (e.g. [113], [8], [90], [7]). The 
disadvantage of stereo vision is that there needs to be sufficient separation of the two 
camera and calibration is much more complex. An alternative configuration to forward 
facing cameras which have a limited field of view, is a camera pointing upwards towards 
a convex mirror which provides a 360° horizon view of the scene [36] [149].
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2. IR Laser Range Finders (LRF). These can be loosely classed into 2 types:
(a) Single spot. This type of LRF takes a single range reading of a particular point.
Range measurements are usually based on time-of-flight.
(b) Line scan. This takes a line scan of the environment returning a range of measure­
ments. The great advantage of this sensor is that the range measurements returned 
are quite accurate over large distances. There is commonly an absolute error, which 
makes it relatively inaccurate for ranging short distances (eg. <lm ). LRF have 
been used in many mobile robots, Arsenio [4], Cox [37], Gonzalez [61], Florn [73].
3. Global Positioning Systems (GPS). This widely used method for locating a position 
directly can also be applied for mobile robotics. It is not really suitable for the indoor 
environments, or where there is no access to the GPS satellites due to obscuration or 
interference. Its accuracy can be improved by differential GPS or through computer 
intensive processing of the GPS signals. Examples of research include Nebot [120], 
Goel [60] and Schonberg [139].
4. Geomagnetic compass. This uses the Earth’s magnetic field as reference to movement, 
Hague [64]. The flux is only horizontal at the Earth’s equator and therefore attitude 
needs to be estimated (usually with gyroscopic sensors, Vagany [160]) in order to obtain 
correct readings.
5. Millimetre-Wave Radar. These have been used instead of lasers with detectors, in an 
industrial environment. It is more reliable as there is no optical interference, but MMW 
is not readily available and is still a ’specialist’ sensor, Durrant-Whyte [47].
6. Sonar/Ultrasound. It has been a key sensor for underwater navigation in particular 
for maintaining a fixed altitude above the sea-bed. The basic principles are analogous 
to dolphins, which emit ’squeaks’ , with the return echo providing information on the 
physical environment. Examples include Caccia [28] and Harris [66].
Many commercial robots host ultrasonic sensors primarily as an ’ obstacle’ or collision 
detector, however the information obtained can be used to derive more precise infor­
mation about the environment from range data to some indication of the type of envi­
ronment. Ultrasonic for land mobile robots includes ‘sonar’ . Examples in localisation
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includes Drumheller [46] to the more recent Harris [66]. Ultrasonic are a very common 
and cheap sensor to use, the main disadvantage is that the sonar beam is not as narrow as 
a laser and environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature affect the speed 
of sound and therefore the accuracy of the reading. Bearing information is also less 
accurate than a laser Range Finder.
7. Optical Mice. This has been a recent addition to the suite of possible sensors, but is not 
in general use [95], The optical mice are rigidly fixed to the robot, where the motion 
estimates of the optical mice are transformed to an estimate of the robot motion. In 
chapter 5 a more detailed description is given, as part of the comparative analysis with 
the concept of ‘visiodometry’ proposed in that chapter.
It is common to combine a number of sensors, for example [59] combines odometry with 
a compass, tilt sensor and GPS for urban localisation. On the Mars Rover, a tilt sensor is 
combined with inertial sensors. An overview of sensors and how they are employed is given in 
[22],
2.2 Mobile Robot Localisation
The most fundamental ability required of a mobile robot is to navigate. This requires at the 
minimum, knowledge of its own motion. However, robots do not generally operate in a void 
- they are usually in some form of environment. Mobile robot localisation is to estimate the 
pose of the robot. This can be relative to a pre-defined state (e.g. the start pose), or absolute 
such as with reference to a global map or world reference frame. Although, mobile robotics en­
compasses a wide variety of platforms, from air (e.g. Unmanned Air Vehicle) to sea, this thesis 
addresses mobile robotics in the context of land-based mobile robots. For land robotics, mobile 
robotics can be categorised in two broad areas depending upon their method of locomotion
1. Legged Robots. Legged robots have the advantage of being potentially all-terrain - it 
can adapt to different terrain. For two-legged robots, the dynamics and control of the 
human bipedal walk was first published by McGreer in 1993 [114]. Early implementa­
tions were on level ground, and were power hungry with stability and control problems
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(e.g. [75]). These issues maintain this an active research area (e.g. [5], [6], [155]). Other 
developments are of stair ascending robots using genetic control algorithms [77], and 
the analysis for the control of running robots [56]. Most of these methods assumed a flat 
surface, however, Celaya [31] considered it not worth using a legged robot for this type 
of terrain. Stability is improved by the use of more than two legs for a non-planar ground 
plane, but these no longer emulate human locomotion, but that of quadrupeds (e.g., [70], 
[106]) and crawling creatures (e.g., [168],[131]).
2. Tracked/Wheeled Robots. As wheel and tracked robots are inherently stable with rela­
tively simple kinematics compared to legged robots, most of the work using these robots 
as a platform have focused on navigation and mapping. Wheeled robots’ simpler kine­
matics also make it easier to obtain odometry information on the position of the wheels. 
These are transformed to pose estimates. Wheeled robots are used to categorise any type 
of controlled wheeled platform, including unmanned vehicles.
2.2.1 Localisation Methods
Mobile robotics research has been applied to several types of environments, these include un­
derwater, space, agricultural, indoors and urban. Each environment has its own characteristics, 
and sensors and techniques need to take into account the environment. As the focus of this 
thesis is on land-based mobile robotics, an overview of localisation methods presented will be 
in the context of land robotics. Localisation can be categorised as Relative Localisation, and 
Global Localisation.
Relative Localisation
Relative localisation is estimating the pose of the robot from a starting point, with no reference 
to a global map. These tend to use proprioceptive sensors, usually wheel odometry. It is 
considered that the two key methods for relative localisation is wheel odometry and visual 
odometry. Wheel odometry is the most common method. Calibration and kinematic modelling 
for systematic errors to improve the accuracy of wheel odometry based localisation has been the 
focus of a number of researchers. This is discussed in more detail later in this chapter in section
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2.3. An alternative odometric method, for which a number of researchers have coined the term 
‘visual odometry’ [121], relies on vision. Although the basic algorithms for estimating ego- 
motion from vision has been studied quite early on, it has received a recent upsurge in interest 
in the context of planetary robotics, where wheel odometry is unreliable due to wheel-slippage 
has seen a recent upsurge in interest from space robotics researchers [33]. The method relies 
on extracting and tracking features (i.e., optical flow) from images of the ground taken from 
a forward facing stereo camera angled towards the ground. However, the method does not 
work well if the ground is very flat, where feature points lie on a plane. An alternative optical 
configuration proposed uses panaromic vision [36].
Global Localisation
Global localisation aims to estimate the pose of the robot with reference to the environment 
or world map. Clearly, exteroceptive sensors are required to sense features in the environ­
ment in order to locate it position in the ‘world’ . A number of methods have been used. For 
example, Beacon-based relies on knowing the exact position of beacons in the environment. 
The distance/bearing to these beacons can be used to determine the absolute position of the 
robot through triangulation. Small displacements may not be registered and this is where well- 
calibrated odometry is useful. A more common method is Map-based, where a map of the 
environment is available to the robot. The robot basically localises by identifying particular 
features in the map with features it can extract from the environment with its sensors. It has 
a major disadvantage that an accurate map of the environment needs to be available a priori. 
The features can be either artificial landmarks or natural landmarks. Artificial landmarks are 
those which have been placed in the environment to aid robot localisation. The design of these 
landmarks is such to enable easy identification. These landmarks are usually geometrically 
invariant, for example concentric bands of contrasting colours, to enable easy identification by 
vision. Natural landmarks are naturally present in the environment, for example, door frames, 
or building corners.
Simultaneous Localisation and Map-Building (SLAM). SLAM seeks to build a map from 
sensing the environment, and at the same time refer to this partially built map of the environ­
ment, still undergoing construction, for navigating. It is a combination of global and relative
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localisation. The principle is to track and maintain a database of features sensed in the envi­
ronment (i.e., map-building), and to use that to navigate by correlating extracted features from 
its current position with the map (i.e., localisation) [97]. The viability of SLAM relies on the 
ability to exU act and track features reliably.
SLAM has primarily been applied in the indoor environment where structured polygonal fea­
tures are abundant, as well as outdoors using beacon based landmarks. Various philosophies 
ranging from the use of scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) for reliable matching between 
frames (e.g., [102], [142], [143]), estimation-theoretic Kalman filter based (e.g., [145], [43]), 
to qualitative navigation (e.g., [98]) with a hybrid of both philosophies (e.g. [157], [172]). So­
lutions involving multiple SLAM algorithms have also been proposed [80]. The theoretical 
solution, and some implementation issues to the SLAM problem have been considered to be 
largely solved.
Recent developments in SLAM have considered the kinematic constraints of robot motion to 
improve the estimation accuracy ([129]), and user-assisted map-building where instead of au­
tonomous exploration of the environment, the robot is guided by a human who labels segments 
of the environment [42]. Different exteroceptive sensors for detecting and tracking the environ­
ment require variations on the SLAM algorithm to take into account characteristics of sensors. 
For example, Choi et al. [34] proposes a method using sonar which is cheap with accurate 
range readings, but suffers from angular uncertainty. Jung et al. [81] proposed a fastSLAM 
method using a structure light sensor system based on a mono camera and line laser projector, 
and Jose et al. [79] using millimetre wave RADAR. SLAM assumes an unchanging environ­
ment, however, this assumption is unsafe outdoors and SLAM has been integrated in detection 
and tracking of moving objects (DTMO)[163]. An interesting development has been the use of 
vision only without odometry or kinematic data for localisation in wearable computing, either 
based on a single camera [39], or with an inertial sensor [54], This is related to developments 
in SLAM using active vision, where the motion is not planar and without known robot control 
and kinematics ([40][41]).
Filtering Techniques. The Kalman Filter (KF) and its variants have been a very popular 
method to combine sensor data inputs. However, the basis of the KF assumes a uni-modal 
Gaussian probability distribution which is unable to represent simultaneous alternative hy­
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potheses. A particle filter algorithm, CONDENSATION (Conditional Density Propagation), 
is a multi-modal distribution which allows multiple hypotheses. It is robust to tracking of 
visual features, especially in cluttered environments [76].
2.3 Wheel Odometry
Wheel odometry localisation is the most common method to estimate the robot motion. A 
detailed description of the errors of wheel odometry are described in this section.
2.3.1 Odometry Error Types
Recall that odometry localisation errors fall into two classes
• Systematic Errors (SE). These are errors related to the characteristics of the robot such 
as its kinematics. The errors here are predictable and therefore can be modelled and 
calibrated for. As systematic odometry errors are due to the kinematics of the robot in 
theory this can be modelled and the parameters estimated.
• Non-systematic Errors (NSE). Non-systematic odometry errors are used to describe er­
rors which relate to the robots interaction with its environment. For example, wheel slip 
or an uneven floor will introduce a error in any pose estimated from wheel odometry. It 
cannot be detected without additional sensors.
In order to explain the odometry errors, two types of robot kinematic model are addressed. 
They are the differential drive (DD) and synchronous drive (SD) robot. Details on the kinematic 
differences are shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 but in summary are described below.
Differential Drive (DD). The kinematics consists of two wheels connected by an axle. Trans­
lation motion is effected by rotating the wheels along the ground by the same linear displace­
ment. Rotation is effected rotating the wheels by different amounts. A spot-rotation is effected 
by rotating the wheels by the same amount but in opposite directions.
Synchronous Drive (SD). The kinematics are more complex. The wheels are turned syn­
chronously by a belt driven by a stepper motors and all wheels of the robot move identically
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and in unison - hence the term synchronous. Rotational and translational motions are effected 
completely independent of each other. Translation is effected by turning the wheels along the 
ground, with all wheels turning by the same amount. Rotation is effected by turning each wheel 
along a vertical axis, so that the wheel itself faces a different direction.
2.3.2 Systematic Odometry Error in a DD Robot
It is only in 1996, that Borenstein [25], published a paper that calibrated the odometry of a 
two-wheel (a third wheel is present for stability) encoded robot based on its kinematics. The 
calibration parameters that needed calibrating were the effective wheel-base and the effective 
diameter of the wheels. The method is to command the robot to perform a 4m x 4m square 
path in both clockwise and anti-clockwise direction, called the UMBmark (described later) 
[23]. The error between the actual end position and odometry calculated end position, is used 
to obtain the effective wheelbase and wheel diameter ratio, which calibrates the odometry.
Systematic errors can be caused by unequal wheel diameters. These not only result in a curved 
path but also cause an error when rotating as the centre of rotation is not at the centre of the 
wheel-base as expected. Loading will influence the effective diameters of the wheels (due to 
tyre compression) and as the wheels do not have a ‘point’ contact, influences the true effective 
wheelbase. This was addressed this by separating the drive wheels from an unloaded odometry 
wheel [37], [35] [72].
Other methods to calibrate the odometry include an augmented Kalman Filter. This has been 
used to automate the calibration process [94], which can also track time-varying parameters 
- as the three physical parameters, wheelbase, wheel diameter and encoder gain can also vary 
due to, for example, changes in payload. The quality of the calibration relies on the trajectory 
and the observability of the parameters is poor. This method of auto-calibration has been 
improved, where a two-step process is described [13].In the first step the average encoder gain 
is obtained, whilst the second step determines the wheelbase and the left (or right) encoder 
gain. The method requires a periodic update of the robot’s position and orientation, this is 
processed through a linearised Kalman Filter which converges to produce ’exact’ estimates. 
The accuracy of this method is comparable to the earlier method using the UMBmark, but is 
easier to implement. Although the method has been described as ‘auto-calibration’ it still relies
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on some method of determining the absolute position of the robot, for example by a person with 
a measuring tape.
The UMBmark. This benchmark is described by Borenstein and Feng [23] [9] and is used 
for calibrating systematic errors in a differential drive robot. In summary it consists of a robot 
following a square path in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions, stopping at each cor­
ner and commanded to perform a 90° spot-rotation. The vehicle is run slowly ( 0.2 m/s) to 
minimise error caused by wheel slippage. In each run the difference in position and orientation 
between, the actual end position, and the position calculated from the raw odometry is mea­
sured. Commonly used paths, such as the ‘ figure-of-eight’ , may result in systematic odometry 
errors cancelling each other out in some circumstances [37].
2.3.3 Systematic Odometry Error in a SD Robot
The majority of published works on systematic odometry errors have been for the differential 
drive robot. In 2001, a odometry error model was proposed for a SD robot [107]. This was 
further developed by the same researcher but had not been validated using real data [110].
The kinematics of the SD robot cause the trajectory of the robot to curve. The degree of 
curvature depends upon the wheel orientation of the robot. This relationship between the wheel 
orientation and the curvature of the robot trajectory was not published until 2003 [44], where 
the suggested causes of this error were made from a model of the kinematics. The proposed 
odometry model was validated with a limited number of real data, but only for translation 
motion. Literature on the systematic odometry error for a synchronous drive robot, using real 
data, is relatively sparse. It is possible that the relationship between the curvature and the 
heading was not considered to be a systematic error. This is easily assumed as the wheel 
orientation is not apparent from visual observations of the robot, and therefore the variations in 
curvature could not easily be associated with the wheel orientation.
2.3.4 Non-systematic Odometry Errors (NSE)
Although it may appear at first sight that non-systematic errors, being unpredictable, cannot be 
reduced. However, some researchers have considered the non-systematic error for a DD robot.
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Some of the methods can be applied to a SD robot if the method is not based upon a kinematic 
model of the DD robot.
In [35], the non-systematic error propagation was modelled. The approach taken was that 
conventional error propagation relied on treating a robot path as consisting of k small segments, 
and after each segment an error covariance is propagated. They discovered that if the error 
covariance is calculated based on two-steps (of k segment), the final result is different than if it 
was calculated in one step (of 2k segment). This is obviously inconsistent and is claimed to be 
due to assuming that the translation error is uncorrelated with the rotation error (ie. Covariance 
matrix is diagonal terms only), but there is no valid basis upon which this can be assumed. 
It was shown that it is possible to obtain a solution where the number of segments can be 
infinity (a solution analogous to numerical integration). The model cannot however account 
for unexpected errors (e.g. a bump on the floor).
One of the major problems is the inability to detect and correct non-systematic errors from 
odometry alone. Research has been conducted using more than one robot where, they take 
turns to move using each other as an absolute reference point. An improvement to this was to 
connect two robotic platforms together, this connection was rigid which would constrain the 
movement of the robots with respect to each other. This would inevitably cause momentary 
controller errors and wheel-slip, examples this include [127]. An improvement on this would 
be too maintain a compliant linkage where the distance between the two robots and relative 
bearing is another input of odometric information [21], based upon an earlier robot CLAPPER 
[20]. The advantage of two independent robots is that wheel slippage can be detected, as 
relative orientation and position of the robots, will not correlate to the encoder received from 
say a slipped-wheel. If both robots incur wheel slippage at exactly the same time then it may 
not be detected, however, this is unlikely for a reasonably level floor. It was shown be quite 
robust for floor with bumps. This method is quite complex and does introduce another source 
of odometry error, from the compliant linkage mechanism.
Wheel-Slippage. A new approach was to model the wheel-slip itself, [51]. In this paper 
the translational and rotational dynamics of the wheel are modelled, in terms of for example, 
moments of inertia (of the wheel), tractive forces on the ground and torque at the wheel axle. 
A Kalman Filter combines the information from the wheel encoders and the gyro. The gyro
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gives the angular velocity and the wheel encoders the speed. The results show that modelling 
wheel-slip improves the positional accuracy of the robot. The paper does not clearly show how 
the values for the variables in the model equations are obtained or whether some variables, for 
example, mass and moment of inertia of the wheels, is eliminated, or if not; how they were 
measured. It is unclear as to what rate of wheel-slip is detectable by the gyroscope, as previous 
papers have suggested that the gyros have a minimum detectable turn rate of 0.05 rad s-1 [89], 
which is not small enough in eases where the robot is not moving fast enough. In [24], the 
gyroscope was used to detect non-systematic errors which could be caused by anything from 
wheel-slippage to a bump on the ground. The method could therefore potentially detect wheel- 
slippage, however, the methods limitation is due to its assumption that the non-systematic error 
causes a change in heading. This may not be the case if the wheel-slip or non-systematic error 
is matched by the other wheel.
For planetary robots wheel slip is a major issue for which a number of methods have been 
proposed. A method based on visual odometry tracks distinctive scene features in conjunction 
with an Inertial Measurement Unit [69]. However, visual odometry is unreliable on planar 
surfaces on Mars where it is impossible to extract and track surface features reliably. An 
alternative non-visual but kinematic based method, combined the outputs wheel encoders from 
four wheels and inertial measurement units, using Fuzzy Logic in conjunction with a rule-based 
system to detect wheel-slippage [123].
2.4 Summary
The term mobile robotics encompasses a wide range of platforms from space, undersea, under­
ground, air and land. Over the years mobile robotics research the focus has evolved from the 
indoor ground-planar polygonal environment to the urban 3D terrain environment. This has led 
to research into novel methods of locomotion, like legged robots, as well as the use of different 
types of sensors to deal with the more demanding environment. Where wheel odometry and 
polygonal feature extraction and tracking was the basis of most research, this has had to change 
as the focus has shifted to more unstructured environments, requiring newer methods to deal 
with the change of focus. As the number of environments and applications continue to expand, 
it is likely that localisation will continue to be an active area of research.
Chapter 3
An Odometry E rror Model for a 
Synchronous Drive Robot
3.1 Introduction
The chapter describes work on modelling the systematic odometry error in a three-wheeled 
synchronous drive robot (SD). The kinematics of a SD robot differ fundamentally from that 
of a differential drive (DD) robot. Odometry error models based on the kinematics of the DD 
robot cannot be directly ported to SD robots.1
Despite both types of robots providing two odometry data streams from two control motors, SD
robots have a control motor exclusively for effecting translation by rotating the wheels along
the ground. In addition, a separate control motor rotates the wheels around a vertical axis and
synchronously rotates the upper carousel section, thereby changing the direction of forward
motion with a corresponding change in the heading. SD robots therefore have two control
motors effecting rotation and translation independently of each other. In comparison the two
control motors in a DD robot effect only translation of the wheels - i.e. both odometric data
streams relate to the travel of the wheels along the ground. Changes in heading are effected by
differing the amount o f travel between the wheels.
'The work in this chapter was conducted in late 2001, and formed the basis for transfer from MPhil registration 
status to PhD registration.
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Each control motor provides odometry data in the form of raw encoder readings. These are 
then transformed to estimate changes in heading and position (i.e. the change in pose), of the 
robot. This in turn is used to update the pose of the robot. This process is called mobile robot 
localisation. The transformation from odometry data to changes in pose makes assumptions 
about the specifications of the kinematics, i.e., matters such as wheel size, wheel separation 
etc. However, limitations in the manufacturing and assembly process cause small variations 
from the model specification. This can introduce errors in the estimates of changes in the robot 
pose which can be modelled. These errors are called systematic errors.
The objective of odometry error modelling is to minimise the systematic error. Odometry error 
modelling consists of broadly two parts: the definition of a parametric model, and then the 
estimation of the parameters of the model.
A 14 parameter odometry error model is proposed, and a method to estimate the parameters 
of the proposed model is described. Real data is used to validate the model by comparing the 
error in localisation estimates from the model with the raw odometry. In addition, a method for 
estimating the ground truth is also described.
3.2 Related Work
In 1996 Borenstein presented a method to correct systematic odometry errors [25], This was 
followed by a number of papers from various researchers, but they all focused on the kinematics 
of DD robots and made no reference to SD robots [35],[13], [94].
Although most research on systematic odometry error focuses on DD robots, in 2001, Mar- 
tinelli [107] published a paper proposing an odometry error model for a SD robot. The model 
contained four parameters - two for systematic and two for non-systematic errors. A major flaw 
in the model was that it did not consider how the odometry error was affected by changes in 
the orientation of the wheels, during rotation. The theory behind the model was further devel­
oped but was not validated using real data [108], [110], [109]. A number of other researchers 
proposed generalised error models for modelling the systematic odometry error purporting to 
apply to any type of platform but again failing to consider whether the systematic error was 
affected by a change in the heading [86]. It was not until 2003 that Doh et al. [44] published a
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partial error model based on the detailed kinematics of a synchronous drive mechanism. This 
model considered the possible effects of changes in the wheel orientation on the systematic er­
ror during a translation motion. A model equation associated an angular error on the heading, 
(ft), as a sinusoidal function of the wheel orientation (ft ):
ft =  A d(A  sin(ft +  <f>) +  K )  (3.1)
where A, </> and K  are parameters whose units are radm-1 , radm-1 and rad, and Ad is the 
distance travelled in metres. This function shows that the absolute orientation of the wheels, 
which change during rotation motions, affect the error in the heading.
Although the paper did not distinguish between a change in the heading (i.e. ft) and the curva­
ture of the path, the published model supports a key part of the proposed error model described 
in this chapter.
3.3 Robot Kinematics
3.3.1 Overview
Figure 3.1 is a photograph of the SD robot CYCLOPS. CYCLOPS was built in-house to support 
a number of robotics research projects. The black lower section is the base which houses 
the robot kinematics, the battery, and the two control motors - one for rotation and one for 
translation. The diameter of the base is 345mm. There are three wheels - of which one is 
visible in the picture. The part above the base which comprises the bulk of the robot, is a 
rotating platform that will be referred to as the carousel. During changes in heading effected 
by changing the wheel orientation, the carousel synchronously rotates around a central vertical 
axis to face the direction of forward motion of the base. The carousel is a set of layered 
platforms that allow the chassis to host peripherals such as sensors. A more detailed description 
is provided in the next section, which clarifies the relationship between the heading, carousel, 
wheel orientation and base.
The robot hosts a single camera (hence the name CYCLOPS), and an infra-red Laser Spot 
Range Finder (LRF). These are mounted on a pan/tilt mechanism. A host PC integrates the 
sensor information and administers robot control. Due to limitations in the performance of
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Figure 3.1: CYCLOPS: A Synchronous Drive Robot
the on-board CPU, any image processing and control algorithms are performed off-board and 
communicated via the radio modem.
A safety feature of the robot is the ring of proximity sensors, which halt the robot immediately 
if a buffer zone is breached. The proximity sensors are motion detectors with a limiting range 
defining the buffer safety zone.
3.3.2 Kinematics
The kinematics of a SD robots is unfamiliar outside the field of mobile robotics, and therefore 
requires a detailed description to appreciate the unexpected manifestation of systematic errors.
Three 2D reference frames are defined, all of which lie on the ground plane but at different 
orientations to each other:
1. World Frame (i.e., x w, yw). The variables and axes in this frame are subscripted using 
w. This is the frame fixed to the robots environment.
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2. Robot Base Frame (i.e., x r,y r). The variables and axes in this frame are subscripted 
using r. The robot origin, which is located at a point equidistant from the three contact 
points of the wheels on the ground, is the origin of this frame. The y -axis cuts a fixed 
point on the base.
3. Carousel or Heading Frame (i.e., x t,yt)• The variables and axes in this frame are 
subscripted using t. The direction of the yt~axis corresponds to the direction in which 
the robot moves when it translates, i.e., the heading.
Figure 3.2(a) is a plan view of the kinematics of CYCLOPS. There are three wheels which 
face the direction of motion - the heading. A solid triangle, marks an arbitrcny fixed point on 
the base - marking the origin of the wheel orientation (ie. where 6}x — 0). Similarly the solid 
diamond marks a point on the carousel in the direction o f motion that is the heading. The origin 
of the robot defines the robot position.
The robot base frame axis yr, is coincident with a line from the robot origin to the triangle, 
and the Carousel Heading Frame axis yt, is coincident with a line from the robot origin to the 
diamond marked on the carousel.
The angle between yr and yt, is referred to as the wheel orientation, denoted by Changes 
in heading from rotation correspond to changes in Oh- However, the heading in the World 
Frame may not necessarily correspond to the wheel orientation Oh =  0. The angle between 
World Frame yw, and Robot Frame yr, is referred to as the heading offset - denoted by 6b. The 
heading in the World Frame (hw) is therefore:
hw =  6h +  6 b (3.2)
As the base does not rotate - only the carousel, the heading offset (Ob) should be constant. In 
practice systematic errors cause the base to rotate, and therefore Ob is not constant.
The kinematics of a SD robot can be compared with a DD robot. Figure 3.3(a) is a plan view 
of the kinematics of a DD robot. The ldnematics are simple - as there is no concept of wheel 
orientation and therefore there is no need for the Robot Frame yr. Thus there is no subdivision 
of the robot heading into 6b or Oh- There is also no separate carousel section which moves 
independently of a base.
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Figure 3.2: Synchronous Drive Kinematics. The figure is a plan view showing how rotation 
by A 9 is effected in a synchronous drive robot. The orientation of the base and the position 
of the wheels do not change, instead the three wheels rotate synchronously with the carousel, 
around a vertical axis.
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Figure 3.3: Differential Drive Kinematics. The figure is a plan view showing how a spot rota­
tion by AO is effected in a differential drive robot. Generally rotation is effected by translating 
the wheels by different amounts, or for spot rotation by translating the wheels an equal amount
but in opposite directions.
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3.3.3 Effecting Rotation
Figure 3.2(b) shows how a rotation by A 6 changes the wheel orientation and carousel orienta­
tion - the previous positions are shown in outline. During a rotation the carousel rotates relative 
to the base (which does not move). The wheels also rotate synchronously around a vertical axis 
to correspond to the change in heading. This is driven by a single control motor. Thus only one 
odometry input is required to estimate rotation. The yt axis rotates by A 9 to its new orientation
vl
A comparison of how rotation is effected in a DD robot can be seen in figure 3.3(b). As before, 
the previous position is shown in outline. The rotation is effected by translating the wheels 
by revolving them around a horizontal axis (i.e., axle). For a spot rotation the wheels translate 
an equal amount but in opposite directions. This causes a moment around the centre of the 
wheelbase - causing the robot to turn. All rotations require a translation of the wheels, the 
difference in translation determines the change in heading.
In a DD robot, there is a control motor for each wheel providing odometry. Therefore, odom­
etry is required from both control motors in order to estimate changes in heading. Also, note 
that the effective wheel size and wheelbase length affect the change in heading - this is not so 
for a SD robot. A SD robot does not have a wheelbase, and the wheel size has no relationship 
to the amount rotated.
In summary, rotations in a SD robot, do not change the orientation or position of the base, or 
the position of the wheels, and only one odometry stream is affected. However, in a DD robot, 
all rotations change the position of one or more of the wheels, and both odometry streams are 
affected.
3.3.4 Effecting Translation
Robot translation in a SD robot is performed by revolving the wheels around a horizontal axis 
causing a traction force moving the base (and therefore the robot) in the direction of the wheels. 
A single control motor synchronously rotates all three wheels forward.
In an DD robot translation is similarly effected by rotating both wheels. The key difference is 
that each wheel has its own control motor providing odometry. It is not sufficient to take the
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reading of only one wheel as the other wheel may not necessarily translate exactly the same 
amount thereby causing a change in heading. Any change in heading will affect the estimate 
of the change in position of the robot.
In summary, translations in an SD robot affect only one odometry stream. However, in a DD 
robot translations affect both odometry streams.
3.3.5 Systematic Errors
The description of the kinematics of motion described in the previous sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, 
assumes a perfect system. In reality, manufacturing and assembly imperfections cause system­
atic errors which do not result in the motion expected from the odometry streams originating 
from the two control motors.
Modelling the systematic error in a DD robot requires the estimation of principally three pa­
rameters: the effective wheel size of the two wheels and the effective length of the wheelbase.
In comparison, the greater complexity of the kinematics of a SD robot requires a more complex 
systematic error model. Observations of CYCLOPS showed that a spot rotation caused a small 
cyclical displacement in the position of the robot for each complete revolution of the carousel. 
This displacement is a systematic error. For translating motion, the systematic error is more 
complex. The trajectory of the robot is a curve, with the curvature varying with the wheel 
orientation (6h).
In summary, the systematic error of a DD robot does not change with a change in the heading 
or rotation of the robot. However, the systematic error of a SD robot changes with wheel 
orientation, which corresponds to changes in the heading.
The observation that the systematic error varies with the wheel orientation, published by Doh 
et al. [44] during 2003, showed that localisation errors appeared to be affected by the wheel 
orientation. The possible sources of this error was identified by modelling the kinematics of 
the synchronous drive mechanisms, and ascribed to causes such as wheel mis-alignment. This 
was not appreciated by a number of previous researchers [107], [108], [110], [109] and more 
generally [86], [87].
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The work described in this chapter predates the 2003 publication of Doh et. al, but reports 
similar observations and develops a quantitative model of the observed changes. The work 
in this chapter extends that observation by modelling the spot-rotation error, and makes an 
additional paradoxical observation that the net localisation error after applying the error model 
is smaller where the initial odometry error is greatest.
3.4 Basic Methodology
In this section, the internal state and pose (i.e. position and heading) of the robot is described, 
and a distinction is drawn between them. An experimental plan that leads to the definition of 
the odometry model and the estimation of its parameters is described. A simple method for 
estimating the ground truth of the robot state is also presented.
3.4.1 The Robot State
The state vector s and the pose vector p  is defined as
P Vw
\h>w J
s =
fx  \
Vw
Oh
W
(3.3)
where xw, yw is the position of the robot origin in the World Frame, and hw the heading 
(Clockwise being defined as positive). Oh is the wheel orientation defined by the orientation 
of the carousel with reference to a fixed point on the base. Oj, is the difference in orientation 
between the World and Robot base Frame.
There is an obvious relationship between the elements in the state vector s and the heading 
element in pose vector p, namely - hw =  Oh +  Ob (see equation 3.2). The robot state therefore 
contains two elements (Oh and 0 )  which are components of the heading (hw) in the pose. In the 
absence of systematic (and non-systematic errors), Ob would be constant. However, systematic 
errors which cause the base to twist change the value of Ob. This causes a corresponding 
change in the heading hw. Therefore the heading of the robot can change for a constant wheel 
orientation Oh-
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3.4.2 Overview of Experiment Plan
In this section a series of experiments to investigate the relationship between the wheel orien­
tation and the systematic error during rotation and translation, are described.
Observations of the robot motion showed that even when commanded to travel in a straight line, 
the robot trajectory tended to curve, but the exact relationship between the curvature and the 
wheel orientation was complicated. The worst case positional error was 0.2m after translating 
only 3m. It is hypothesised that the systematic error varies with wheel orientation in a non­
linear fashion.
There are two odometry outputs from two control motors - one motor effecting translation and 
the other rotation. The basic approach adopted is to investigate the systematic odometry error 
in translation and rotation separately as changes in pose are estimated from one or both control 
motors independently:
• Rotation Error. The robot was rotated on the spot for a full 360 degree in small steps of 
approximately 20 degrees. Measurements were taken at each step to estimate the ground 
truth state of the robot, and the odometry output from the robot was recorded. This 
investigates the relationship between changes in Oh and changes in pose (i.e. xw, yw, hw) 
during spot rotation.
• Translation Error. The robot was instructed to translate for distances ranging from lm 
to 3.5m, at various wheel orientations (ie. varying Oh) and heading offsets (ie. varying 
A). At each start and end point, measurements were taken to estimate the ground truth 
state of the robot, and the odometry input recorded. This investigates the relationship 
between the systematic error at different wheel orientations during translation motion.
• Conversion Error. The actual encoder data from the rotation and translation control 
motors are converted by the robot software to units of degrees and metres respectively, 
which for the purposes of the experiments are taken as the odometry inputs. The conver­
sion may not be accurate. The odometry readings are compared with the actual rotation 
of the carousel and the path travelled by the robot.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental Setup for Estimating the Ground Truth: L, R are markers affixed 
to the robot base, and 4> is a marker affixed to the carousel. Oi and 0 2 are fixed points on the 
ground a known distance apart. The ground truth position (xw, yw) and heading offset (ft) is 
estimated from applying trigonometry to four measurements - ai,ar,bi,br (shown as dashed 
lines). The wheel orientation (f t ) is measured by reading the position of the marker (<F) relative 
to a graduated paper skirt affixed to the base. The measurement variance is derived from an 
estimate of the errors on these individual measurements. Via error propagation techniques 
(described in appendix A), these are then used to estimate the variances in the ground truth 
which in turn provide input variances for a weighted Least-Squares model curve fitting.
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3.4.3 Estimating the Ground Truth Pose
A number of methods have been used by robotics researchers to derive the ground truth pose 
of a robot. These include laser pointers (for heading) and ground based reference grids (for 
position) [87], the use of ultrasound measuring distances between two reference walls orthog­
onal to each other [25] [35] and ceiling mounted tracking cameras [13] and for continuous 3D 
acquisition [100], The method used here is based on simple triangulation from two fixed World 
points marked as (Oi and 0 2) in figure 3.4. These two points are a known fixed distance apart 
and define the y^-axis. In addition, three markers were attached at fixed points on the robot. 
Two markers were attached to the robot base for the position and heading, and the third marker 
was attached to the carousel for wheel orientation. The two markers L and R  on the base were 
positioned so that the axis yr is orthogonal to the line joining two wheels (see figure 3.2). The 
third marker (d>) is shown by the solid diamond on the carousel which rotates around the robot 
origin for changes in heading.
In summary, the ground truth is estimated as follows:
• Position. Measurements ai,bi,ar, br were made with a measuring tape from each of the 
origins (Oi, 0 2) to each of the two robot markers (L, R), and through straightforward 
trigonometry, the robot position (xw, yw) can be derived. The heading offset (ft) can 
also be estimated.
• Heading. A paper skirt graduated in degrees was fixed to the base of the robot, and a 
pointer was attached to the carousel. The relative position of skirt and pointer provided 
an estimate of the wheel orientation (Oh). The heading was calculated as the sum of Oh 
and ft.
The ground truth measurements from the markers L and R  provide us with estimates of the 
Position (P), and the the Heading Offset (ft). The actual heading (hw) is then estimated as 
ft+ ft , where Oh is the wheel orientation read off a graduated paper skirt affixed to the base 
pointed at by the marker <F. To obtain the pose, the actual positions marked at L (Lx, Ly) and 
R  (Rx, Ry) are estimated from measurements . From these positions ft and the position of the 
robot origin P (Px, Py) can be derived. The positions are all referenced to the World Frame. 
The method is summarised in algorithm 1.
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(a) Deriving the Heading - tlw
Jr
Figure 3.5: Schematic for Estimating Ground Truth Heading and Position. In figure 3.5(a), 
the position of the markers L and R  are estimated, from the measurements ai, bi and ar, br. 
From the coordinates of L and R , the heading offset Ob is — tan-1 The wheel orientation 
Oh is read off the graduated skirt pointed by the marker #  on the carousel. The heading hw is 
simply the sum of Oh + fy>- In figure 3.5(b), the position P is the point M  rotated clockwise by 
7 , where 7  =  cos- 1(d/2Z). Now if I, r  and m  is the vector coordinate positions of L, R  and 
M  respectively, then m  =  3 (7* — I) + 1.
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Estimating the Ground Truth Heading
From figure 3.5(a), the robot frame axis yr is defined to bisect and be orthogonal to the line 
LR that joins the points L and R. It is assumed that the perimeter of the robot describes a 
circle, the centre of which is the Robot Origin P. This makes it trivial to estimate the centre of 
rotation, corresponding to the origin of the robot. P also marks the origin of the Robot Frame. 
The markers L and R  are at distance I and r from P.
Now applying the cosine rule:
a2 =  62 +  c2 — 26ccos ai (3.12)
where a/, bi are the measurements for each robot position, and c a measured fixed distance 
between 0\ and 0 2. Re-arranging:
6? — aj +  c2cos oq —   (3.13)
2 6/ c
And applying the sine rule (sin2 6 +  cos2 9 =  1):
sin a; =  l / l  — cos2 cq, 0 < cq < ir (3.14)
Now if the position of L is defined as (Lx, Ly) then:
Lx =  bi sin ai (3.15)
Ly — b\ cos ai (3.16)
The position of R denoted as (Rx, Ry) is similarly derived:
Rx =  br sinar (3.17)
Ry =  br cosar (3.18)
where br is a measurement input, and sin ar, cos ar derived by substituting the subscripts I in 
equations 3.13 and 3.14 above with subscript r. The Heading Offset denoted by Ob in figure 
3.5, is simply:
a ± —i . —i By ByOb — tan —  =  — tan - -u — (3.19)
L \ X y j  l b x  J-/X
Recall that Ob is one component of the heading - the other being the wheel orientation (Oh). The 
value of Oh is read off the graduated paper skirt on the base, pointed to by the marker T ’ on 
the carousel. The ground truth heading hw can now be estimated as:
hw =  0h +  0b (3.20)
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Estimating the Ground Truth Position
The position of the robot is defined as the centre of the circle describing the perimeter of the 
base. The radius of the circle is estimated from measuring the diameter of the base. This 
provides an estimate of the distance between P (the origin of the robot), and the markers L and 
R, denoted as lengths I and r respectively in figure 3.5(b)). It is assumed that I =  r and, that L 
and R are equidistant from the robot axis yr.
The position P is computed by rotating the position of the point shown as M, clockwise around 
the position L by 7 , where M  is a point which lies a distance I along the line LR as shown in 
figure 3.5(b). Now:
m  =  ^ ( r - l )  +  l (3.21)
where m, I and r  are the position vectors of M, L, and R respectively:
m = ( Mx ] ,  r= JV  l = ( Lx
\My)\RyJ ,
The angle 7 is defined as follows:
C°S7 =  sin7 =  + 1  -  (d/2/)2, 0 < 7  < 7T (3.22)
The coordinates of robot position P is the point M rotated clockwise around the point L by 7 :
p =  R (m  - l )  +  l (3.23)
where the rotation matrix R  is defined as:
cos 7  sin 7  \
R = |  (3-24)
sin 7  cos 7 J
Estimating the Ground Truth Variance
In the previous section the formulae for estimating the ground truth state of the robot was 
described. For these estimates to be meaningful, an appreciation of the precision or uncertainty 
of these estimates is necessary.
The standard deviation of a random variable characterises the spread or variation of values it 
takes. In this section a description of how the standard deviation (a) of the ground truth is 
given.
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Standard Propagation of Error (PoE) techniques were used to estimate the variance of the out­
put ground truth estimates based on measured input variances. A detailed description of this 
method is provided in appendix A, but in brief, the variance of the ground truth output is de­
termined by propagating the input measurement variances through the following covariance 
equation:
Y  =  J X J t (3.25)
where:
Y  =  covariance matrix of ground truth estimates (output)
J =  Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of 
the output with respect to measurements 
X  =  diagonal covariance matrix of measurements (inputs)
The output covariance matrix Y  holds the variances of the ground truth estimates. The input 
measurement variances is represented by the covariance matrix X. The dimensions of the 
square covariance matrices, X  and Y , correspond to the number of inputs (i.e. measurement 
variables) and the number of outputs (i.e. number of variables in the ground truth estimates), 
respectively. The matrix J is the Jacobian matrix, where each row is the gradient vector of 
a function deriving xw,y w, ft and Oh separately, taking as inputs the measurement variables. 
The number of rows in the Jacobian matrix therefore equals the number of output variables - in 
this case four. Hence, the formulation encapsulates the sensitivity of the changes in the input 
variables (i.e. measurement variances) to the output variables (i.e. variances of the ground truth 
estimates) through the Jacobian matrix.
Estimation of the input covariance matrix X  is now described. The following assumptions on 
the errors in the measurements are made:
• each measurement is a Normal random variable, with a mean equal to the true (un­
known) value.
• each measurement is independent of any other measurement.
• a tolerance interval is defined, where the mid-point of the interval is the true unknown
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value, and the width of the interval is such that there is a 99% probability (i.e. ±3 o 
standard deviation) that measurements will lie within that interval.
The tolerance interval provides a method to estimate the variance (i.e. a2) on the input mea­
surements. The measuring tape that was used in determining the separation of marker points 
was graduated in 1mm divisions and it is believed that the measurement error is within a con­
servative ±5mm to take into account kinks over the large distances measured. Assuming that 
measurement errors are Normally distributed then ±3cr standard deviations encompasses 99% 
of all observations. 5mm is considered reasonable to represent the 3a standard deviation point 
of the error distribution. The input variance a2 on the measurement variable is estimated as:
where tol represents the 3<r point (e.g. 5mm). Therefore the input variance of the measurements 
is considered to be (5/3)2 =  2.8 mm2. The diagonal of the covariances matrix X , contains 
the variances of the input measurements. There is no covariance between the measurements 
as each measurement is uncorrelated with any other. Hence the non-diagonal elements in the 
covariance matrix are zero.
However, there is an additional source of error not considered above, which contributes to the 
total measurement error. Figure 3.6 shows there is a marker localisation error in determining 
the ground point pointed to by the markers L and R (only L is shown in the figure). It is believed 
that the marker localisation error denoted by cl can be considered to be within ±lmm as the 
3o  point. This corresponds to a variance of 0.11 mm2, which is approximately only 4% of the 
estimated variance from the tape measure error described earlier (i.e., (0.11/2.8)* 100). As the 
variance of the tape measurement has been estimated conservatively and because the marker 
localisation variance is relatively small, it is considered that any contributory variance has 
already been adequately compensated for and any marker localisation error is ignored.
The covariance between the measurements corresponding to a! and b' determined by the error 
£L is now considered. Figure 3.6 shows that the measurements are taken from the point L\ 
There is therefore a covariance between the error in the measurements a and b as they are 
correlated by the point L’ common to both measurements. The actual value of the covariance 
depends upon the position of the robot, in particular the angle a and the length of b. However,
(3.26)
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this covariance will be relatively small thereby contributing very little to the overall variance, 
and can be ignored.
Hence, the covariance matrix of the input measurements X  is a diagonal matrix (i.e. non­
diagonal elements set to zero), where the diagonal elements correspond to the variances of the 
input measurements.
3.5 The Odometry Error Model
The odometry error model consists of two parts - one for rotation odometry and the other for 
translation odometry. Each has three error components:
• Position Error. This is the difference between the position estimated from odometry 
alone and the observed change in position calculated using the ground truth markers 
(Oi, 0 2, L and R).
• Heading Error. This is the difference between the change in heading as provided by 
odometry and the observed change of marker 4>. The heading has components of Oh and 
Ob- Ob is the offset between the local axis and the world coordinate axis (which should 
not change), and Oh corresponds to rotation which synchronously changes the wheel 
orientation.
• Conversion Error. The robot controller software transforms or converts the robot odom­
etry to a translation in units of metres, or rotation in units of degrees. This is through 
simple scaling of raw encoder readings. The difference between, the values provided 
by the robot controller and the values estimated from observations of the robot is the 
conversion error.
3.5.1 The Rotation Error Model 
Rotational Position Error
The change in position relative to a state of Oh =  0 was observed during a spot rotation. Ordi­
narily, a spot rotation should not cause any change in the robot position - only the Oh component
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Figure 3.6: Estimating the input covariances. The figure illustrates the two sources of error 
in the measurements from the markers on the robot to the two Origins (only marker L is shown 
in the figure). The true values are denoted as a, b and e, while the corresponding measured 
values are a', b' and d  respectively. The first source of error (i.e., the marker localisation error) 
is in the difference between the true position and the recorded position of the marker (e.g. ef). 
As the markers point quite close to the ground, the variance of this error is believed to be 
relatively small compared to the second source of error and therefore the first error is ignored. 
There is a covariance between a' and b', which will depend upon the position of the robot 
and is not trivial to determine. However, any covariances will not exceed the variances and 
will therefore also be small, and are therefore similarly ignored. The second source of error 
(i.e., the tape measurement error), is in the measuring process itself for which it is believed 
the variance is much greater. However, as each measurement is independent and uncorrelated 
with any other measurement, the covariance will be zero. An input covariance matrix with 
the diagonals corresponding to the variance of each measure, and the non-diagonal (covariance 
elements) set to zero, is therefore assumed.
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in the heading should change. However, experiments show that there is a small cyclical dis­
placement. After several consecutive rotations, there is a very small net displacement ( «  5mm 
after 10 revolutions). Visual observations suggest that this is possibly due to the direction of 
the carpet pile causing a ratcheting effect, from the frictional effect of wheels rotating on their 
vertical axis. Consecutive full rotation motion is atypical, and any localisation error is insignifi­
cant in comparison to the systematic and non-systematic errors during the expected intervening 
translation motions. The contributing localisation error is so small in comparison to the other 
errors that it can be ignored.
Figure 3.7(a) shows two plots of the displacements A xr and A yr, against the wheel orien­
tation (ft). The blue diamond data points show the displacement along the yr axis and the 
red squares show the displacement along the xr axis. The vertical error bars are ±3 cr, and 
were estimated using the error propagation method explained earlier. From observations of the 
plots, a sinusoidal model function with three parameters was fitted to each of the two plots, us­
ing weighted non-linear least-squares (Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm). The model functions 
were:
where xr and yr are displacements in metres, in the x- and y- direction relative to a start position 
at f t  =  0, with the three parameters A, 4> and K  to be estimated. The fitted curves are shown 
as a solid line in the figure. The x 2 (goodness of fit) was calculated for xr and yr and was
0.967 and 0.959 respectively - which is a good fit (1.000 is a perfect fit.). The x 2 formula used 
is
where SSE is the sum-squared-error and SST the sum of squares total. The variable ft [ft j, 
is the i-th observation of n observations at wheel orientation ft {, and yi is the model function 
value fx(@hi) or / y(ft,) in equation 3.27 and 3.28 respectively.
xp — fxifii) — Ax. sin (ft  -F j x ) T  K x
Ur =  f y  ( f t )  =  Ay.sin (ft +  <jy) +  Ky
(3.27)
(3.28)
2 _  SSE
X Q  CrrjlSST (3.29)
and
SSE
SST
i  =  1 , . . .  , n (3.30)
(3-31)
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Figure 3.7(b) plots the positions of the robot during a full revolution relative to the initial 
position of the origin of the Robot Frame at the start of the revolution. In this figure the initial 
fitted curve is plotted as a dotted line. This fit was improved by applying robust estimation 
techniques to exclude those points which exceed a threshold error from the initial curve, and re­
applying the weighted non-linear Least-Squares method to the remaining points. This however, 
excluded only two points. The robust fit can be seen in figure 3.7(b) as the solid circle. The 
resultant estimated parameters for the rotation position error model equations were:
Ar =  8.837xl0-3 , (f)x =  1.322, Kx =  8.480xl0~3 (3.32)
Ay =  7.952xl0-3 , (j)y =  -0.230, K y =  1.213xl0“ 3 (3.33)
The units of the parameters A, (j) and K  are metres, radians and metres respectively. The 
amplitude A shows that the peak-peak displacement is approximately 8mm. Therefore, it can 
be concluded, that the displacement during a spot-rotation follows a very slightly elliptical path 
which is approximately 8mm wide.
Rotational Heading Error
Recall that the heading (hw), is the sum of two components - the heading offset (67) and the 
wheel orientation ( O h ) .  Data from the experiment was used to determine which, or both, of the 
two components was varying.
Figure 3.8(a) shows a plot of the heading offset (AOf) against the observed wheel orientation 
( O h ) -  The error bars are ±3<j standard deviation. The central horizontal line shows the median 
value of AOb, with the upper and lower lines the ± 1<t standard deviation of the data sample.
The values of A Ob are fairly randomly distributed, are well within the error bars and have a rel­
atively low standard deviation compared to the error bars - and a median of approximately zero. 
It is therefore assumed that the heading offset is invariant to changes in the wheel orientation 
(i.e., A Ob — 0). The base therefore does not rotate during a spot rotation.
Rotation Conversion Error
The question of whether there is a constant error in the conversion of the rotation motor encoder 
units to metric units is now considered. Figure 3.8(b) plots the change in the rotation odometry
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(a) Rotation Position With Basic Fit
with 3-sigm a error bars
(b) Plot of Path with Robust Fit
Figure 3.7: Rotation Position Error. The figure shows how the position of the robot changes 
during a spot rotation. Figure 3.7(a) shows the displacement in the local x- and y- direction 
against the wheel orientation (0j). Figure 3.7(b) are the same data points but plotted as posi­
tions taken at various wheel orientations. The solid ellipse/circle is the fitted curve.
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(b) Scaling Error
Figure 3.8: Rotation: Heading and Scaling Error. Figure 3.8(a) shows that Ob is invariant to 
rotation ( O h ) -  It is concluded that the base does not rotate. Figure 3 .8(b) shows that the ratio 
of observed orientation to odometry is not quite 1:1, suggesting a small scaling error in the 
rotation odometry.
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(A ^ 0do) against the change in observed wheel orientation (i.e., A  O h ) . A linear fit shows a 
gradient marginally greater than 1 suggesting a marginal but consistent scaling error. Ten full 
rotations in both directions (clockwise and anti-clockwise) were performed, and compared this 
with the observed rotation. The results showed that the mean observed angle rotated ( A  O h )  
was 3592.45 degrees but that the rotation odometry data stated 360.00 degrees. Assuming that 
A  O h  oc A / d o - Therefore
0 =  fo (A / d o )  =  So A / d o  (3.34)
where 0 is the corrected change in the wheel orientation, and the scale factor ( S q) is:
Sq =  A / / A / d o  
=  3592.45/3600 
=  0.998
The observed change in wheel orientation is 99.8% of the rotation odometry.
3.5.2 The Translation Error Model 
Translational Position Error
The robot was observed to move in a curved path during a translation - this is a systematic 
translational error from what should be a straight trajectory in the ideal case. However, in­
terestingly, the curvature of the path depended upon the wheel orientation ( / ) .  Therefore, a 
number of runs were conducted to investigate this relationship (as described in section 3.4). 
Briefly, the start and end ground truth pose were estimated, and compared with the position 
derived from the translation odometry. The curvature of the path and the rate of change of the 
heading was investigated. The systematic position error during a translation was estimated as 
the curvature of the translating path. The path curvature C is defined as:
C  =  Aa/Ad (3.35)
where a  is the angle of the arc of the path, and d is the travelled distance. From figure 3.10, it 
can be seen that a is twice the angle between the initial heading vector and a vector from the 
start to the end point - which are estimated from the ground truth. Now, having estimated a,
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theta-h (deg)
(a) Plot o f  path curvature
theta-h (deg)
(b) Plot o f  normalised heading error
Figure 3.9: Translation: Position and Heading Error. The plots show that the curvature of 
the trajectory and the rate of change in the heading is a function of the wheel orientation. The 
solid curve shows a fitted sinusoidal function.
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End position Given a (the change in heading) and d 
(the arc path), the net displacement 
(Ax, Ay) is:
Robot path Ax = X sin (oc/2),Ay = X cos (a/2).
A. is derived as follows:
1. r = d /a
2. r = (A/2) / sin (oc/2)
Start position
Eliminating r and rearranging: 
1 = d sine (a/2).
Figure 3.10: Relationship between arc path and displacement. The figure shows the deriva­
tion of the equation describing the net displacement given the distance travelled (d) and the 
angle turned (a). A is the net displacement, r is the radius of curvature around the point C. 
(Ax, Ay) is the change in position relative to the y-axis coincident with the original heading.
the path travelled d can be derived as:
where A is the straight line distance between the start and end points, as observed. The deriva­
tion of this relationship is provided in 3.10. The sine function is defined as:
Figure 3.9(a) is a plot of the curvature of the path in units of rad m-1 , against wheel orientation 
(Oh). The eiTor bars are ±3-sigma. The path of the robot describes a circle, except, at two wheel 
orientations where the trajectory is a straight line - although this can be considered to be a path 
describing a circle of infinite radius. The plots suggest that the curvature of the trajectory is 
a sinusoidal function of the wheel orientation (Oh)- Using the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm 
described earlier, a model function for path curvature C, of the following form was fitted:
where f c is a function of Oh, with Ac, 0C and <f)c being parameters estimated. The parameters 
estimated were:
sinc(a/2) (3.36)
O — fe(0h) =  Ac. sin (Oh +  4>c) +  K c (3.37)
Ac =  4.150xl0-2 , <f>c =  -1.4515, K c =  -6.457xl(T3 (3.38)
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The solid line in figure 3.9(a) shows the fitted curve. The Ac parameter shows that the magni­
tude of the variation in the curvature is 2.38 degrees (4.15xl0-2 radians) per metre travelled.
The curvature of the trajectory is a sinusoidal function of the wheel orientation.
Translational Heading Error
As the rotation control motor is independent of the translation control motor, it is assumed 
that there is no change in the wheel orientation during a translation (ie. A ft  =  0). Therefore 
any change in heading is due entirely to a change in the heading offset component (ft) of the 
heading (hw). However, the possibility of drag and base twist during a translation can result 
in a trajectory not consistent with a change in heading. It cannot therefore be assumed that the 
change in heading (A hw) corresponds to the arc angle of the trajectory (a).
The heading at the start and end ground truth positions was estimated. B denotes the heading 
error rate from base twist as:
B  =  A0w/Ad (3.39)
where d is the odometry, and A ft0 is estimated from the ground truth measurements of A ft (as 
A ft  =  0).
Figure 3.9(b) is a plot of the change in heading (hw) per metre travelled against wheel orienta­
tion (ft). As Oh is a constant, any change in heading is due to a change in the heading offset 
(ft). The plot therefore shows A ft /Ad against wheel orientation (ft). The error bars are to 
±3(7.
Again, the plots suggest a sinusoidal function of the wheel orientation (ft). Using the LM 
algorithm, a model function of the following form was fitted:
B =  ft ( f t ) =  Ab. sin (ft  +  (f>b) +  K b (3.40)
where ft is a function of ft, with three parameters Ab, <f>b and K b. The parameters estimated
were:
Ab =  4.272xl0-2 , 0* = -1 .4384, I<b =  1.936xl0“ 3 (3.41)
The fitted curve is shown as a solid line in figure 3.9(b).
The heading error rate is a separate sinusoidal function (of the wheel orientation), to that of
the curvature of the trajectory.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of path curvature and heading error. The figure shows that the 
two fitted curves for the curvature of the path and the heading error do not coincide. This 
suggests that there is an additional moment force twisting the base, separate to a tangential 
force dragging the robot.
Comparison of Position Error and Heading Error Models
It can now be compared as to whether the heading error corresponds to the curvature of the 
trajectory of the robot. Figure 3.11 plots both the fitted curves. The curves are not coincident, 
and therefore it can be concluded that the change in the heading is not equivalent to the arc 
angle of the trajectory.
The robot trajectory (i.e., the arc angle of the path) is mainly but not wholly attributable 
to the change in heading from the base twist (i.e. A / ) .
Translation Conversion Error
It is considered whether there is a constant error in the conversion of the translation motor 
encoder units to metric units. The actual distance travelled along the curved path (d), was 
compared with the translation odometry Ad. Figure 3.12(a) shows a plot of the odometry 
distance (Ad) and the estimated travel (Ad), against the wheel orientation (Oh). There is a
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Figure 3.12: TRANSLATION: Scaling Error. The plots show that there is a systematic 
scaling error between the actual distance travelled along and the odometry.
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systematic error which is invariant to the wheel orientation - but possibly proportional to Ad.
A plot of Ad/Ad is shown in figure 3.12(b). The error bars are ±3a  standard deviation. The 
outer pair of horizontal lines indicate drier standard deviation of the data. A mean value was 
taken (shown as the central line), and those points more than lcr standard deviation away were 
considered as outliers. The figure shows that there are only three data points which fall outside 
the ±lcr band. The threshold lcr was decided from observing the values of the outliers.
The mean of the remaining points were taken and a linear trend line was fitted. The mean of
the remaining points was 1.0051. The gradient of the line was -2xl0~7 which is taken to be
zero. If it is assumed that Ad oc Ad0d0, then:
d =  fd(Adocio) =  Sd Ad0d0 (3.42)
where Sd the scale factor applied to the translation odometry is:
Sd =  Ad/ Ad0d0 (3.43)
=  1.0051 (3.44)
The lcr is a severe threshold. An alternative would be to discard 10% of the furthest points from 
the mean, and compute a new mean from the remaining 90%. In either case, the difference in 
the means computed is of no great significance.
A model, with estimated parameters has been described which characterises the systematic 
translation odometry error. This completes the definition and parameter estimation of the sys­
tematic error of the synchronous drive robot CYCLOPS.
3.5.3 Error Model Summary
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarise the model equations and the estimated parameter values. There 
are 6 model equations - 3 for rotation and 3 for translation. There are 14 parameters in total.
3.6 Model Algorithms
The model functions in table 3.1 provide a set of primitives from which the systematic error in 
the SD robot can be modelled. The error model can be used for two complementary objectives 
common in mobile robotics navigation:
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ROTATION TRANSLATION
0 =  f o ( S S 6 odo) =  S o  A#odo d =  fd{Af^odo) = Sd Adodo
x r — f x(0h) — Ax sin (Oh +  0x ) T K x AOb/d — fb(0h) =  Ab sin (Oh +  <f>b) +  Kb
Vr =  fy{0h) =  Ay sin (Oh +  0i/) +  Ky A0c/d =  f c(0h) =  Ac sin(0h +  0 e) +  K c
Table 3.1: Model function primitives. There are 6 primitive equations which characterise 
the systematic odometry error. A(90do and Adocio is the change in the rotation and transla­
tion odometry. 6 and d represents the odometry values correcting the robot software error in 
transforming the raw encoder units from the control motors to a known unit of measure (ie. de­
grees and metres). The functions f x(•), f y(-) model the path of the robot relative to the Robot 
Frame during a spot-rotation. For the translation motion, function /&(•) models the change 
in the heading offset (9b), and f c( j  models the curvature of the path, where Oh is the wheel 
orientation.
• Localisation. This takes as input the odometry, and outputs the pose of the robot. The 
equations to estimate the robot pose are described in this chapter.
• Control. This takes as input a specific destination point, and outputs the required rotation 
and translation that need to be input to the robot.
Recall that the robot state vector s is defined as (xw, yw, Oh, 0b)T, where x and y is the robot 
position, Oh the wheel orientation and Ob the heading offset from the state of Oh =  0. The robot 
pose vector p is defined as (xw, yw, hw)T, where xw, yw is the robot position in the World 
Frame, and hw the heading. Zero heading is along the yt-axis, with clockwise positive (See 
figure 3.2).
Most previous work has considered the robot state to be of the form (xw,yw, hw)T. However, 
this is insufficient for a synchronous drive robot where the systematic error is a function of the 
wheel orientation Oh - which is a component of the heading.
3.6.1 A Localisation Algorithm
A localisation method using the odometry error model is presented here. The method is sum­
marised in algorithm 2. There are two odometry inputs A0oc\o and Ad0C\0. 0 and d are defined
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ROT
Parameter
\TION
Value
TRANSI
Parameter
.ATION
Value
-ft 0.998 f t 1.0051
A (m ) 8.837xl0-3 f t  (rad m_1) 4.272xl0“ 2
<px(rad) 1.322 ft  (rad) -1.4383
K x( m) 8.480xl0-3 iftfyadm "1) 1.936xl0~3
A /(m) 7.952xl0-3 f t  (rad m_1) 4.15010-2
f t  (rad) -0.230 ft(rad) -1.4515
Ky( m) 1.213xl0“ 3 Jft(radm_1) -6.457xl0-3
Table 3.2: Model Parameter Values. The table lists the parameters and the estimated values.
as
6 — Sq Aftdo 
d =  Sd Aftdo
(3.45)
(3.46)
where 0 and d are the corrected odometry values which will be used as input to the algorithms. 
The generic update equation following a rotation or translation is defined as:
P p  T  T rw dx (3.47)
and
f x  \'t'W  ^ cos ft sin ft 0 0^
P = y%u ) T rw — — sin 0b cos ft 0 0
\hw ) \  0 0 1 V
i dr (3.48)
(  A xr\
Ayr 
A  ft  
\A ft J
where p  is the known start pose, T rw is the transformation from the Robot Frame to the World 
Frame (ft is the Heading Offset), and dr the vector containing the change in state with respect 
to the Robot Frame. The new state is simply (xw> yw> (Oh +  A ft), (ft +  A ft) )T.
It is necessary to derive the values for the vector dr. This is derived separately for rotation and 
translation motion.
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Obtaining dr from Rotation
Recall that there is displacement in the position during a rotation and that this is with reference 
to the robot frame. The displacement needs to be the difference between the start and end wheel 
orientations ( / )  obtained from functions f x( j  and f y{ j .  Also recall that there is no change to 
the heading offset (ie. Ob is unchanged). The vector dr is therefore:
(U8h + S)-M8h)\ 
fyiflh +  0) — fy (Oh)
dr [rotation] = (3.49)
V 0 /
dr has been derived from rotation odometry and therefore equation 3.47 can be used to update 
the robot pose.
Obtaining dr from Translation
Recall that during a translation the robot path describes a curve where the curvature depends 
on the wheel orientation (Oh). This is modelled by the function / c(-). The travel is defined as d.
Therefore the displacement of the robot, (Axt, A yt), can be estimated relative to the Heading
Frame (yt).
The displacement relative to the Heading Frame (Axt, Ayt) can be expressed as:
A z A  /A s in (a /2)\  ^
\AytJ \A cos(o:/2),J
and
a =  d fe(Oh), (3.51)
A =  dsinc(a/2). (3.52)
The arc angle of the trajectory a is the product of the model function / c( / ) ,  and the travelled 
distance d, and A is the scalar displacement. This is shown in figure 3.10, which proves equation 
3.52. This displacement needs to be transformed to the Robot Base Frame (yr) by rotating the 
plane by the wheel orientation Oh (See figure 3.2).
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Recall that the wheel orientation (6h) does not change, however, there is a possible change in 
the Heading Offset (Ob). This is obtained from the function /&(•) - A Ob ~  dfb(Oh). All the 
elements of the vector dr can now be defined as:
dr [translation] =  T tr dt (3.53)
where Ttr is the transformation matrix from Heading to Robot Base Frame and dt is the change 
in state relative to the Heading Frame (yt). The elements are defined as:
T t r =  ,d t =  (3.54)
f  cos Oh sinOh 0 0^ f A xt ^
— sin Oh cos Oh 0 0
j d  —
A yt
0 0 1 0 0
 ^ 0 0 0 V \dfb(0h) J
where Oh is the initial wheel orientation and (Oh +  0) the end wheel orientation.
Hence the change in state relative to the Robot Frame dr from translation odometry has been 
derived, and therefore equation 3.47 can be applied to update the robot pose.
3.7 Model Validation
The objective of odometry based localisation given the odometry as inputs and the start state, 
is to provide an estimate of the robot’s end pose. A set of six runs ranging from 1.75m to 3.5m 
long were made at various heading offsets (i.e., Ob) and various wheel orientations (i.e., Oh).
The error between the ground truth and the odometry based pose using the error model were 
compared. The actual errors from the estimated ground truth for each of the runs are sum­
marised in table 3.7.
Positional Error Reduction
Figure 3.13 is a plot showing the start and end points of 6 runs. Runs 1,2,3 and 4 are where 
the wheel orientation causes the greatest systematic odometry error, whilst runs 5 and 6 are 
relatively straight trajectories. The start points are shown as solid circles and numbered with 
the run number. The end points are sets of three estimates (indicated by the curly brackets) of,
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x-position (m)
Figure 3.13: Ground Plots. This is a plan view illustration of the start and end positions of 6 
runs at various wheel orientations (Oh). The set of end positions (bracketed) are of the ground 
truth, odometry and model estimates. Using the odometry error model the localisation error 
was significantly reduced by up to a factor of ~5, in cases where the systematic error is greatest 
(see runs 1,2,3 and 4). In the case of run 5 the improvement although small, is still a factor of 
rs2. However, in the case of run 6, although there is slight increase in absolute position error, 
using the model does slightly reduce the heading error.
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Figure 3.14: Error Plots. Figure 3.14(a) shows how using the model reduces the absolute 
position error significantly (except for a slight increase in error for run 6). The reduction in 
heading error shown in figure 3.14(b) is significant for runs 1, 2, 3 and 4. For runs 5 and 6, 
where there is a relatively small initial heading error, the error model has marginal effect.
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Run Oh distance (m)
Odometry 1
| £x,£y II (m)
ilTOr
eh(deg)
Model Er
II £x,ey | (m)
ror
£h(deg)
1 340 1.707 0.050 4.0 0.019 0.1
2 340 3.522 0.270 9.7 0.045 1.7
3 170 1.804 0.096 5.7 0.039 1.1
4 170 3.519 0.309 9.0 0.096 0.0
5 80 2.994 0.103 3.3 0.067 3.3
6 260 3.490 0.042 3.0 0.072 2.2
Table 3.3: Table of Residual Localisation Errors. The table contains the absolute residual 
error in position (exy) and heading (ft), for 6 runs at various wheel orientations (ft) and at 
varying path lengths. The reduction in the heading error using the model is quite marked. The 
ground plots and barcharts are in figures 3.13 and 3.14.
ground truth ( '□ ’), raw odometry ( ‘O’) and model corrected odometry (‘0 ’). In each set the 
closeness of the estimates from the odometry and the error model are to the ground truth can be 
visualised. The plots show that in all cases, except for mn 6, the model reduces the localisation 
error. Even in run 6, the error between the model and the odometry is quite small.
Figure 3.14(a) is a barchart of the residual positional error from the ground truth. The chart 
shows that runs 1,2,3 and 4 which have the greatest systematic error, have the most significant 
improvement in localisation estimate - by up to 600%. However, the error model in the case of 
runs 5 and 6, where the trajectory is relatively straight, do not appeal' to improve the localisation 
error by much.
The most significant reduction in position error is where the systematic error is greatest, 
with little or no improvement when the trajectory of the robot is relatively straight.
Heading Error Reduction
The residual error in the heading is shown in the barchart of figure 3.14(b). The model dramat­
ically reduces the systematic heading error for runs 1,2,3 and 4. In the case of mn 4 a heading 
error of 9° was reduced to virtually nil. However, in the case of runs 5 and 6, where the sys­
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tematic position error was relatively small (i.e., trajectory is less curved), there is little if any 
improvement. It has been recognised by mobile robotics researchers that the heading error has 
a much greater impact on localisation error than systematic positional errors. In this respect 
the error model reduces the heading error quite dramatically thus reducing the greater element 
of odometry errors.
The most dramatic reduction in heading error is where the systematic error is greatest, 
with little or no improvement when the trajectory of the robot is relatively straight.
3.8 Discussion
In this section possible explanations for the systematic error model being a sinusoid function 
are provided. The reasons for the varying success in reducing the localisation odometry error 
using the error model is also explained.
3.8.1 Explanations for the Model Behaviour
In this section the explanations for the systematic error model is described by considering the 
rotation and translation models separately.
The Rotational Systematic Error
Recall that there is a small cyclical positional displacement during a rotation, which describes a 
slightly elliptical path. In this section a tentative explanation for this behaviour is provided. It is 
assumed that the axis of rotation is vertical and cuts through the contact point of the wheels on 
the ground. However, if the wheel is attached via a straight linkage rod which rotates in order 
to effect rotation of the wheels, the rod corresponds to the axis of rotation. Now if this rod is 
attached to one side of the wheel then the axis of rotation may not pass through the contact 
point of the wheel on the ground. A rotation will therefore cause the robot to gyrate. The 
magnitude of this gyration corresponds to the difference between the point the axis of rotation 
cuts the ground plane and the contact point of the wheel on the ground. It is believed that this is 
the main cause for the small translation of the robot during a rotation. However, at all times the
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maximum error in position will not deviate more than the radius of the gyration (e.g. +4mm 
for Cyclops). This systematic error does not accumulate and is relatively minor in comparison 
to the errors from translational motion.
The Translational Systematic Error
Figure 3.15: Possible Sources of Translational Systematic Error. The figure is a schematic 
showing the possible sources of systematic errors during a translation. It can be seen that the 
mis-alignment of the wheels causes a torque force, which twists the base, and a centripetal drag 
force. Either of these contribute to the heading error and curved trajectory of the robot.
The source of the systematic error during translational motion was suggested by Doh et al. [44], 
by modelling the kinematics. The following description follows on from Doh’s analysis.
A number of possible sources of systematic error was considered. The main source of error 
was believed to be due to mis-alignment of the wheels relative to the direction of motion. This 
was considered to cause two effects, both of which cause errors in heading:
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• A centripetal force
• A moment force.
Figure 3.15 shows the centre of mass offset by ec  from the origin of the robot. The combination 
of a component of the forces (F\, F<2 and F3) orthogonal to the heading, produces a centripetal 
force denoted as Fc. If it is assumed that the traction forces are equal, Fc is derived as:
where F  is the traction force. The second type of effect is a torque around the centre of mass
Figure 3.16: Schematic for Calculating the Torque Force. The figure shows the traction 
forces (Fj) of the wheels which cause a torque or moment around the robot centre O, causing 
the base to twist, and therefore changing the heading. The magnitude of the torque varies with 
the wheel orientation / .
C, twisting the base (i.e. /  changes) resulting in a change in the heading. As shown in figure 
3.16, making the following assumptions:
(3.60)
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1. The centre of mass is at the origin
2. The contact point of the wheels form an equilateral triangle.
3. The centre of the triangle is the centre of mass.
and applying the lever law, the torque can be defined as:
Ft — r\F\ +  r%F2 +  r3.F3 (3.61)
where:
n  =  D sin(ft +  ei)
7T
V2 =  - D  sin(— +  9h +  £2 )
7Tr3 =  D s'm (- -  0h -  £3)
and where r* is the orthogonal distance from the centre of mass, and D is the distance from the 
centre of mass to the contact point of the wheels. The traction forces are denoted as Fi (i =  1, 
/Idots, 3). Now if it is assumed that the traction forces are equal, the equation can be simplfied 
to:
Ft =  F D {sin (ft  +  £1) -  sin(^ +  0h +  £2 ) +  sin(^ -  0h -  £3 ) }
Expanding the terms using the addition formulae, and then converting the cosine terms to sines 
(i.e. cos 0 — sin(0 +  f )), Ft can be expressed as the sum of 5 sine terms:
/o -I
Ft =  FD{sm(Oh +  £1)  — sin (ft  +  £2 + ^ )  ~ ^ sin(ft +  £2) (3.62)
+  —  sin(ft +  e3 +  f )  -  -  sin(ft +  e3)} (3.63)
Now applying the superposition formula (i.e. C sin(ft -f- e) =  A sin Oh A B  cos f t  where 
C  =  yjA2 +  B2 and tane — ^), Ft can be expressed in the following form:
Ft =  FD{sin  f t ( ^  f t )  +  cos ft (^ 3  Bi)}, i =  1 ,. . . ,  5
where f t  and Bi correspond to the A and B terms in the superposition formula applied to each 
of the sine terms in equation 3.62. The superposition formula can be applied again to convert 
the sum of a sine and cosine to a single sine function:
Ft — FD C sin (ft  +  0) (3.64)
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where C =  V Ql, Ai)2 +  (X] Bi)2 and tan 0
The resultant sum of the forces Fc and Ft, cause the systematic error in heading and the curved 
trajectory. Note that Fc does not vary with the wheel orientation (6}x), however, the torque 
twisting the base, Ft does. The change in the heading can be expressed as:
where A hw is the change in heading, Ad is the change in odometry and Ft and Fc defined 
previously in equations 3.64 and 3.60 respectively.
Error Model Validation. Recall that the torque force Ft (see equation 3.64), causes the robot 
base to twist. The error model function fb(Oh) (see equation 3.40) modelling the base twist can 
be compared
Therefore, the only difference between the format of the function modelling the base twist 
between that derived from kinematics Ft and that derived from experimental data fb (i.e., sup­
pose F D C  «  A b ) ,  is the offset K b .  However, the offset K \ >  is relatively small compared to the 
amplitude Ab
The additional term Kb is small, and can be easily accounted for as being possibly a combina­
tion of experimental error (e.g. non-systematic error) and the assumptions made on kinematic 
model (e.g., that the centre of mass is at the centre of the three wheels and that the wheels are 
of equal diameter).
Note that the change in heading does not necessarily correspond to the curvature of the tra­
jectory. This is because the force Fc drags the robot in a direction not corresponding to the 
instantaneous heading - it is possible for the robot path to curve with no change in the heading. 
A separate function, f c, to model this has therefore been defined, which considers the trajectory 
separately to the change in heading.
Ahw — Ad(Ft +  Fc) (3.65)
Ft(9h) =  FDCam(0h +  4) 
fbifii) =  Ab sin(0/,, +  fb) +  Kb
(3.66)
(3.67)
(3.68)
4.5% (3.69)
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The function modelling the change in heading derived from the kinematics Ft +  Fc, can be 
compared with the function f c derived from experimental observations
Ft (Oh) +  Fc — FD C sin(0h +  </>) +  3F  ^ [ sin£2 (3.70)
fc(0k) =  Ac s in ( /  +  4>c) +  K c (3.71)
Now suppose Fc «  K c, and FD C  «  Ac, it can be seen that Ft +  Fc f c. The format of the 
two functions are approximately equivalent.
The kinematic model function amplitude FD C  should equate to Ab and Ac. However, although 
Ab /  Ac, the percentage difference between Ab and Ac is «  3%, which is within experimental 
and kinematic model assumption error. Hence, the experimental error model and the kinematic 
error model, which were derived independently of each other, can be considered to validate 
each other.
3.8.2 Applying the Systematic Error Model
In this section the implications of applying our error model to correct for systematic errors
is discussed. The model was validated against translational motion, as translation presents
potentially the most severe source of localisation error. In comparison, the localisation error 
for rotation motion is bounded and relatively small. Our discussion will therefore be limited to 
translation motion.
At first sight it can appear that the validation results for translation motion are inconclusive. 
In particular, the reduction in error of the position and heading varies widely. For example, in 
run 4 (3.5m run), the heading error of 9.0° was reduced to nil, whilst in run 5 (3.0m run), the 
heading error of 3.3° was not corrected by the model at all. Under the controlled experimental 
conditions, this variance cannot be attributed to non-systematic errors alone. The key discrim­
inating factor between the runs is the wheel orientation / .  For run-4, Oh was 170°. Compare 
this to run-5, where /  was 80°. The model function applied for correcting the heading error is 
fb(Oh)- Examining the plot of /&(•) in figure 3.9(b), it can be seen that at around Oh =  170°, the 
curve is flat (being at the peak of a sinusoidal function). In comparison, at around Oh =  80°, 
the curve is steepest (cutting the x-axis). The output of any function at points where the curve 
is flattest is less sensitive to a small change in the inputs. Therefore, at values of Oh where the
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curve is steepest, the accuracy of the odometry error reduction is more sensitive to the accuracy 
of the model and estimated parameters. This a priori information can be used to factor into path 
planning algorithms to avoid those wheel orientations for which the resultant localisation error, 
especially heading error, is greatest.
3.8.3 Conclusion
This section has described:
1. A Systematic Error Model. A set of functions have been defined which provide a 
parameterised error model for estimating the non-systematic odometry error in a syn­
chronous drive robot. A derivation of the underlying model supporting the model equa­
tions was described.
2. A Method for Systematic Error Calibration. A method to estimate the parameters of 
the systematic error model and a method to calculate the ground truth has been described.
3. Validation of the Models. It has been shown that the error model with the parame­
ters estimated has significantly reduced the localisation error. For those circumstances 
where using the model does not lead to significant reduction in localisation error, these 
have been explained and identified. The model has also been validated using kinematic 
analysis.
The conclusions drawn are:
• The systematic error model provides a significant improvement in robot localisation. In 
particular, the improvements in heading accuracy, which is a significant cause of odom­
etry localisation error, are quite marked.
• The application of the model to improve localisation is significant at wheel orientations 
where the gradient of the model equation is shallow, (i.e., where the systematic error is 
the greatest).
• The error model provides little or no improvement at wheel orientations where the gradi­
ent of the function is steep. The impact of this is minimal as at these wheel orientations 
the systematic error is relatively small.
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• Using the error model does not lead to a significant reduction in rotational systematic 
error. This is because the errors in any case are minor, and are bounded.
• The method to estimate the ground truth state of the robot including estimation of the 
uncertainty is a practical, although manually intensive, method.
Future Work. The observation based error model contains a large number of parameters. 
In comparison, the kinematic error model for translational motion contains relatively fewer 
parameters. Future work would seek to investigate this difference with the aim of reconcil­
ing the difference. This could take the form of investigating the possibility of simplifying the 
proposed error model in order to reduce the number of parameters, in combination with revis­
iting the assumptions made in deriving the kinematic error model. The kinematic error model 
only addresses translational motion, this needs to be extended to model the relatively small 
and bounded errors from rotational motion. The accuracy of using a model depends upon the 
accuracy of the model and the parameters estimated. Further work is required to investigate 
methods to improve the accuracy and ease of estimating the error model parameters.
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Algorithm 1 Estimating the Ground Truth Pose of a Synchronous Drive Robot
1. Initialise. Measure distance c between two fixed points O i, 0 2.
2. Input Data. Take measurements ai,bi,ar, br from the two origins Oi, 0 2 to the marker 
positions, and reading ft  from the paper skirt (see figure 1).
3. Compute Marker Coordinates (I, r ). Let I — (Lx, Ly j p and r  =  (Rx, Ry)T where
Rx — br sin oir, Ry — W cos ar (3.4)
Lx =  bi sin ai, Ly — bi cos ai (3.5)
where
- i  ( bi ~  °% +  °2  ^ - l  fb 2 -  a2 A c2\
“ , =  OOS (   2 M  }■  “ r =  “ S (   2 br c )■  (3'6)
4. Estimate Heading (hw). By definition
Ko =  0h A ft (3.7)
where
Ou — — tan-1
Rx L>2
  t  1 — — (3.8)
5. Estimate Position (Px, Py). Let p — (Px, Py)T
p — R (m  — I) A I (3.9)
and
I , , I cosy sin7 \ j /  d \
m  =  - ( r - l ) A l ,  R  =  , 7 =  cos ( xy ) (3.10)
V— sin 7 cos 7 J \ZL J
where I is the known radius of the robot and d the distance between the marker positions
d — P  (Rx — Lx)2 +  (Ry — Ly)2. (3.11)
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Algorithm 2 Odometry Based Localisation for a Synchronous Drive Robot
1. Initialise. Define the pose of the robot P (k) and matrix T r2w(&) at time k as
f x  \djqjj  ^ cos / sin / 0 0^
P {k) = Vw , T r2w (k) — — sin / cos / 0 0
\ h w  ) I  0 0 1 V
where (xw, yw) is the position, hw the robot heading, and 9b the heading offset.
2. Input Data. Let 6 =  Sq A /d o  and d — Sd A /d o , where A /d o , A /d o  are the odome­
try for rotation and tr anslation respectively. Sq and Sq are the model parameters.
3. Compute d r . The state change vector d r  is derived separately for rotation and transla­
tion. The functions /.(•) refer to the model functions and dr  =  (A x , Ay, A / ,  A / ) T.
(a) Compute d r  from Rotation. Let
[rotation] =  ty(8u +  8) -  f y(8h) ^
8
\ 0 /
(b) Compute dr  from Translation. Let
/[translation] =  T tr dt (3.57)
and
cos 6h sin 9h 0 0^ ^A sin(o:/2)^
-s in  / c o s / 0 0
, dt =
A cos(a/2)
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 V V dfb(Oh) )
where a — d / c( Z ) and A =  dsinc(a/2).
4. Estimate Robot Pose and State. Update the robot pose P  and heading offset 9b
P (k  +  1) =  P(k) +  T r2w dr , 6h{k +  1) =  Qb(k) +  A /  (3.59)
Chapter 4
Time Synchronisation of Sensor Data
4.1 Introduction
In mobile robot localisation, data from exteroceptive1 sensors have often been combined with 
odometry data to limit the odometry error. Probably the most commonly used exteroceptive 
sensor is the camera. Current techniques for combining image with odometry data are usu­
ally based upon the robot either moving extremely slowly or being at a standstill. The ability 
to perform continuous localisation, by combining odometry with image data, without limiting 
the motion of the robot has many advantages. It allows the path of the robot to be contin­
ually revised, and to correct for wheel-slip or other localisation errors. It also prevents the 
introduction of further undesirable localisation errors caused by wheel-slippage from frequent 
stop/start movements. Synchronising the times of the data, therefore, allows image data to be 
continuously combined regardless of the motion of the robot.
Odometry and vision data are usually provided at discrete intervals, time-stamped by local 
clocks. These local clocks, if different, are unlikely to be synchronised. However, in order to 
combine the data reliably, the data needs to be synchronised. This can be done by either syn­
chronising the clocks so that they show the same time (i.e. clock synchronisation), or estimating 
the time difference between the clocks (i.e. time synchronisation).
1 Sensors which sense the environment are described as being exteroceptive. In comparison, wheel odometry 
which senses the kinematic position of the robot i.e., wheel position, is a proprioceptive sensor.
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In this chapter a novel method is proposed to synchronise the vision and odometry data from the 
time-stamps of the data alone. In this instance, the sensors are not networked in any way, ruling 
out clock synchronisation over a network. The proposed method may also be considered, where 
it is undesirable to attempt to synchronise the clocks, when only the time difference between 
the clocks are needed to synchronise the data streams. The principles of the method have been 
published by the author [174].
In section 4.2 the robot sensor data streams are described. This is followed by a description of 
the time series data in section 4.3 and the problem of synchronising the sensor data streams. 
In section 4.4 an overview of published methods on clock and time synchronisation is given, 
and their applicability to our problem is discussed. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 contains a description 
of the proposed method and an extension to the method. This is followed by simulation and 
real data results in section 4.7. As the proposed method is novel, observations on the method 
are made in section 4.8, with potential applications to time series based time delay estimation. 
Comparisons are made with existing methods for time delay estimation. Finally, section 4.9 
concludes and suggests further areas of work.
4.2 The Robot Sensor System
In this section the two robot sensors whose data are being combined are described. The sensors 
are the optical wheel encoders providing odometry data and a camera providing 2D image data.
4.2.1 The Odometry Data
The mobile robot system is based around a differential drive Pioneer DXe mobile robot (by 
ActivMedia Robotics), with two drive wheels at each end of an axle, and a third free-wheel for 
stability. Both drive wheels of the robot have optical encoders.
Although the optical encoders continually provide discretised raw odometry data for each 
wheel, due to bandwidth limitations in transmitting the odometry readings, these are sampled 
at periods of 100 ms. This odometry reading is assembled into a data packet by the sensor 
hardware. This packet is then transmitted to the host PC on the robot over a RS232 link. This 
link is shared with robot control packets sent to/from the host PC.
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The host PC time-stamps each packet on arrival. The packet is then disassembled into left and 
right wheel odometry readings by the robot software. This is the raw odometry data which is 
made available to the robot controller software running on the host PC.
There is a small but fairly constant delay during the transfer of the odometry reading to the 
host PC, of several milliseconds depending on the baud rate of the RS232 link and the size and 
number of control packets. As the delay over the RS232 is a fairly constant offset from the true 
time of the observation, this delay will be compensated for when estimating the clock offset 
between the two sensor data streams. However, there is a further variable delay in disassem­
bling the data packet which depends upon the load on the host PC. In this instance it is of little 
consequence as the packet has already been time-stamped. The relationship between odometry 
readings and physical change in the pose of the robot is now explained.
The Rotation Motion. During a spot-rotation, the wheels are rotated in opposite directions. 
The magnitude of the difference between the odometry corresponds to the angle turned:
Adk oc (AE ik — AERk) (4.1)
where ELk and Err is the kth odometry reading from the left and right wheels respectively, 
A Ok is the angle turned. The robot controller aims to rotate the wheels in equal and opposite 
directions by continually monitoring the odometry and controlling the stepper motors.
The Translation Motion. During a translation, both drive wheels rotate in the same direc­
tion. The robot controller aims to maintain an equal linear displacement of both wheels along 
the ground by continuously correcting the amount each wheel is rotated from monitoring the 
odometry.
Adk oc AEk (4.2)
where Adk is the displacement and AEk the change in the odometry. It is assumed that the 
wheels are of equal radius and rotate by the same amount (i.e., A El,. =  A ERk =  AEk).
Hence, if the wheel size, the length of the wheel base and the number of odometry units per 
wheel revolution is known, the change in position and heading of the robot can be estimated. 
This process is called odometry based localisation or in common parlance ’dead reckoning’ . A 
more detailed description is given in section 5.3.
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4.2.2 The Image Data
A single 3CCD Progressive Scan camera (a Sony DXC-9100P) mounted on the robot provides 
continuous RGB images in PAL format. The images received are sampled at 25 frames per 
second, corresponding to a discrete sampling period of 40 ms.
Image registration techniques, such as the generalised cross-correlation method [88] are used 
to calculate the pixel shift between frames. The image data stream therefore consists of pixel 
shifts between contiguous frames. The time-stamping is performed by appending frames with 
a video code using a dedicated videocoder. The videocoder is independent of the robotic system 
and has its own clock.
4.3 The Robot Time Series Sensor Data
In this section the nature of the time series data derived from the odometry and image data 
stream is described.
4.3.1 The Raw Time Series
Figure 4.1 shows a time series of the two raw sensor data streams that are to be combined. The 
data is a 14 second segment of a robot motion sequence, during which the robot performs a 
spot-rotation in both directions, pausing momentarily at each change in direction.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the raw odometry readings against time sampled at 100ms periods. The 
times are with reference to the clock on the host PC on the robot. The sensor hardware inte­
grates the readings from the optical encoders to provide data which corresponds to the distance 
travelled by the wheel along the ground. The gradient therefore corresponds to the velocity 
of the robot. At times when the robot is still, there is some creep possibly caused by play or 
bedding down of the carpet surface. This is usually imperceptible to the naked eye.
Figure 4.1(b) plots image pixel shift in the horizontal direction from the previous to the current 
frame against time. The times are with reference to the local clock on the videocoder. As the 
frames are captured every 40ms, the plot corresponds to the short-term average velocity over
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Time (ms)
(a) Odometry Encoder Data.
(b) Image Pixel Shift.
Figure 4.1: Raw Time Series. The plots show the odometry or pixel shift data plotted against 
time-stamps of the discrete observations according to their local clocks. Figure 4.1(a) is the 
plot of the discrete odometry observations. The data from the right wheel has been negated to 
provide a direct comparison with the translation of the left wheel. The combined data represents 
the angle rotated. Figure 4.1(b) is a plot of the inter-frame pixel shift.
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40ms. The pixel shifts are computed using the well-known phase correlation method described 
in appendix B. It was published in 1975 by Kuglin and Hines [91].
4.3.2 The Time Shifted ID Signals
The sensors observations are manifestations of the motion of the robot. There is a linear rela­
tionship between the angle turned and the difference in the odometry data (see equation 4.1). 
There is also a linear relationship between the angle turned and the sum of the pixel shifts. It 
can therefore be considered that plots of the angle turned against the odometry and angle turned 
against image data would yield curves of the same shape but with a shift between them. Al­
though time-delay estimation (TDE) methods (see section 4.4) are generally applied to signals 
emanating from the same radiating source, they can be applied if a suitable time series of the 
data can be derived representing two discretely sampled signals, where the signals are common 
to the same initiating source (i.e. the motion of the robot). The time delay estimate variable 
corresponds to the clock offset i.e., the variable needed in order to synchronise the sensor data 
streams.
Figure 4.2 is a plot of the angle turned (to an unknown scale factor) against the discrete odom­
etry and image data representing the two discretely sampled signals. The image data has been 
scaled by a factor of four to aid visualisation of the data streams. The two plots are broadly the 
same shape. The shift between them is barely noticeable but can be seen magnified in figure
4.3.2 The data represents a short segment of data on the spot-rotation motions of the robot. As­
suming a more lengthy sequence, the question considered is how to estimate the shift between 
the two signals - the classic time delay estimation problem.
Figure 4.3 magnifies segments of figure 4.2. In figure 4.3(a) a segment of the data corre­
sponding to a single leg of spot-rotation of the robot is magnified. The image data is noisy in 
comparison to the odometry data stream. Qualitative observations suggest that there is a small 
oscillatory noise in the data which decreases in amplitude during the motion. It is possible that 
this is caused by the impulse of a change in state from stationary to motion, which triggers an 
oscillation in the camera mount. From the boxed area magnified in figure 4.3(b), the time shift
2In order to display the plots superimposed on the same x-axis, the true time-stamps have been zeroed relative 
to the first time-stamp.
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Figure 4.2: The Two ID Discrete Signals. The figure shows a segment of the time series data 
of the odometry superimposed on the image data. The raw image data has been integrated to 
provide measurements corresponding with the odometry plot. As expected, the odometry and 
image data are time-shifted versions of each other, and this presents a time-delay estimation 
problem. The boxed area is shown magnified in figure 4.3
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: A Magnified View of the ID Signal Pair. Figure 4.3(a) is a magnified view of the 
boxed section in figure 4.2. Although the image plot has a markedly diminishing oscillatory 
appearance, it is apparent that it is a time shifted version of the odometry plot. The boxed 
section in figure 4.3(a) is shown at a higher magnification in figure 4.3(b). The figure illustrates 
the difficulty in estimating the actual corner point, making it impossible to directly estimate the 
clock offset to sub-sample accuracy.
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from the comer corresponding to the time the robot starts to rotate can be visualised.
Performance Requirements. It is necessary to estimate the time difference between the two 
clocks to an accuracy sufficient for the synchronisation of odometry and image data. The 
circumference of the drive wheels are 600mm with 5000 encoder counts per wheel revolution. 
Suppose the robot travels at a speed of 25mm s_1, then
25ev =  x 5000 «  208,600
where ev is the number of encoder units per second. Then it takes l/ev = 4.8 ms for the robot 
odometry to increment by one. A target accuracy of ±2.4 ms (ie. an interval width of 4.8 ms, 
or a variance of 0.64ms2 to 3<j standard deviation) for the estimate of clock offset, is deemed 
to be more than adequate for the purposes of reliably combining the two data streams. This is 
approximately 10% of the sample period of the image and 5% of the odometry. It is therefore 
required that the clock offset is estimated to sub-sample resolution and accuracy. A robot speed 
exceeding 60mm s~x would require sub-millisecond accuracy.
4.4 Related Work
In this section an overview of published works related to our problem of synchronising the data 
from different sensor data streams is provided. They fall broadly under two headings
1. Clock Synchronisation. This is where the clocks are adjusted to show the same time. 
Thus the time-stamps of the discrete observations from the two sensor data streams are 
effectively stamped with reference to clocks showing the same time.
2. Time Delay Estimation. The alternative to synchronising the clocks is to obtain the 
time difference between the clocks - the clock offset. The clock offset corresponds to the 
time delay estimate between the two sensor data streams when the two data streams are 
formulated as two 1-d signals with a time shift between them.
4.4.1 Clock Synchronisation
The majority of published works on clock synchronisation and estimating clock offsets have 
been in the context the synchronisation of clocks in a networked environment. In the follow-
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ing paragraphs a number of published methods for clock synchronization depending upon the 
network infrastructure are described.
The Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP). The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a stan­
dard method for synchronizing clocks across various computers on a packet-switched variable 
latency network such as the Internet. It operates in a hierarchy where a primary server has a 
highly accurate time reference, such as a global positioning service (GPS) receiver or an atomic 
clock, and other machines derive their clock settings from it across the network [115]. NTP 
runs as a client program locally, sending periodic time requests to servers, obtaining server time 
stamps and using them to adjust the local clock accordingly. The accuracy is to tens of mil­
liseconds [116]. NTP assumes unrestricted computing resources at both the client and server 
with unrestricted bandwidth.
Sensor Networks. The NTP protocol cannot be directly applied in a sensor network as the 
sensor nodes and sensor network are limited and cannot support an NTP client/server process. 
To address this several clock synchronization protocols have been published (e.g., [49], [58], 
[99]). These are pair-wise synchronisation or global synchronisation. Pair-wise aims for high 
precision synchronisation between pairs of neighbouring nodes, whilst global synchronisation 
aims for all the nodes in the network to be synchronised with each other. For wireless sensor 
networks there are additional constraints which require more efficient light-weight algorithms 
that consider power consumption and the switching on/off of sensor nodes. The existing meth­
ods have been improved or new ones proposed (e.g. [38] [144] [153]).
Interval Based Clock Synchronization The interval paradigm was proposed by Marzullo 
and Owicki [111] in the context of clock synchronisation for infrastructure networks. Interval- 
based synchronisation provides guaranteed bounds on the real time. The interval paradigm 
was subsequently improved by Schmid and Schossmaier [138]. The paradigm has also been 
applied for clock rate synchronisation [140]. With the advent of mobile computing and wireless 
devices, this paradigm has been applied in the context of ad hoc sensor networks [134] and 
[19]. In both types of networks, the method relies on some form of synchronising messaging 
(eg. [140]), or communication between the sensor nodes (eg. [19]).
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In summary, all published methods for clock synchronisation described above rely on the exis­
tence of some form of network infrastructure or active messaging capability. This facility does 
not exist in our system. Time delay estimation methods are now reviewed.
4.4.2 Time Delay Estimation
Time Delay Estimation (TDE) is generally concerned with estimating the ID shift between 
two ID signals. In practice the signals are sampled and therefore the problem transforms to the 
estimation of time delay between two discretely sampled signals.
Depending upon the application, the time delay estimate represents a number of variables. 
Early work was mainly in the realm of target localisation [130], but in recent years the variable 
has been used to estimate the location of any type of radiating source such as a bird call for 
habitat monitoring [166], the location of a speaker for automatic camera steering for video­
conferencing [165]. Other less obvious applications include estimating the blood velocity from 
the delayed echoes of ultrasound pulses [93] and tissue elasticity [124].
Recall that the time delay estimate in our case corresponds to the clock offset between the local 
clocks time-stamping the discrete observations from the two sensor data streams. Unlike many 
of the ID signals in the literature, our sensor streams are of different modalities. Odometry 
data provides two scalar values corresponding to readings of optical encoders from the left and 
right wheels, whilst the image data is a 2-dimensional array of 8 bits (i.e. 0-255), corresponding 
to grey levels in the frame (The RGB data is converted to monochrome.). In addition the 
observation frequency differs greatly. Odometry data is provided at typically 100ms intervals, 
but images are captured at 40ms intervals. If the data is processed so that the plots from the two 
sensor data streams can be cross-correlated to yield an estimate of the time delay corresponding 
to the difference in times between the two local clocks (see figure 4.2), then this presents itself 
as the TDE problem.
The Generalized Cross-Correlation Method. Probably, the most popular and simplest tech­
nique for time delay estimation between two waveforms is the generalized cross-correlation 
method (GCC) published by Knapp and Carter [88] in 1976. The time delay estimate D is the
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maximum of the cross-correlation function (CCF) denoted /(« ):
D  =  arg max /(* ), i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  M (4.3)I
M -i
(4.4)
where
p[n] =  p(nT ), 
q[n\ =  q(nT) 
p(t) =  q(t +  K d).
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
where n is the nth discrete sample of observations p[-\ and q[-] from the continuous signal p(t) 
and q(t), and K d the time-delay, M  is the number of discrete elements in p[-], (?[•]. Implemen­
tation of the GCC requires a priori statistics on the signals to achieve the desired performance 
[136]. The theoretical performance of the time delay estimate in terms of a mean and variance 
is set by the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [30] [162],
A key observation is that the accuracy of D  is limited to the sample period T  and that the 
sample period is the same for both signals. However the time delay is generally not an integral 
multiple of the sample period. To address this a number of methods have been published.
The most common and simplest method to estimate the delay to sub-sample accuracy has been 
to interpolate the CCF by applying a parabolic fit [26]. Subsequent methods have sought to fit 
a cosine [32] and more recently a Gaussian [176],
The other option is to interpolate the discrete data to estimate intermediate values at intervals 
corresponding to the required precision. However, interpolation of the discrete data to estimate 
values at sub-sample periods is very costly and is uncommon. A recent alternative method 
published by Viola [161] in 2005 is to represent the signal as segments of a cubic spline before 
correlation . In this method an alternative pattern matching function to the CCF is used:
N
s(t) =  Y ( P ( iT  +  t) -  4[*])2 (4.9)
i=  1
where s(t) is the Sum Squared Error (SSE) between the piecewise continuous signal repre-
D =  arg min s(t) (4.8)
sented as a cubic spline /)(•) and the discrete sample /•]. The method has the advantage that
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the time delay estimate is a continuous variable and is not limited to the resolution of the pe­
riod of any sub-sample interpolation of the input data. Other pattern matching methods include 
minimising the Sum Absolute Difference (SAD) between the two signals.
Other published methods include adaptive methods where the time delay estimate is contin­
uously updated [45] [146] [132] [57]. Methods tailored to a specific type of signal such as 
sinusoidal [147] [112] [74] [148], transient signals [15] multi-path [101] [117] and reverberant 
environments [170] have been proposed. Other methods include wavelet transforms methods 
[122], and methods where there is a low signal-to-noise ratio [15]. For unstable and chaotic 
signals neural network methods have even been proposed [167].
The above is not an exhaustive survey, but demonstrates that there is no universal time delay 
estimation method. The appropriate method depends upon a number of factors:
• The type of signal waveform (eg. pure sinusoidal, narrowband, non-deterministic).
• The type of noise (eg. gaussian, reverberation, multi-path).
• The duration of the signal (eg. transient).
• The desired performance of the time delay estimate and computational cost.
• The SNR of the signal.
• The magnitude of the time delay relative to the signal.
• The sample frequency (relative to the signal).
Applying Published Methods
The application of published methods to our problem is now considered. Recall the following 
characteristics of the odometry and image sensor data streams:
1. The sample periods are not equal (i.e. 100ms and 40ms)
2. The signal waveform is non-deterministic (i.e. not sinusoidal or periodic)
3. The accuracy of the estimate required is to within 5% of the odometry sample period.
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4. The absolute magnitude of the time delay is arbitrary but is known to within limits.
5. The SNR of the odometry data is high, but the noise in the image data is an additive 
sinusoid of time-varying amplitude (i.e. not Gaussian or white).
The GCC method as expressed in equation 4.3 cannot be applied directly because the sample 
periods of the sensor data streams are not equal. Two possible options to pre-process the 
sampled data to input into the GCC method have been considered:
1. Set the sample periods at a value corresponding to the least common multiple (LCM) of 
the individual sample periods.
2. Interpolate the discrete data points at an interval common to both sensors.
Considering the first option, the LCM of the periods is 200ms (i.e. LCM(100,40)). The robot 
is able to accelerate to full speed from stationary well within that timeframe. This will cause 
an abrupt change in the sampled data. In addition, a sample period of 200ms will not be able to 
produce a time delay estimate anywhere near the required ±2.4ms accuracy. A 200ms sample 
period from an arbitrary signal waveform is simply too coarse. It is considered that this option 
on its own is not sensible. The alternative is to interpolate the data so that the sample periods 
are equal. The questions then remains as to what interpolation function is appropriate. All 
interpolations are estimates of the intervening discrete points between two samples according 
to a function of the neighbouring sampled points. Splines are commonly used to interpolate. 
The spline function yields a smooth continuous time representation from the discrete samples 
but the choice of a suitable spline function depends upon a priori information on the shape of 
the original waveform.
In our case, as the data source is essentially unpredictable and therefore arbitrary, the correct 
function to use for interpolating between the discrete data points is unknown. Critically, the low 
sample frequency of the odometry results in abrupt changes in the sampled values especially 
during stop/start actions; and some segments of the curve will be almost flat. The noise in 
the image data is also complicated and this will affect the correlation function output. The 
minimum sample period would be 200ms (i.e., the Least Common Multiple of the sample 
periods). However, this will not yield a sufficiently accurate estimate. Interpolating the data
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at 5ms would require 19 and 7 interpolated points between each discrete odometry and image 
sample respectively.
It is considered that there is no obvious spline function that would reliably interpolate the data 
to provide the required number of intermediate estimated points reliably. Assuming a linear 
interpolation of the data at 20ms periods in order to apply the CCF (see equation 4.3), then 
the problem of estimating the delay to sub-sample accuracy remains. Having considered and 
ruled out the interpolation period to match the desired performance, the method interpolating 
the CCF to locate the peak of the CCF (i.e. post-correlation) will be assessed.
Recall that a number of functions have been used to locate the peak of the CCF. All the meth­
ods require a priori knowledge of the waveform. In our case this is unknown. Therefore a 
suitable interpolation function does not exist. Even if a parabolic fit is adopted, the variance 
of the estimate is not known as this requires a priori information on the signal which is not 
known. Regardless, it is considered that the low sample frequency, and the errors in interpolat­
ing the data are highly unlikely to yield an estimate with a variance of 0.7ms2 (i.e. ±2.5ms to 
a confidence interval corresponding to 3a standard deviation).
From a survey of the literature, it is concluded that, there is no obvious satisfactory method to 
estimate the time delay variable in our problem.
4.5 Methodology
In this section a novel method of estimating the time delay to an arbitrary guaranteed precision 
is proposed.
4.5.1 Problem Formulation
In figure 4.4, the two sensor data streams are represented as timelines with the solid circles rep­
resenting the time-stamping of discrete sensor observations. The discrete sensor observations 
occur at intervals denoted by T  (e.g. Tp — 100ms and Tq =  40ms). The time-stamping of the 
observations are with reference to a local clock. For odometry data this is the local clock on 
the host PC of the robot, and for the image data it is the clock on the videocoder.
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Figure 4.4: Timelines of the sensor observations. The solid circles represent the discrete 
time-stamping of the sensor observations providing image and odometry data. The periods of 
the time-stamps are denoted by Tp and Tq. The unknown phase between the two sensor data 
streams is characterised by the set $  =  {/• : j  — 1, . . . ,  m}, where m depends upon Tp and 
Tq, and <j>j is the time between an arbitrary odometry observation to the next image observation.
The Phase. As the discrete observations are not synchronised, the concept of phase is intro­
duced to describe the relationship between the time-stamping of the discrete sensor observa­
tions. The phase is characterised as the set $  =  {/•  : j  =  1, . . . ,  m}, where a member of the 
set (j)j is the time delay from an arbitrary odometiy observation to the next image observation. 
This will be explained in more detail later.
In summary, the problem addressed is how to estimate the clock offset from coarsely sampled 
discrete sensor observation, time-stamped according to different clocks, and in the absence of 
any networking or active messaging infrastructure.
4.5.2 The Correlating Mechanism
Recall that the sensors are not connected or networked in any way. However, both sensors 
observe a phenomena common to both - the motion of the robot. This indirect relationship 
forms the basis of correlating the two sensor data streams.
A change in the odometry corresponds to a change in the state of the robot (i.e. a change in 
position or heading). Similarly, a non-zero pixel shift, also indicates a change in state. A
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change in state at the most basic level indicates that the robot is moving, with no change in 
state indicating that the robot is stationary. Therefore a change from being stationary to being 
in motion (or vice versa), can be Uivially determined from the sensor data values themselves. 
This provides a method to match the discrete sensor observations each time there is a transition 
from stationary to motion. This transition as referred to as an event. The event provides 
correspondence between the two signals.
The difference between discrete sensor readings at the time of an event corresponds to a time 
delay estimate that can be expressed as an interval containing the true unknown time delay. The 
width of this interval is the sum of the sample periods (i.e. Tp +  Tq). This is well outside our 
requirements and the proposed method seeks to reduce the width of this interval by combining 
information from a series of corresponding events.
4.5.3 Notation and Definitions
The following notations are used in the definitions that follow
p(t),q(t) : the continuous signal waveform from sensors P and Q
K d : the clock offset such that p(t) — q(t +  K d)
p[n],q[n] : the nth discrete observations from sensors P and Q respectively (n e  Z)
Tp, Tq : the sample periods of p(t) and q(t) respectively (Tp > Tq)
tp[n] i lq[n] • the local time-stamp of the nth discrete observation
Xi : the ith event (i =  1, . . . ,  m). See figure 4.5
P[ji],q[ki] : the pair of first discrete observations (i.e., sensor data) after event X{
Note that discrete functions are shown as /[•] and continuous functions as /(•).
Definition 4.1 (The Set of Time-stamps - O). fI is defined as the set of time-stamps of the 
discrete observations:
%  =  { tp[j} : Vj G Z, p[j) =  p(tp[j])}
A  =  {tq[k} : Vfc € Z, p[j] =  q(tq[j])}
(4.10)
(4.11)
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where dp and Clq are the sets containing the time-stamps of the discrete observations of sensors 
P and Q respectively. tpy], tq\j] are the times of the j'-th discrete observations from sensor P 
and Q respectively.
Definition 4.2 (The Phase - $). The phase set contains, the set of actual time differences 
between the occurrence of the discrete observation of sensor P to the next immediate occurrence 
of a discrete observation of sensor Q:
$  =  { 0 : 0  =  ©fc] -  ip[j], V7 G Z, 3k G Z, 0 < tq[k} -  tp[j] < T/fc} (4.12)
where
iq[k] — tq[k] ~ K d (4.13)
and tp[jj and iq^ \ are the time-stamps of the discrete observation of sensor P and Q respectively
according to the clock of P (i.e. the time-stamps are with reference to the same clock).
The phase set $  characterises the relationship between the actual occurrence of the sensor data 
streams’ discrete observations.
Definition 4.3 (Fixed Phase). Fixed phase describes the situation where the number of ele­
ments in <I> is finite, because the sequence f j  is periodic:
Vj : <f>j =  f j +n, 3n G Z. (4.14)
The sequence f j  can be formally defined as follows (see figure 4.4):
3n, n G Z+ , <pj+1 +  Tp — f j  +  nTq, where f j  G $, Tp mod T9 g Q  (4.15)
Re-arranging and taking modulo Tq (noting that V0, 0 mod Tq =  0)
fj+ i  =  (0i +  Tq -  Tp mod Tq) mod Tq (4.16)
where:
p^[j] (pL?—i] =  Jp’ ©[•] € dp (4.17)
tq[k] Iq[k~ 1] =  Bq, Ljr[-] ^ ^q (4.18)
Definition 4.4 (Varied Phase). Varied phase is where the sequence <pj G $ is not periodic, 
because either of two conditions occur:
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Figure 4.5: Deriving the Intervals (D2). The timelines of the local clocks are represented by 
the axes Cp and Cq. An arbitrary event denoted as X i  occurs between the local time-stamps 
ttptfi-1]* md (fq[h-1]» tqlh])- The true clock offset is I<d A c q~C p =  tq[ki] -  tp[ji]
where is unknown. However, as is bounded by the times of the discrete observations
preceding event Xi, we can express ei as a member of an interval Ei (i.e. ei <E E{), where
Ei =  [~Tq Therefore the clock offset can be expressed as a member of an interval -
K d  e  T > i , where D, =  tq\ki] -  tp[ji] +  Ej.
1. Tp/Tq ^ Q (i.e. irrational).
2. There are multiple sequences of fixed phase observations but with each fixed phase se­
quence having a different individual <F:
Vj, 3TPn, tp[j] -  tp[j_ i] =  TPn, n > 2 (4.19)
Vfe, 3TPn, /[&] tq[k— 1] ~  Hqni > 2 (4.20)
This is equivalent to the condition where the sample periods Tp, Tq vary.
4.5.4 The Algorithm
The algorithm is based upon the mathematical concept of intervals. The time difference be­
tween the local clocks, called the clock offset, is expressed as an interval containing the true
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unknown scalar value of the clock offset. The algorithm iterates to reduce the size of this 
interval.
An event Xi occurs between the times of two contiguous discrete observations tp[ji\)
and (tq[k._i]»*<?[&*])» as shown in figure 4.5. The time-stamp data pair provides a method of 
correlating the time-stamps of the sensor data which provide the input data for our method. The 
sensor observations are not synchronised, and simply taking the difference in the time-stamps, 
(i.e. ft..] — tp[j.y) results in an error, shown as e*. The tme clock offset K d is:
K d  =  n  +  £ i ,  (4.21)
where r* =  — tpy.y Although, £i is unknown it is obvious that the value is bounded by
the times of the discrete observations surrounding the event X{, therefore
£ i  £ E j,  (4.22)
where E* =  [~Tq.,TpJ. K d can now be expressed as a member of an interval
K - d  £  A  +  E j. (4.23)
Equation 4.23 is simply an extension of equation 4.21. Hence for each event Xi, Kd € D* 
where D* — n  +  E*.
Figure 4.6 shows the interval D*, containing the hue clock offset K d, derived from each event 
Xi. The key observation is that the bounds of the interval D* are not the same. Thus the 
intersection of the intervals D i results in an interval, denoted as D, which is of decreasing 
width but still containing the true scalar value of the clock offset (i.e. I<d € D). Even if the 
width of each interval derived from each data pair is the same (i.e. ||Di | =  K, V i), the bounds 
of each interval differ. The mid-point of D can be taken as the estimated clock offset, with the 
width of the interval (i.e. ||D||) representing the error in the form of a bounded tolerance limit.
The interval derived from each data pair is D ? . This is defined with reference to r*, which 
provides a reference point for the upper and lower bounds of D ? , denoted as E*.
Although an event is defined as a transition from stationary to motion, an event can be any 
feature which is detected as to have occurred between two pairs of discrete observations. The 
event basically provides a form of correlating matching features detectable from the data values 
themselves.
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Figure 4.6: Converging the interval |jD||. We derive an interval D/ from each event xx, where 
K d  € D i .  We note that K d  G D , where D  =  © 7 ©  D 2. Now asm-> oo, ||D|| - +  K c , where 
K c  is a constant dependent upon the phase set <E>.
Formally the method is defined as follows.
Definition 4.5 (The Method). Let xx (i =  0 , . . . ,  m) be an event that occurs between the 
times of the discrete observations and (fyf^-i], fy^j), where m is the number
of events. Denote the interval estimate as D , where K d G D , then
m
6  =  P| D i,  (4.24)
i= l
where
D i =  n  +  E i, (4.25)
ri UlL] — p^[ji\ ’ (4.26)
Ei =  [~Tqi,Tpi], (4.27)
In algorithm 3, the upper and lower bounds of the interval D are expressed by the variables 
-Dmax and £>min (i.e. D =  [Anin, Dmax]). The variable r is simply a point in the interval derived
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Algorithm 3 Interval-Based Time Synchronisation of Sensor Data Streams
BEGIN
INPUT(p^ " ,po,qg, do) 
r qo -  po 
Dp '■= po — Po 
Tq :=  tfo ~  4o
Dmin := Tq 
Dmax ;=  f  +  Tp 
FOR i := 1 TO n 
BEGIN
INPUT (pf ,Puqf,qi )
Tp pi — p^
Tq := 4* — 4j 
r :=  4» -  p2
Dmin := max(Dmin, r TJ 
Dmax := min(Dmax, r +  Tp)
END
D := (Dmax + Dmin)/2
Dtol := (Dmax Dmin)/2
END. _________________________________________________
from the time-stamps, and provides a reference point for the upper and lower bounds defined 
by the sample period Tp and Tq respectively. Each iteration seeks to intersect the interval with 
the current estimate, eventually leading to a convergence. The midpoint of the interval D can 
be taken as the estimated clock offset, and the estimate is bounded by the width of the interval 
estimate, which defines the tolerance ±Aoi-
4.5.5 Physical Analogy of Method
The basic concept behind the method can be explained as follows. Consider the timelines of 
each sensor data stream to be wooden rules that slide over one another, and consider pegs to 
be inserted at positions representing time of the discrete sensor observations. Now assume that
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the rulers are in the correct position over each other, so that a time on one timeline represents 
the same moment in time on the other timeline (as in figure 4.5).
The method basically seeks to restrict the ‘play’ in the rulers sliding over each other by the 
placing of ‘ stakes’ laid perpendicularly across both the rules, which stop against the pegs. 
The position of these stakes represent the random events X{. In figure 4.5, at the first stake 
represented by the event arrow x B it can be seen that the value of e* can only vary between 
—Tp and +Tq before the stake is stopped by the pegs. The difference in time between the 
discrete observations, denoted by Ci is unknown, except that it can vary up to the point where 
the stake is stopped by the pegs. After a number of stakes representing a series of random 
events, the sliding movement of the rulers is further restricted. The ‘play’ of the rulers sliding 
over each other represents the clock offset interval width (i.e., (||D||).
4.6 Varied Phase
In this section an extension to the basic method is described which improves both the con­
vergence rate and the convergence interval width. To explain this, reference to the physical 
analogy is made.
Analysing the physical analogy in section 4.5.5, if the pegs are of a fixed spacing (ie. corre­
sponding to Tp and Tq), then there will be a repeated pattern of pegs relative to the pegs on 
the other rule (ie. timeline). This repeated pattern limits the convergence of the interval width 
||D||, as the ‘play’ , to a function of the spacing of the pegs. Interrupting the regular spacing 
of the pegs, interrupts any beat frequency with the pegs on the other ruler thus allowing stakes 
(ie. the random events Xi) to be stopped by pegs closer to the event. This limits the ‘play’ in 
the sliding of the rulers over each other, independently of the spacing of the pegs themselves.
Returning to the mathematical concept, interrupting the periodic discrete observations adds 
members to the set <3>, as the values of f t  are likely to differ because any periodicity would be 
broken (see figure 4.4). As the number of events m  increases, ||D|| decreases. In the limit that 
m  —> oo, ||D|| —> 0. It should be noted that the periods themselves are still relevant, as they 
are required to derive the intervals (D% from each data pair (see figure 4.6).
In summary, the proposed extension to the method is to vary the phase relationship (i.e. <J>)
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between the instances of the discrete observations of the two sensor data streams. This can be 
achieved by interrupting the odometry observations, by stopping the odometry after each event 
and restarting the odometry after a random delay before the next event. During this time the 
local clocks were not affected.
4.6.1 Conjectures
Two conjectures are proposed on the limit of convergence of the width of the interval containing 
the clock offset variable. The notations are as defined in section 4.5.3.
Conjecture 4.1 (Limit Of Convergence for Fixed Phase). Where the sequence f j  is periodic 
(see definition 4.3), the width o f the interval D  containing the clock offset TQ converges to:
lim ||D|| =  GC^ - Tp' nT(l^  3n : nTp G Z ,nTq G Z ,n  G Z+ (4.28)m—* oo n
where m is the number of events, and GCD(-) the greatest common divisor.
Conjecture 4.2 (Limit Of Convergence for Varied Phase). The limit o f convergence where the 
sequence <j)j is not periodical (see definition 4.4):
lim ||DII =  0 (4.29)
m—► oo
where m  is the number of events. This is a special case of conjecture 4.1, of n — oo.
A proof is not provided but the conjectures are supported by the results described in the fol­
lowing section.
4.7 Experimental Results
4.7.1 Simulation Results
Simulations were run to verify the algorithm on both the proposed method and the extension 
to the method. For each run, a set of random events was generated to produce pairs of simu­
lated data pairs representing the time-stamps of discrete observations around each event. Each 
run was repeated 10,000 times in a Monte-Carlo fashion to provide statistically meaningful 
results. For each new run the phase <p was randomly varied (see figure 4.4). For the following 
descriptions of the results, D denotes the interval containing the clock offset.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated Data (Fixed Phase): The figure shows a histogram (bin size=5) of 
the number of events required to converge the width of the clock offset interval D to 20.
Simulation Results - Fixed Phase
Figure 4.7 shows a frequency histogram of the number of events required to converge ||D|| to 
20, which is the GCD of the periods (Tp,Tq). The pairs of periods simulated were (100,80), 
(100,60), (100,40) and (100,20). The plot shows that the probability of the interval converging 
earlier is greater when one of the time-stamp periods (ie. Tq) is closer to the GCD.
Figure 4.8 shows the mean of ||D|| after each event over the set of runs. The plot shows
that 11D|| converges rapidly, slowing down after 25 events. It also strongly suggests that the
proposed method does indeed converge ||D|| to the GCD, which in this case is 20.3 The results
would be similar if the periods were scaled to any real number (including non-integers). The
converging value would scale accordingly. This is supportive of conjecture 4.1 which defines
the limit to be the GCD of the time-stamp periods.
3 Other simulation results with different combinations of values of (Tp, Tq) gave results supportive of this propo­
sition.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated Data (Fixed Phase): The graph shows the mean clock offset inter­
val width ||D|| after each event for a fixed time-stamp phase. The interval width ||D||, 
converges quite rapidly to a limit of 20 (ie. ||D|| —> 20.)
Simulation Results - Varied Phase
In addition to varying the phase for each run, the time-stamp phase representing the odometry 
was varied randomly after each event. This simulated the effect of interrupting the odometry 
observation frequency. Figure 4.9 shows that the mean of ||D|| after each event over the set 
of runs, converges more rapidly to the GCD than the fixed phase method, and continues to 
converge further towards an interval width of zero. This is supportive of conjecture 4.2 which 
states that the interval width tends to converge to zero.
4.7.2 Real Data Results
The method and the extended method were applied to time synchronise the odometry and 
image data in the mobile robot. The method derived the clock offset, between the odometry 
time-stamping clock and the image timecoding clock. The detectable independent random 
‘event’ was a change in state of the robot from still to moving.
The event is detected as follows. When the robot is still the odometry values are unchanged. A 
change in the odometry indicates that the robot has moved. The time-stamp of the first discrete
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Figure 4.9: Simulated Data (Varied Phase): Graph showing the mean clock offset interval 
width after each event for a varied odometry time-stamp phase. The figure shows rapid 
convergence to a limit of zero. The phase was varied by interrupting the periodic odometry 
time-stamping of observations after each event. The interval width ||D||, converges initially 
quite rapidly to a limit of 0 (ie. ||D|| —» 0 .)
observation showing a change in the odometry represents tp^.y In respect of the image data, 
convolutions between successive images is used to detect a change in the image indicating 
a movement of the robot. The timecode of the frame is extracted and converted to a time 
representing the corresponding time-stamp tq\kiy
The choice of event as stationary to moving, is preferred over a stopping event (i.e., motion to 
stationary), because the transition from motion to stationary is less clearly defined due to small 
oscillations of the camera mount which introduces noise (see figure 4.2). This makes it difficult 
to determine precisely between which discrete image observations the robot stopped.
The events are induced by manually nudging the robot to cause a motion after the robot is 
deemed to be stationary. The robot can be commanded to perform a number of stop/start 
motions, however, as these commands are sent over the shared RS232 link, the commands 
are loosely synchronised, with an unknown offset from the discrete odometry observations. 
Robot commands are therefore acted upon within a time window relative to the odometry 
observations. This constrains the times an event can actually occur relative to an odometry
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observation, which can impact the convergence of the proposed method, as the randomness of 
the event has been compromised.
The time-coding of image frames is within the bounds of accuracy required. However, this can­
not be said for the time-stamping of the odometry. There is a short delay which can vary by a 
few milliseconds, between the observation of the optical encoders (ie. odometry) and the time- 
stamping of the observation. There is therefore a small probability that the ‘event’ occurred 
within the small window between the observation and the time-stamping of the observation, 
this would result in the event being detected in the next time-stamp period resulting in the true 
value of qx being shifted by Tp. If this delay was consistent then this would be subsumed in 
the value of D  and be of no consequence. However, this is not the case. The delay can vary 
between 3-5 ms.
Assuming that the event is truly random, and that the window of delay varies by a maximum 
of 5 ms, then this situation is likely to occur 5% of the time. To be on the conservative side, 
those data pairs that result in a sudden reduction or in a negative value of ||D||, were discarded. 
Approximately 5% of the data pairs were treated in this way. As each data pair is independent 
this has limited consequence on the value of D  eventually obtained. In the results plotted these 
discarded events were nevertheless included as an ‘event’ .
Real Data - Fixed Phase
Figure 4.10 shows the evolution value of interval width ||D|| as a function of number of events. 
|[D|| converges, (initially quite rapidly up to the first 25 events), to eventually reach a value 
of 4ms after 215 events (D =  [75398,75402]). This result differs from the simulations in so 
far as ||D|| converges to less than 20 ms (the GCD of the periods). If the real periods between 
observations are not exactly 100ms and 40ms, then the GCD will not be 20ms, and may result in 
a quasi-varied phase condition. This is the most likely explanation for the discrepancy between 
the results from the real and simulated data. In other respects, as shown in figure 4.12 the 
convergence is comparable to the simulation results showing a rapid convergence which tails 
off.
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Figure 4.10: Real Data (Fixed Phase): Graph showing the clock offset interval for a fixed 
odometry time-stamp phase. The dark region represents the intervals, which rapidly con­
verge to an interval width of 4 ms after 215 events (D = [75398,75402]).
Real Data - Varied Phase
To implement the extended method, the robot odometry was interrupted after each event thus 
varying the odometry time-stamp phase (<f>p). Five sets of runs, consisting of 50 events each, 
were conducted. Figure 4.11 shows the mean ||D|| after each event and figure 4.12 shows the 
mean interval width plotted against events. The plots show that the interval converges much 
more rapidly, eventually converging to a width of 3.75 milliseconds (D =  [75400, 75403.75]). 
This is consistent with the simulation, which shows an initial greater rate of convergence than 
the fixed phase method, with a sustained convergence approaching zero.
The failure to converge to zero may be explained by the range of values of the delay between 
the odometry observation and the time-stamping of that observation, which is of the order 
of 4 ms (according to the manufacturers). The variance in the delay thus acts as a physical 
limit for convergence. An alternative explanation is that when an event occurs too close to 
an observation then that event may not have been detected - as the motion may not have been 
sufficient for it to be detected by the odometry or image. The event therefore was not detectable
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Figure 4.11: Real Data (Varied Phase): Graph showing the mean clock offset interval for 
a varied odometry time-stamp phase. The error bars represent the intervals. The intervals 
converge more rapidly than the fixed phase method to a narrow interval of 3.75 ms after only 
50 events (D = [75400,75403.75]).
until the subsequent observation.
Figure 4.12 compares the difference in the rate of convergence of the interval width between 
the basic fixed phase method and the extended varied phase method. The fixed phase method 
requires 215 events to converge the interval width to 4ms, whilst the varied phase method 
requires just 50 events to converge to 3.75ms. The rate of convergence of the varied phase 
is therefore much greater, requiring less than a quarter of events than the number of events 
required to converge to similar width of 4ms. In both cases the interval is narrower than the 
required 4.8 ms accuracy.
4.8 Discussion
Before the method and the results are discussed, a comparison of the proposed method with 
simple averaging (i.e., Gaussian based) is made.
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Figure 4.12: Real Data: Graph comparing the convergence of the clock offset interval 
width (ie. ||D||) between the fixed phase and the extended varied phase method. The
graph shows that the varied phase method converges much more rapidly, by more than 400%, 
thereby requiring a significantly fewer number of events for time synchronisation.
4.8.1 Comparison with Simple Averaging (Gaussian)
Table 4.1 illustrates the workings of a fixed phase implementation of the proposed method using 
real values. The true clock offset is Kd =  1000, with simulation parameters Tp — 40, Tq =  105 
and 0i =  15 (see figure 4.4). On the basis of these parameters the limit of convergence 
||D|| =  5. For simplicity, an event is simulated after every discrete observation by sensor P. 
The notation used in the table are the same as that used in definition 4.5 describing the method.
Additional columns compare the result of simple averaging the time difference rx. The sample 
standard deviation is given to 3cr which shows the degree of variability of the data. The key 
results of the worked example are illustrated in figure 4.14. The plot shows that the simple 
averaging does not converge to the true value of the clock offset. Simple averaging converges 
towards an estimate which is far from the true value. The high degree of variability makes 
this method unreliable. In contrast, the intervals computed from the proposed method con­
verges slowly but steadily to a narrower width containing the true clock offset. A varied phase 
example, using multiple sequences would display a much rapid convergence.
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Figure 4.13: Example Timeline. The timeline shows a simulated example segment of the 
proposed fixed phase method, for 6 events ( x i , . . .  , xq). The events X{ are simulated, with no 
loss of generality, between every discrete observation of Cp. (See table 4.1 for computations).
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Figure 4.14: Comparison with Simple Averaging. The plot is from the result computed in 
table 4.1. The plot shows that simple averaging is unlikely to ever converge to the true value. In 
contrast, the proposed fixed phase implementation of the method, shows a steady convergence 
to the true value.
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Input Data Proposed Method (Fixed Phase) Averaging
Event © c q Delta Local Interval Intersection Width Mean s.d.
Xi U[ji] tq[ka] n D i D l|D|| n 3<rn
1 40 1110 1070 [965,1110] [965,1110] 145 1070 -
2 80 1110 1030 [925,1070] [965,1070] 105 1050 85
3 120 1215 1095 [990,1135] [990,1070] 80 1065 98
4 160 1215 1055 [950,1095] [990,1070] 80 1063 82
5 200 1215 1015 [910,1055] [990,1055] 65 1053 95
6 240 1215 975 [870,1015] [990,1015] 25 1040 128
7 280 1320 1040 [935,1080] [990,1015] 25 1040 117
8 320 1320 1000 [895,1040] [990,1015] 25 1035 116
9 360 1425 1065 [960,1105] [990,1015] 25 1038 113
10 400 1425 1025 [920,1065] [990,1015] 25 1037 107
11 440 1530 1090 [985,1130] [990,1015] 25 1042 112
12 480 1530 1050 [945,1090] [990,1015] 25 1043 107
Table 4.1: Worked example comparing with Simple Averaging. The table shows a worked 
example of the fixed phase implementation of the method with parameters Kd — 1000, Tp =  
105, Tq =  40, and phase 0i =  5 (See figures 4.4 and 4.13). The notation is the same as that 
used in definition 4.5. The relationship of the event and the input data is shown in figure 4.5. 
The interval D steadily converges - at all times containing the true value of the clock offset. In 
comparison, the result from simple averaging rx, shows the estimate tending to converge to a 
value around 1040. The 3cr sample standard deviation show the variability of the estimate from 
simple averaging, indicating unreliability. The key results are plotted in figure 4.14. Note how 
event xq reduces the interval width, and yet x% does not - despite appealing in similar positions 
relative to the discrete observations.
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4.8.2 Observations on the Method
In this section the characteristics of the method which provide an advantage over other possible 
candidate methods are discussed. In summary, the key observations are:
• The estimate of the variable is given to guaranteed bounds.
• No assumption is made on the type of the signal waveform.
• The limit of convergence is to the GCD of the periods when expressed as an integer. 
However, in reality the periods of the observation will be irrational, converging the esti­
mate to an arbitrary precision.
• Even though real data will cause a convergence to an arbitrary precision, the convergence 
rate can be dramatically improved by varying the phase by interrupting the sampling 
process or varying the sample period.
• The method is robust to outliers, and is not affected by bias, and is more accurate than 
probability based methods, particularly where the sample frequency between the two 
data streams are significantly different.
The Interval-Based Framework. The main advantage of an interval-based framework is 
that the estimate has guaranteed bounds:
1. Sensor-data can be time-stamped with guaranteed bounds.
2. The combination of intervals by intersection is unambiguous and accurate as the interval 
converges to the true value.
Estimating the clock offset by combining time estimates using simple averaging does not pro­
duce guaranteed bounds. It also requires additional information about the quality of the es­
timates (eg. variance) which may not be known. The error on these time estimates are often 
assumed to be Gaussian out of convenience, rather than from analysis of the data. The combi­
nation of the time estimates may therefore contain a systematic bias dependent upon the phase 
and the relationship between the periods of the time-stamps of sensor observations. In addi­
tion, the estimate will have an associated variance possibly of an unknown random distribution, 
making it difficult to be sure whether any confidence limits applied are reliable.
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Improving Robustness. Applying the method using real data occasionally resulted in a sud­
den rapid convergence of D . There is the possibility that the true clock offset is no longer 
within the converged interval, and even worse there is no intersection of subsequent intervals 
D j. This failure is due to erroneous data rather than any flaw in the method. However, the 
robustness to spurious data can be improved, by building a histogram of the intervals Dj. The 
shape will correspond to a probability distribution of the intervals with stepped edges, with 
the position of the peak at the estimate. For a small number of intervals (i.e. small number of 
events), the peak will be flat. The occasional spurious data producing a bad interval will have 
little impact on the peak. This method has a disadvantage that all the data inputs require to be 
stored, and can be considered to be a type of batch equivalent of the iterative process of the 
original method (see definition 4.5), which is not affected by the order of the data inputs.
Application to Time Series Based Time Delay Estimation (TDE) Published methods gen­
erally seek to correlate the entire times series, whilst the proposed method is a form of piece- 
wise correlation, where the segments are selected based upon features in the time series which 
correlate to a guaranteed interval (i.e., error) in time.
Thus it is only necessary to be able to correlate the times of corresponding features between 
signals to an error which we can be guaranteed to contain the true value. No a priori knowledge 
of the waveform is necessary. We consider that the proposed method is particularly suitable for 
coarsely sampled signals in a noisy environment.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel method, with an enhancement to this method, is described which esti­
mates the clock offset from coarsely sampled locally time-stamped discrete observations from 
two sensor data streams. In assessing published methods, our problem was considered as a 
time delay estimation problem, and a clock synchronisation problem. A review of the literature 
failed to disclose any method which can approach the simplicity and accuracy of the proposed 
method.
The concept of phase between the observation times of the sensor data streams was defined to 
explain the fixed phase method and the varied phased enhancement of the method. Simulations
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of the fixed phase method showed that the accuracy of the estimate was limited to the Greatest 
Common Divisor of the sampling periods. However, this limitation did not present itself on 
real data where the sample periods would be irrational. For the varied phase method when the 
sample process was interrupted, the estimate converged at a much greater rate. On real data 
the advantage of the varied phase method is the improved rate of convergence of more than 
400% of the fixed phase method. Conducting analysis on real data disclosed a possibility that 
bad data could cause the converging interval to fall outside the true variable. To address that a 
batch version of the intersecting function was proposed.
The application of the method to time delay estimation (TDE) problems was discussed. How­
ever, as mentioned above, the suitability of any method is specific to the problem.
4.9.1 Further Work
The absence of related published literature to the method, opens up a number of avenues for 
further research. These include derivation of a proof for the limit of convergence, deriving 
formulae to calculate the expected number of random events (Xi) required to converge to a 
specified interval width (i.e. ||D||) and a formulae to calculate the probability distribution of 
the interval width (i.e. ||D||) given i random events. There is also the possibility of estimating 
the phase set ((I>) from the distribution of the intervals from each iteration (i.e. Dfi. An obvious 
area of future work, is to apply the proposed method to problems commonly formulated as 
TDE problems.
Chapter 5
Visiodometry
5.1 Introduction
In this section two proof-of-concept methods for visual-based odometry for mobile robot lo­
calisation are described. The term ‘visiodometry’ is coined. The method is truly odometric, 
in that the only model stored is that of the internal parameters of the robot. There is no map- 
building, or complex point feature extraction and tracking. Critically, it can reliably detect 
relative displacements of the order of fractions of a millimetre.
The main assumption made regarding the scene viewed by the vision system is that the scene 
must contain sufficient relief or details to allow a translation to be visually detected. The 
key distinction between the usual wheel odometry and visiodometry is that visiodometry is 
exteroceptive - it senses the environment. This distinction makes it robust to errors of wheel 
odometry such as wheel-slippage, or changes in kinematic parameters (e.g., the effective wheel 
diameter).
The visiodometry system consists of two cameras, facing the ground, with no scene overlap at 
all. The Euclidean transformation between images are estimated using phase correlation based 
methods. These estimates are then used to compute the mobile robot pose.
A method for calibrating the visiodometry system, and a method for estimating the ground 
truth change in pose is also presented.
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5.2 Related Work
In this section three areas of related work relevant to this chapter are reviewed. These three 
areas are
1. Ground Sensing localisation.
2. Image Registration.
3. Camera Homography Calibration.
5.2.1 Ground Sensing Localisation
Numerous methods which use vision for mobile robot localisation are based on extracting or 
tracking features in the environment. All of these methods rely on the existence and ability to 
extract structured features in the scene, which may then be correlated with a a model of the 
environment. However, there are environments, for example, on open ground or planetary sur­
faces where feature extraction for map-building is not feasible. A number of methods have been 
published which do not use the scene in front of the robot but rely on imaging ground features 
to correct odometry errors. The method proposed, coined ‘visiodometry’ , also relies on the 
ability to distinguish between ground images which differ by a small rotation and translation, 
however, there are some differences to the published methods.
Visual Odometry. In chapter 2, a method coined ‘visual odometry’ was mentioned, and will 
be dealt with in more detail here. Visual odometry aims to estimate the motion of the robot 
by extracting and tracking ground point features [121], to estimate optical flow vectors. Na- 
gatani et al. [119] (in Japanese) also used a similar method. Visual odometry data is similar in 
modality to wheel odometry, because it provides data which can be used to compute incremen­
tal relative motion estimates directly - hence the term ‘odometry’ . Visual odometry relies on 
the ability to extract and match features reliably between image pairs, however this is compli­
cated, because weak features need to be filtered out, and matching needs to be robust. A key 
difference between the proposed method and visual odometry, is that features are not required 
to be extracted and tracked. The proposed method provides global motion estimates robustly,
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without requiring to store large numbers of optical flow vector data and complicated statistical 
processing.
Two configurations for visual odometry were proposed by Nister et al. [121], one based on a 
single camera and the other on a stereo configuration. For the single camera method, features 
are tracked over a number of frames to extract 3D points using structure from motion [52] 
algorithms. The monocular method was tested using a single camera mounted obliquely on an 
aerial platform. No quantitative assessment of the accuracy for the monocular scheme is given. 
The stereo method was tested on an autonomous agricultural vehicle with two stereo heads 
mounted on the front at 10° inclination. The translational error claimed for the stereo method is 
around l%-5%. The orientation error is claimed to be of sub-degree accuracy, however, this is 
based on a ground truth derived from an Inertial Navigation System (INS). There is some doubt 
on the orientation accuracy claimed because the results plots which compare visual odometry 
with DGPS (which is absolute) do not appear to support the orientation accuracy claimed, and 
also the frame to frame yaw error range is shown to be up to ±5°.
Visual odometry has been used successfully for the Mars Exploration Rovers where a front 
facing stereo camera is used [33]. However, the method was not robust on planar surfaces 
such as the Meridiana terrains. This was because it was difficult or impossible to find an 
area of terrain with enough visual texture to reliably extract and track point features. There 
were difficulties with large rotational motions where there was insufficient overlap between the 
images.
Variations on the basic method of visual odometry include an omnidirectional (i.e., panaromic 
view) camera system [36]. In this configuration, translational accuracy the authors claim a 
translational accuracy of around l%-3%, but no data is provided for orientation accuracy. The 
lack of robustness in the structure from motion method during 2D tracking as on a planar 
surface, was partially mitigated through highly accurate camera calibration.
Optical Mice. In 2004, Lee et. al [95] [96] applied a ground sensing method using optical mice 
as sensors. In the single sensor method, the sensor only provides information on positional 
displacements, the angular displacement of the robot is lost. A kinematic constraint, weighted 
the direction of motion to be perpendicular to the wheel axis. An alternative method using two 
sensors at different positions around the robot, was used to estimate the position and orientation
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of the robot. Although the method did not improve accuracy, the kinematic constraint was not 
required. The sensors were required to be close contact on the ground, as even a few tenths 
of a millimetre had a detrimental effect on accuracy. The resultant increase in friction made 
wheel slip more likely. The limited experimental results provided claim that the method is 
more accurate than odometry, and the dual sensor more robust than the single sensor method 
in the face of wheel slippage where the kinematic constraint is violated. This concept was later 
combined with a range sensor [12] [11] for feature extraction in a known environment. A key 
difference between optical mice and the use of cameras in our method, is that optical mice do 
not provide any rotation information.
Schroeter [141] published a method where the orientation odometry error is corrected by track­
ing the edges of regular floor tiles on the ground. This significantly reduced odometry errors, 
but is limited to the existence of suitable ground features. Although not ground sensing, it is 
worth mentioning that a method based on viewing the ceiling using a single upward-pointing 
camera was proposed in a SLAM framework by Jeong and Lee in 2005 [78]. The scale in­
variant property of the ceiling image was exploited. The proposed method is a variant of the 
the forward-viewing camera except the a priori information on the scale invariant properties of 
the ceiling and shear transformations of the wall areas achieve matching with high localisation 
accuracy. However, as for other SLAM algorithms, navigation is based upon extracting and 
tracking explicit features, in this case using the Harris comer detector, to achieve landmark 
association.
5.2.2 Image Registration
The methods for estimating planar transformations between 2D images can be based extracting 
and tracking point feature correspondences. Correspondence based methods require a number 
of corresponding features to be extracted from the images. The features include edges, corners, 
and recognisable objects. This assumes that such features exist in the scene. In our case, the 
cameras view the ground, where the absence and uncertainty of the type of features renders any 
feature extraction based method unsuitable.
Non-feature based methods include cross-correlation and phase correlation. The phase corre­
lation method has been proven to be quite robust, and particularly suitable where features for
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correspondences are difficult to extract or determine.
Phase Based Translation
The basic phase correlation method was published in 1975 by ICuglin and Hines [91]. The 
method robustly estimates the translation between two images using the Fourier shift property 
that a shift in the coordinate frames between two functions is a linear phase difference in the 
Fourier domain [125]. The normalised phase correlation improves reliability to adjust for small 
changes in illumination between the frames. The normalised correlation function referred to as 
Cp in this chapter, has the range [0..1], where 1 is a perfect match. A more detailed description 
of the phase correlation method is given in appendix B.
Sub-pixel Accuracy. There have been a number of methods to estimate shift to sub-pixel 
accuracy (e.g.,[2], [48], [62], [156]), of which the three most recent published methods based 
on phase correlation are described here. In 2001 Stone et. al published a method where the 
pixel-level registration was further refined by eliminating certain frequency components to 
adjust for aliasing [150]. In 2002 Foroosh et al. [53] fitted the correlation function around 
the peak to a sine function to estimate the peak. In 2003, the method published by Hoge et. 
al [71] observed that a noise-free phase correlation matrix has rank one, and sought to find the 
rank one approximation to that matrix for data that was not noise-free. A limited comparison 
of these methods in the context of local and global video motion estimation is described in [3].
A significant drawback to the phase correlation method is that is is only able to directly esti­
mate translation, but not rotation. To address this deficiency a number of methods have been 
proposed.
Phase Based Rotation
For image registration, a method to estimate rotation is critical. The brute method of template 
matching, by computing the value of the function C p(x , y) and finding the values of (Ax, Ay) 
at the maximum, is time-consuming and computationally expensive. Most published methods 
have focused on direct methods of extracting rotations.
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An adaptation of the phase correlation method is to transform the image to a uniform polar or 
log-polar Fourier representation (Fourier-Mellin transform). The polar conversion transforms 
rotation (and scaling) to translations. Phase correlation is then used to estimate the translations 
corresponding to rotation and scaling [133] [103]. This is described in appendix B.
The method uses a uniform polar FFT representation which requires interpolation in the Fourier 
domain. Due to the oscillatory nature of the transform, interpolation results in significant 
errors. To avoid this interpolation, in 2005 Keller et al. [85] proposed a method which uses the 
Fourier transform computed on a pseudopolar grid. The pseudopolar grid is an approximation 
of the polar grid. The authors state that the error in rotation of a remote sensed ground image 
was ~  0.25°. However, the evaluations were based on a single image rotated using bilinear 
interpolation. Rotation through interpolation will introduce errors. However, there was no 
evaluation of the effect if any, that these interpolation errors have on the accuracy of rotation 
stated by the authors. For a 256 x 256 image, a 0.25° rotation around the centre corresponds to 
128 tan 0.25° «  0.5 pixels shift at the edges. Suppose, the robot rotates at 25 degrees/second, 
with a frame rate of 25fps. The mean angle rotated between frames is 1° - an accuracy of 25% 
is simply too imprecise. In conclusion, the phase correlation methods where the rotation is 
directly computed is not sufficiently accurate for our purposes.
A review of the literature did not disclose a comparison of the accuracy of various methods to 
estimate rotation using naturally rotated images. The emphasis has been on new algorithms 
where the rotations are large, rather then methods to estimate small rotations to a high degree 
of accuracy.
Error Reduction. The phase correlation method assumes that the image ‘wraps around’ , so 
that, for example, the left edge matches the right edge. Clearly, this will not be true for real 
images. This will cause a high frequency component where the edges join, causing a boundary 
error. To reduce this error, windowing functions are used to diminish the pixel intensity closer 
to the edges - in some cases to zero. A number of windowing functions are described in 
appendix B. In a recent survey on phase correlation methods by Argyriou and Vlachos [3], the 
Blackman window was the preferred windowing function. Here, the pixel value at the edge of 
the images is zero, with a wider central lobe, effectively weighting the correlation function to 
the central part of the image.
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In addition to boundary errors, there are errors due to non-overlapping regions - again due to the 
phase correlation method assuming that the two images are a perfect shift from the other. This 
has little effect on the result, except that the computed value of the normalised phase correlation 
function Cp will be less than 1. This value is a good indicator of noise, and therefore provides 
a weight factor on the estimate.
5.2.3 Camera Homography Calibration
There are two aspect of camera calibration:
1. Intrinsic Parameter Calibration. This is the calibration of the optical and image cap­
ture characteristics of the imaging system (e.g. focal length and lens distortion).
2. Extrinsic Parameter Calibration. This is the position of the camera relative to an 
external world coordinate frame in the scene - the camera-scene homography.
There are a number of published works describing methods which calibrate either the intrinsic 
or extrinsic camera parameters or both simultaneously. The methods vary widely but can be 
categorised according to the type of calibration object used:
1. 3D Calibration Object. Calibration is performed using a 3D object whose geometry 
is known with high precision. The calibrated object is commonly two or three planar 
patterns orthogonal to one another (e.g. [159]). This method is appropriate where high 
accuracy is required, for example, in machine vision metrology.
2. 2D Calibration Object. In this type of calibration method, the calibrated object is a 
single planar pattern taken from a number of known or unknown viewpoints (e.g. [177], 
[152]). The viewpoints are required to show some perspective. This is probably the most 
common calibration method as a planar calibrated object is easily constructed (e.g. a 
chessboard pattern).
3. ID Calibration Object. Use of a ID calibration object for camera calibration have been 
published only recently. A ID object is essentially a set of two or more collinear points. 
The earliest published method was by Zhang in 2002 ([178], [179]). The method only 
calibrates the intrinsic parameters up to a scale factor, the principal point and skew.
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Zhang’s method relies on six snapshots of a straight stick rotated around a fixed 3D 
point. The fixed point need not be visible. The stick has 3 or more control points of 
known separation - the collinear points. The accuracy of the method depends upon the 
construction of the ID object and the accuracy of rotating the object around the fixed 
point. Certain motions need to be avoided (i.e. certain motions fail to provide suitable 
values in the calibrations equations to provide a constraint to solve the equations).
In 2003, a formal analysis using ID objects was published by Baker and Aloimonos [14]. 
This was for the puiposes of calibrating a multiple camera network. The aspect ratio of 
the camera is presumed to be known and is not calibrated for. The calibration method is 
in two parts:
(a) Calibrating the intrinsic and extrinsic rotational parameters to within an affine dis­
tortion. For this the calibration object was a set of coplanar parallel lines (although 
the authors claim that a single line can be used) to obtain an initial orientation of the 
cameras. The method is based on a type of vanishing point constraint created from 
the parallel lines. A second calibration object consisting of a set of small boxes 
(with a missing centre box) aligned in the same direction of the lines was used to 
find the proper affine distortion.
(b) The second part is to estimate the extrinsic translational parameters. With the in­
ternal parameters derived it is possible to unwarp the box texture to a frontoparallel 
set of boxes. From a set of correspondences from more than one view the position 
estimates of the cameras can be found.
The method is suitable even where only part of the calibration board is visible. Although 
not demonstrated, the authors claim there was no reason why non-overlapping fields of 
view could not be calibrated with a common line. The method requires several views of 
the calibration object, at various orientations (the authors took 300 frames of the board).
In 2004, Cao and Foroosh [29] published a method which did not require metric informa­
tion on the ID object. Flowever, the method required taking two images of the object in 
two fixed positions and from two viewpoints (i.e. four images). Therefore the calibration 
object needs to be positioned at the same two positions after the camera is moved to its 
second viewpoint. The method calibrates for the instrinsic parameters of focal length and
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the principal point (as the scale factor cannot be estimated without metric information).
4. Self-calibration. This is where calibration is performed without use of any calibrating 
object. This requires a moving camera in a static scene ([105], [128]), but methods using 
a stationary camera with moving objects in a scene have also been developed ([68]). The 
known constraints provided enable correspondences to be derived between the images. 
This method is sensitive to the accuracy of tracking point correspondences between the 
frames. The absence of a calibrated object limits the calibration to an unknown scale 
factor 1. If the intrinsic parameters are fixed, only three images are required to estimate 
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Methods have been published to self-calibrate a 
camera where the instrinsic parameters may be varying. For these methods a minimum 
of four frames are required ([50]). Self-calibration is quite complex and a large number 
of parameters need to be estimated.
Camera calibration of a multiple camera system is an extension of the single camera calibration 
methods. It is analogous to a single camera positioned at a number of viewpoints. The transfor­
mation between the camera frames are estimated from individual homographies of each camera 
(i.e. extrinsic parameters) to the calibrated object. Multiple cameras systems may have widely 
differing viewpoints, and assumptions are made on the configuration of the cameras relative to 
each other. Sturm has published a method to calibrate the extrinisic parameters of m cameras 
viewing n planes [152], [151].
A stereo configuration is a special case of a multiple camera configuration. Two (usually opti­
cally similar) cameras are mounted in a rigid configuration. Stereo configurations are usually 
deployed where depth information is required from a single snapshot. They are common in 
moving platforms (e.g., mobile robotics) and other applications where depth information is 
required.
In general, calibration methods seek to calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters simul­
taneously. However recently, methods have sought to separate calibration of the extrinsic pa­
rameters from the intrinsic, with the objective of calibrating the extrinsic parameters more 
accurately (e.g., [164], [181]).
'A  well-known characteristic o f  image capture, exploited by cinematographers, is that an object perceived to be 
a large object at a distant, may in reality be a small object close-up (e.g. model dinosaur).
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Sony DXC-9100P Cameras
Sony PTZ camera (not used)
Ultrasonic sensor ring (not used)
The two drive wheels
Figure 5.1: The Differential Drive Robot. The mobile robot is based on a modified Pioneer 
DXe differential drive robot. The two Sony DXC-9100P progressive scan cameras are con­
figured to capture images of the ground. The two drive wheels are controlled by individual 
stepper motors, with an optical encoder providing wheel odometry data.
In all the above methods estimating the extrinsic parameters of multiple cameras require the 
camera to view a scene common to the cameras. The requirement, that to calibrate the rela­
tive geometry between multiple cameras, requires the cameras to view the calibration object 
simultaneously is not uncommon [179]. In conclusion, a review of the literature did not find a 
calibration method that is able to estimate the scene homography for two cameras whose view 
of the scene do not overlap.
For the purposes of visiodometry a Pioneer DXe robot has been augmented with a two camera, 
ground pointing vision system (see figure 5.1). The Pioneer DXe is a differential drive robot. 
The two main components of the robot are the kinematics and the vision system.
Kinematics. The robot is a differential drive robot. There are two drive wheels, each inde­
pendently driven by a stepper motor. Each wheel has an optical encoder which is periodically
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read to provide wheel odometric data. If the wheel size and wheelbase length is known, the 
change in the robot pose can be estimated from odometric data. There is a third wheel (not 
shown), which is simply for balance. A more detailed description of mobile robot localisation 
from wheel odometry data is in section 5.3.2.
Vision System. The image capture system for visiodometry consists of the two ground-facing 
cameras. These are Sony DXC-9100P, compact 1/2” 3-CCD Progressive scan RGB cameras. 
The CCD array is composed of square pixels 8.3pm x 8.3pm in an array 792(H) x 582(V). 
This is transformed to a PAL format of 720(H) x 576(V) by the frame grabber. The cameras 
are fitted with high quality lenses and no lens distortion is assumed. The images are cropped 
to a central 256 x 256 pixel, which is ^  16% of the total area.
Due to hardware limitations, image processing is performed offline. The onboard standard 
camera, the Sony PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) camera, supplied as an option could not be used because 
of insufficient tilt, and optical quality of images.
5.3.1 The Coordinate Reference Frames
In this section the coordinate reference frames, and their relationship to each other are de­
scribed. Four 2D coordinate reference frames are defined as follows.
1. World (W). The origin of this frame is an arbitrary 2D point fixed in the World on the 
ground plane.
2. Robot (R). The origin of this fr ame is the origin of the robot. Typically the kinematic 
origin, corresponding to the centre of rotation during a spot-rotational motion, with the 
x-axis being the forward direction.
3. Scene (S). It is the frame local to the camera. The origin of this frame is the image 
centre of the camera projected onto the ground (i.e. a point in World Frame on the ground 
plane.). This is defined from camera calibration described later in (see section 5.5.1).
4. Visiodometry (V). The visiodometry frame is an arbitrary defined frame of the vi­
siodometry system, which has a known transformation from the Scene frames of each
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camera. In a single camera system the Visiodometry frame can be defined to be co­
incident with the Scene frame. However, for a dual camera system, there will be two 
Scene frames (one for each camera). The Visiodometry frame therefore aims to provide 
a common coordinate frame for the individual Scene frames.
The Robot frame relative to the World frame represents the robots pose. As the cameras are 
rigidly fixed to the robot, the scene frame relative to the robot frame is constant. A description 
of the relationship between the transformation of the robot and camera reference frames due to 
robot motion, and a point fixed in the World frame is described as follows.
As all robot motion is planar, on the ground plane, all coordinate systems are 2D. The ground, 
being indoors, is assumed to be sufficiently planar for this assumption to be safely made.
The Robot Pose
The robot pose is defined as its position and orientation in the world frame. This is represented 
by the vector p
fx\
P(x,y,6)
y
V
(5.1)
where (x , y) is the position and 6 the orientation using a Cartesian framework. There is an 
equivalence between the elements in p  and the transformation matrix T r2W
T r2w (^j y j 9)
(
\
cos 9 — sin# 0 X
sin# cos# 0 y
0 0 1 9
0 0 0 l
\
(5.2)
The. matrix T r2W transforms the robot frame to the world frame. Note that
p  =  T r2Wpo, (5.3)
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and
P o
/o\
0
0
W
(5.4)
where po is the origin or null vector.
The Robot Frame Transformation
In this section the relationship between a transformation of the robot frame to the change in the 
pose of the robot in the world is described. The change in the robot frame corresponds to the 
change in the robot pose.
P  — T r 2w  N I  p o , (5.5)
M(Aav, Ayr, A 0r) = (5.6)
and
( cos A 0r — sin A 0r 0 A xr\ 
sin A 0r cos A 0r 0 A yr
0 0 1  A 0r
\ 0 0 0 1 J
where p' is the updated pose, and M  the matrix representing the transformation of the robot 
frame.
The Scene Frame Transformation
In this section the relationship between a transformation of the camera to the change in the 
pose of the robot is described.
The relationship between the change in the scene frame and the new robot pose is
P — T r2w T s2r S T g2r Po, (5.7)
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Robot Trajectory
Figure 5.2: Wheel Odometry Localisation. The robot rotates by differing the distance trans­
lated along the ground by the wheels. The change in pose is a function of oft eft b, and the 
number of wheel revolutions of each wheel computed from the odometry.
where
S(Axs,A ys,AOs) =
T s2r fys , V s , @ s )
^cos Aft — sin A ft 0
<
sin A ft cos A ft 0
0 0 1 Aft
V 0 0 0 1 )
^cos ft — sin ft 0 x ^
sin ft cos ft 0 Vs
0 0 1 ft
V 0 0 0 1 )
(5.8)
(5.9)
where S represents the change in the scene frame (caused by a change in the robot pose), 
and T S2r be the matrix transforming the scene frame to the robot frame, where f t ,  ys) is the 
position of the scene origin relative to the robot, and 0S the orientation of the scene axis relative 
to the robot in a Cartesian framework.
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5.3.2 Odometry Based Localisation
In this section a method to estimate the robot pose from the odometry is presented. The method 
presented here is used to compute the position for the odometry ground plots described later 
in the results section, which provide a comparator to the plots using visiodometry localisation. 
Complicated methods have been published to filter the odometry data, however, this would not 
provide a like-for-lilce comparison with the visiodometry plots.
An example of the odometry data is plotted in figure 4.1(a) in chapter 4. The kinematics of 
the differential drive (DD) robot are quite different to that of a synchronous drive (SD) robot. 
Although a comparative overview is shown by figures 3.2 and 3.3 in chapter 3, a more detailed 
description of how odometry translates to robot pose is provided here.
Figure 5.2 is a schematic of the kinematics of the differential drive, for a motion where the robot 
moves from p  to p ' . At any instant the motion the robot can be considered to follow an arc, 
with the instantaneous centre of rotation being C. The angle turned r, and the displacement 
of the robot origin can be expressed as a function of the effective wheel diameters (<©,£©) 
and the effective length of the wheelbase b. The robot origin is defined as the midpoint of the 
wheelbase.
Now it can be seen from figure 5.2 that
sl =  ar, (5.10)
s r  =  ©  +  6)r, (5.11)
2 a r  +  br _  ,
5 = ------ g ’ (5'12)
where s is the curvilinear distance travelled by the robot origin p ,  and ( s l ,  s r ) the curvelinear 
distance travelled by the left and right wheels respectively. Re-arranging the above equations 
and combining
s l  +  s r
S = ------------  • (5.13)
The curvilinear distances can be expressed as a function of (<©, dff)
SL =  ^L^LTT, 
s r  =  riRdRix,
(5.14)
(5.15)
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where (n^n #) be the number of revolutions of the wheels as computed from the odometry.
Combining die above equations, to eliminate (s£, sr), and re-arranging yields
Tr(nLdL +  nRdR) s __    , (5.16)
7T (nLdL - n RdR)
t , . (5.17)
The change in pose relative to the robot frame prior is represented by matrix M (A xr, A yr , A 9r) 
where
A xr =  d cos(r/2), (5.18)
A yr =  dsin(r/2), (5.19)
A 9r =  r, (5.20)
where d =  ssinc(r/2), the net displacement (see figure 3.10 in chapter 3). The new pose of 
the robot can be computed using equation 5.5.
5.4 Visiodometry Localisation Method
Odometry normally refers to the interoceptive sensor, which provides data on the robot pose 
indirectly. The two methods presented in this section aim to provide odometric data directly 
using an exteroceptive sensor - referred to as ‘visiodometry’ .
Two visiodometry methods are proposed
1. Shift Vector. A dual camera system called ‘shift vector method’ ,
2. Roto-translation. A single camera system called a ‘roto-translation method’ .
The dual camera system extracts translation only information from a sequence of ground im­
ages, to extract ‘shift vectors’ from each camera. This represents the displacement of the centre 
of the image along the ground. The rotational component is computed from combining the shift 
vectors from the two cameras. The single camera system is more computationally intensive as 
it relies on extracting the rotation in addition to the translation - ‘roto-translation’ .
The method relies on the ability to estimate global affine motion from ground images. This is 
not as restrictive a constraint to the visiodometry system as it may appeal". Each image pixel
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represents a ground area of approximately 0.1mm x 0.1mm. As long as there is sufficient 
detail discernible at that resolution - which there is on most ground surfaces - then it should be 
sufficient to extract the global motion between images. Most ground surfaces are not mirrored 
or blemish lfee. A qualitative assessment of the suitability of a surface can be performed by 
viewing a sequence of images taken of the ground to visually assess any discernible global 
motion.
5.4.1 Proposed Affine Motion Estimation Methods
In this section the method used for estimating the rotation and translation between images taken 
by the cameras on the mobile robot is described. The problem is akin to image registration 
methods. The normalised phase correlation method forms the basis of the proposed methods.
In the following descriptions ft and / 2 refer to a pair of images from one camera, where the 
image / 2 is taken after image ft. There will be a rotation and translation between the two 
images as a function of the motion of the robot. Two methods are described. The first method 
extracts only the translation between a pair of images, and the second extracts rotation and 
translation. The output from either methods is in image pixel units.
Method to Estimate Planar Translation
The input to the method is a pair of (contiguous) images I\ and / 2 taken from the same camera. 
The output is a translation Ax, Ay, representing the estimated pixel shift of I\ to register with 
/ 2. Figure 5.6 shows the image centred coordinate system. The method is as follows.
1. Input. Images denoted A , J2 are the inputs, where image I \  precedes image / 2.
2. First Pass. The translation between contiguous images I\ and J2 is computed using the 
normalised phase correlation method. The output is pixel shift (Aaq, Ay\).
3. Crop Images. Using the 1st pass estimate of the translation, the images are cropped to 
exclude the non-overlapping regions (see figure 5.3). The cropped images are denoted 
11 and J2.
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Figure 5.3: Planar Translation: Overlapping Regions. The figure shows I2 shifted by 
(A jq , A yi) from image I\, estimated from applying the normalised phase correlation method 
(1st pass). The images I\ and I2 are cropped to the overlapped region. The phase correlation 
method is applied again to the cropped images (2nd pass). The peak value of the normalised 
phase correlation function is then a better indicator of noise in the image itself, rather than 
signal noise due to non-overlapping regions.
4. Second Pass. The normalised phase correlation function is applied to the cropped images 
I\ and I2, to yield translation estimations denoted {A x2, A y2). The value of the peak 
should increase showing a greater congruence between the images. This value provides 
a more reliable indicator of noise in the image itself (eg. blur, distortion), rather than 
signal noise attributed to non-overlapping regions.
5. Output Result The translation estimate is simply the sum of the two phase correlation 
outputs
sx — A x \ + A x 2, (5.21)
sy =  A y 1 +  A y2, (5.22)
where sx, sy is the pixel shift in x, y.
The method does not consider the effects of any rotation. Due to the relatively high frame 
rate compared to the angular velocity, the rotation between the images is small. However, 
rotations do introduce an error, and therefore the translation estimate obtained is a function of
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the individual pixel shifts in the image area, this is considered to approximate to the pixel shift 
of the image centre (i.e., origin of the scene).
Although methods exist to obtain the translation to higher accuracy, it is considered that this 
is a refinement which is unnecessary for a proof of concept demonstration of visiodometry. A 
pixel error of 1, corresponds to a scene translation error of less than 0.1mm. Although it is 
possible for drift (i.e., the mean pixel error is not zero) due to accumulation of quantisation 
errors, this is considered to be relatively small for small runs.
/
Method to Estimate Planar Roto-Translation
Recall that the rotation between images is a maximum of 1 ° only - and typically much less than 
that. Recall also, that the accuracy of extracting rotation directly using the phase correlation 
method is claimed to be «  0.25° - with an unknown error distribution and with no evaluation 
using naturally rotated images.
The method presented here is an enhancement of the normalised phase correlation method used 
to extract translation. The method estimates the rotation to a higher degree of accuracy than 
published methods that could be applied to the type of images (i.e., the images are not expected 
to be amenable to point feature extraction). The precision is of the order of ±0.01°, evaluated 
using a sequence of real images.
The basic philosophy of the method is to applying the phase correlation method to pairs of 
images I\,h, where J2 is an affine transformation of I\. The images are rotated in small steps, 
and the effect of this on the peak value of the normalised phase correlation function is observed. 
This can be seen in figure 5.12. It is expected that as the amount of rotation approaches the true 
rotation, the congruence between the images would increase. This would be reflected in the 
peak value of the normalised phase correlation function approaching a maximum value. The 
normalised phase correlation function is denoted as /. in the following description.
1. Inputs. The method takes as input two images denoted as I \ , J2. If the rotation is known 
from a previous estimate, then denote this as r, otherwise t  — 0 (corresponding to a start 
of a run where the robot is not moving.).
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2. First Pass: Localise. The first stage is to localise the rotation. Prior knowledge on the 
maximum angular velocity, constrains the range of possible rotation values to [—1, 1] 
(i.e. a maximum of 25 deg s” 1). However, this can be further narrowed to a window of 
[—0.5 +  r, 0.5 +  t], as the maximum angular velocity is known.
(a) Plot function fy. Plot function fy(#; fy, fy) for values of r  — 0.5 < 6 < r  +  0.5 
in discrete step size of 0.05°. The output is the value of the peak of the normalised 
cross correlation function applied to the images when the images are rotated by an 
angle 9 relative to the other. Each image is rotated by § in opposite directions using 
bicubic interpolation, and cropping to eliminate any corner triangles. Experiments 
with rotating only one of the images were found to give a different angle than if 
the rotation was performed on the other image. Hence, both are rotated by half the 
angle to minimise any possible bias in the rotation function or due to asymmetric 
image distortion.
(b) Find max fy. A median filter of size 3, is applied to the discrete plots to remove 
spikes. A polynomial fit of order 6 is fitted to the data. The function is fairly 
symmetrical with a broad peak. The angle corresponding to the peak is denoted as
OL\
ai =  arg max{fy (#)} (5.23)9
where fy is the continuous polynomial function. Recalculate, and denote the trans­
lation estimate from fy (ai) as Axi, Ay\.
3. Second Pass: Refine. The second pass is refinement of the first pass. In this pass, the 
rotations are performed using images cropped to exclude non-overlapping regions. A 
narrow search window with finer step sizes is used.
(a) Plot function fy. Plot function fy(#;fy,fy) for values of a\ — 0.25 < 9 < 
ai +  0.25 in step sizes of 0.01°, where fy,fy are the images fy,fy cropped to 
the overlapped regions according to Axi, Ayi and windowed.
(b) Find max fy. A median filter of size 3 is applied to the discrete data. A polynomial 
of order 6 is then fitted. The position of the peak is
a2 =  argmax{fy(#)} (5.24)0
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where f 2 is the polynomial function. Recalculate, and denote the translation esti­
mate from /2 © 2) as A x2, Ay2.
4. Output. The output is
sx =  Ax 1 +  A x2 (5.25)
sy =  Ayi +  Ay2 (5.26)
so — a2 (5.27)
where sx, sy is the pixel shift x, y, and so the rotation.
5.4.2 Visiodometry Method 1: Shift Vector Based
In this section a vector-based method based on two cameras is described. The cameras take a 
sequence of images of the ground. The translation estimates between each pair of frames de­
fine shift vectors approximating to the displacement of the scene origin. Any rotation between 
the frames is considered as ’noise’ by the normalised phase correlation method. The rotation 
between the frames is generally less than a degree, and the centre of rotation (around the mid­
point of the wheelbase) is far from the scene origin, compared to the dimensions of the scene. 
Therefore, any noise from rotation is assumed to be insignificant relative to the translation.
Figure 5.4 is a schematic showing how the translation vectors (p i,P 2 ), estimated from the 
images, can be used to estimate the change in robot pose. System calibration (see section 5.5) 
provides the estimates for the coordinates of the origins 0\ and 0 2 relative to the robot frame 
(O r ), the orientation of the scene frames, and the scale factor transforming the pixel shifts to 
units of translation common to both cameras.
The philosophy of the method to estimate the robot motion from the shift vectors, is that all 
motion of the robot, including any rotation can be approximated to a sequence of small linear 
steps, which are captured by the translational motion of images taken from two cameras.
Two shift vectors, estimated from pairs of images from two cameras, are the inputs to the 
method. These shift vectors provide information on the motion of the robot. The philosophy 
of the method to estimate the robot pose from these shift vectors is to firstly observe that the 
rotation component of the affine transformation of the images corresponds to the rotational
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KINEMATIC ORIGIN OF ROBOT
Figure 5.4: Method 1: Shift Vector. The instantaneous motion of the robot can be approxi­
mated to be a rotation of angle r  around an unknown point C. The vectors p\ and p2 are the 
shift vectors estimated from pairs of images. As the coordinates O r , Oi and 0 2 are known 
from kinematic calibration, the rotation and translation of the robot can be directly computed.
component of the robot. The rotational component is estimated by considering that a the ro­
tational component of the scene frame is equivalent to the rotation of the shift vectors (given 
that the shift vectors are expressed in an arbitrary but known common frame denoted as the 
visiodometry frame. This can be defined as the left scene frame).
The Shift Vector Localisation Algorithm
It is assumed that the visiodometry system has been calibrated with the robot kinematics. The 
system calibration is described later in section 5.5.
1. Initialisation. Let the vector p — (x, y, 0 ,1)T define the pose of the robot in the world 
frame. Define Tv2r as the transformation matrix from the visiodometry frame, defined 
as the left scene frame, to the robot frame. Let the coordinates of the right scene origin be 
0 2 =  (0 X2,0 y2), and the coordinates of left scene frame origin be O i =  (0 Xl, Oyi) =  
(0, 0), in the visiodometry frame.
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2. Input Data. Using the normalised phase correlation method, obtain the pixel shifts, 
transformed to calibrated shift vectors v± — (vXl, vm, 0), V2 =  {vX2, vy2, 0) representing 
the displacement of the scene origins of cameras Cl and C2 respectively.
3. Kinematic Alignment. The shift vectors need to be rotated by the matrix R(0) to align 
with each other and with the forward direction of the kinematics.
where 6S is the orientation of the left scene frame relative to the robot frame, and f c 
is the orientation of the right scene frame relative to the left scene frame (see system 
calibration section 5.5). Figure 5.4 shows the resultant configuration.
4. Estimate Rotation (r). There is an affine rotation and translation of the scene frames. 
Although the translation component of the transformation may be different (i.e., when 
there is a change in the orientation of the robot) the rotational component must be equal, 
and must also be equal to the rotation r  of the robot (assuming a rigid transformation).
Therefore, the rotation of the visiodometry frame around C  by r  is equivalent to, rotating 
the visiodometry frame by r  first and then translating this rotated visiodometry frame 
from O y  to O'y. Let the rotation and translation matrices R and T of the frame V  
whose origin is shown as O y  in figure 5.4 be
where r  is the angle turned, and (tx, ty) the translation relative to the rotated frame of V. 
Now the transformation of the visiodometry frame corresponds to a rotation of the shift 
vectors around O y .  Therefore
(5.28)
P2 ~  Vy2 ~  R(~As “  fc)v2-
w
(5.29)
/ cos r  sm r o\ (1  0 tx\
R — — sin r  cos r  0 , T  =  0 1 ty
 ^ 0 0 1 /  \0 0 1 y
(5.30)
Ox -  TROi = Rpi (5.31)
0 2 - T R 0 2 =  R p 2 (5.32)
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Now substituting R  and T  in equation 5.30 into equations 5.31 and 5.32, and re-arranging 
gives
{0 Xl +  pXl )cn A (Oyi A pyi )(3 A tx A 0 — 0 Xl, (5.33)
(On +  Pyi )a  +  (0 X1 -r pX\ )P +  0 4- ty — Oyi, (5.34)
(0 X2 +  Px2)a A (Oy2 A Py2)0 +  tx A 0 =  Ox2, (5.35)
(Gy2 +  Py2)a +  (Ox2 +  Px2)0 A 0 +  ty — Oy2, (5.36)
(5.37)
where a — cos r  and j3 — sinr. This can be solved as a set of linear equations of the 
form A x  — b where
(5.38)
( o Xl A px i Oy\ +  Pyi 1 0^ (  a ) f °x i\
Oyi A Pyi Ox i +  Px i 0 1 0 Oyi, X = , b =
Ox 2 A p X2 Oy2 +  Py2 1 0 tx Ox 2
\Oy2 A Py2 Ox 2 A Px 2 0 V \ty) \Oy2 j
The angle turned is
r  — arctan ( — 
a (5.39)
5. Update Robot Pose (jp'). The rotation and translation of the robot is estimated with 
reference to the visiodometry origin (i.e. the scene origin of camera Cl). The update 
equation is
P =  T r2w(^5 y, 0) T v2r(xsi, ySl, ft) V (vxi, Vy1, r ) T V2r(a:Sl, ySx, ft) po. (5.40) 
This is identical to equation 5.7, where the following variables have been substituted
T v 2r =  T s2r, 
V  == S.
(5.41)
(5.42)
5.4.3 Visiodometry Method 2: Roto-Traiislation Based
In this section an alternative method for mobile robot localisation is described which requires 
the estimation of rotation to a high degree of precision, in addition to translation between 
images. The methods used to extract the translation and rotation are described in section 5.4.1.
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The roto-translation estimated from each scene is directly transformed to a roto-translation of 
the robot frame, corresponding to a change in the pose of the robot in the world. In the case 
of two cameras the pose estimates from each camera can be combined using sensor fusion 
methods.
The Roto-Translation Localisation Algorithm
1. Initialisation. Let p — (x, y, #, 1)T define the pose of the robot in the world frame.
2 . Input Data. Using the planar roto-translation method in described earlier in section
5.4.1, estimate the pixel shift and rotation, transformed to calibrated units representing 
the translation and rotation of the scene origin. Denote the translation as v — (vx,vy) 
and the rotation as r.
3. Update Robot State Matrix. The pose p  is updated using the following
p  =  T r2w0u y, 0) T s2r Sfyjc,Vy, t) T s2r po. (5.43)
5.5 Method to Calibrate the Visiodometry System
In this section the method to calibrate the camera and the robotic system is presented. There 
are two distinct parts, camera calibration and kinematic calibration.
Part 1: Camera calibration. Camera calibration estimates the homography between the 
scenes viewed by two cameras in our visiodometry system. The two cameras are positioned 
at either side of the mobile robot approximately 0.5m above the ground, with the image plane 
parallel to the ground plane (i.e. the scene viewed has no perspective). This can be assured 
using a spirit level or plumb line. The overall aim of the imaging system is to estimate changes 
in the pose of the robot from the the rotation and translation of a sequence of images captured 
from each camera. The key distinction between this configuration and other dual or multiple 
camera configurations, is that there is no overlap at all of the scenes viewed by the cameras. 
This is unlike, say a stereo configuration, where the two cameras broadly view the same scene 
but from a slightly different viewpoint.
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Part 2: Kinematic Calibration. The objective of camera calibration is to be able to combine 
the data from the two cameras to provide an estimate of change in position and heading - the 
pose. However, any pose is with reference to a coordinate reference frame. This can be defined 
as any fixed point on the robot, which include the scene frame origin. However, if we wish 
to compare or combine the pose estimates from visiodometry with the wheel odometry, then 
a common origin point on the robot must be defined. This is naturally the centre of the robot 
wheelbase, corresponding to the centre of spot-rotation. A method to align the scene frame 
shift vectors with the robot frame, as defined by the kinematics, is required. This consists of 
two parts - a translation stage to estimate 6S and a rotation stage to estimate (xs, ys), which are 
the parameters of the scene to robot frame transformation matrix T S2r (see equation 5.9).
5.5.1 Stage 1: Camera Calibration
In this section an efficient and conceptually simple method to determine the homography be­
tween the scenes viewed by the two cameras mounted on the left and right of the mobile robot 
is described.
The method relies on a directional ID calibration object which cuts across the views of both 
cameras (see figure 5.5(a)). Any straight object with known separation of control points could 
be used. In our case a metal measuring tape laid on the ground is used. The graduations on 
the tape provide the metric information and the direction. The coordinates of the markings on 
the tape (u, v) and the observed value on the tape (r) are the inputs to the method. An affine 
camera model is assumed where the pixel coordinates of a point in the image, project to a point 
on the scene, with a scale factor between the pixel and scene coordinate frames.
The method first converts the input coordinates (u, v) to an image-centred coordinate frame 
(x, y). From prior knowledge of the aspect ratio of the pixels in the camera CCD array and 
the PAL conversion distortion by the image capture card, the distortion can be corrected to 
ensure that the aspect ratio of the image is 1:1. The converted input positions are then fitted to 
a straight line whose equation is of the form y =  a +  bx. This line represents the straight edge 
of the tape. This line is then rotated around the image-centre by fy, so that it lies parallel and is 
in the same direction as the x-axis. The equation of this line is y — a cos if). The scale factor a 
mapping the image coordinates to the scene coordinates from the observations r of the tape is
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ID  Directional Calibration O bject
(a) Camera Calibration
KINEMATIC ORIGIN OF ROBOT
(b) IGnematic Calibration
Figure 5.5: System Calibration. System calibration is in two stages. The first stage is calibrat­
ing the visiodometry camera system by estimating the scene homography between the cameras 
using a directional line (see figure 5.5(a)). The second stage is to estimate the transformation 
matrix T S2r of the scene frame to the robot frame. This is done by known translational motions 
of the robot to obtain the orientation (0S), and known spot-rotations to estimate the coordinates 
of the scene frame origin (xs,ys) relative to the robot frame.
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estimated. It is assumed that the origin of the scene coordinates is the image centre projected 
on the ground.
Using the estimate of the scale factor, and the equation of the rotated line in scene coordinates. 
The scene coordinates of the origin of the tape after orientation (XO', Y') can be derived. This 
could be any fixed point on the tape (e.g., where the tape reads zero).
From the values of 0, XO' and Y 1 estimated from each camera image, the scene homography 
between the two camera views can be derived, by taking the difference between their respective 
parameters. The homography parameters are a rotation 0, and translation (Tx, Ty) transform­
ing a scene coordinate of one camera view to the scene coordinate of the other:
0 =  A 0 (5.44)
Tx =  AXO (5.45)
Ty =  A Y  (5.46)
A detailed description is provided in the next section, with a summary in algorithm 4.
Description of Camera Calibration Algorithm
1. The Inputs (u, v, r). Take n ruler readings r x (i =  1,. . .  ,n) and then corresponding 
pixel coordinates p i  =  (u{, Vi)T from image II  and I r  taken with camera L (left camera) 
and camera R (right camera) respectively.
2. The Normalising Matrix (N). Transform the pixel coordinates to image-centred co­
ordinates and scale to compensate for distortion. It is assumed that there is no radial 
distortion. This is a fair assumption as the quality of the lenses are high and the image is 
cropped to the central portion (e.g. a 255 x 255 pixel crop is the least radially distorted 
«  15% of the original image). From manufacturers specifications it is known that the 
characteristics of the camera CCD array and the PAL conversion distortion error in the 
frame grabber hardware.
Pi =  N jh (5.50)
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Figure 5.6: Converting Pixel (u, v) To Image-Centred Coordinates (x, y). The pixel co­
ordinates (u,v) can be transformed to image centre coordinates (x,y). x — u — H/2 and 
y =  - v  +  V/2.
NOT TO SCALE
*
Figure 5.7: Fitting to straight line. The figure shows a line representing the estimated position 
of the rule edge. The error in the estimated position p' is shown as exy- A Least-Squares method 
is used to estimate the equation of the line.
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Figure 5.8: Estimating the scale factor. The figure shows the fitted line representing the 
estimated position of the rule edge after rotating by 0. The rule reading at measured pixel 
position p  is r. The observed reading r has an error er. Therefore there is a covariance between 
the difference between the tape observations when estimating the scale factor. As we have 
already fitted the pixel positions to a straight line we do not consider any error in the fitted 
points.
and
M
^Sh 0 - £ \2
Pi = Vi , Pi = Vi , N  = 0 Sy +¥
I 1 / W 1 ° 0 1 y
where pi is the 2D image-centred coordinate pi corrected for linear distortion along the 
image axis by the normalising matrix N f t  and sv are scale factors to correct for linear 
distortions along the horizontal and vertical).2
3. The Calibration Matrix (K). An affine camera model is assumed, with the origin of 
the scene corresponding to the image centre projected onto the ground. Projection is 
therefore simply a scale factor:
X j = K  pi (5.51)
2The SONY DXC-9100 camera has a CCD array of 792(H) x 582(V) square elements. This is compressed to a 
PAL format 720(I-I)x576(V) pixels which distorts the image. Therefore the aspect ratio of the image of a square in 
the scene is sh/sv = (792/720)/(582/576) = 1.089 to 3 d.p.
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and
(Xi) ( a 0 0^
X i  = Y i , K  = 0 a 0
K1 ) 1 ° 0 V
where ax and ay (e.g. units of mm/pixel) scale the pixel units to a known unit of mea­
sure, Xi the vector of corresponding scene coordinates and K  the calibration matrix. 
Therefore the mapping from image (u, v) to scene coordinates is Xi =  K N pp
4. The Equation of the Rule Edge (y =  a +  bx). It is known that the rule edge is a straight 
edge, and therefore without any consideration of the values ry fit the points (xi, yt) to a 
straight line (see figure 5.7). This is done by minimising the perpendicular distance to 
the fitted line y =  a +  bx from the points (x2, yi) as shown in figure 5.7:
min e2 ,.y. =  min ^  h2 cos2 7 (5.52)
z=l i- 1
where
hi = y i -  (ay- bxi) 
b — tan 7
Now using the trigonometric equivalence of 1 +  tan2 7 =  sec27 , substituting tan 7 and 
re-arranging:
1 hcos 7 =  j= 7= =  = o , sin7  =  ±-
V T + F ’ V T + ff
The minimisation function in equation 5.52 can be expressed as
[yi -  (a +  bxi)]2arg min
a,b 4 — 'i= 1 1 +  b2
(5.53)
(5.54)
This is solved for a and b. This may be solved analytically [135].
An estimate of the line representing the rule edge has been made. From this the fitted 
positions of the observations on the line are derived. This point is denoted as pri =  
(xri > Vn)  which we take as the ‘true’ position of the observed ruler reading r2 (see figure 
5.7):
xVi =  xt +  eXim sin 7
Vn  =  Vi -  exm cos 7
(5.55)
(5.56)
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5. Orientating the Rule Edge (0). The orientation of the ruler relative to the x-axis is not 
necessarily the angle 7  of the fitted line relative to the x-axis. The direction of the rule 
must be considered:
if rv.
n+i -n  ’ (5.57)
arctan(6),
I arctan(6) + 7r, otlierwise.
The points pn are rotated clodcwise by 0  so that the points lie on a line parallel to the
x-axis:
PL = T r Prt
and
fx 'r)  ^ COS 0 sin 0 0^ f x  \
Pn = Vvi T r = — sin 0 COS 0 0 Prt = Vn
K 1 ) I  0 0 V W
(5.58)
(5.59)
The angle 0  is four-quadrant inverse tangent. If it is considered that the origin of the rule 
lies at the origin (0,0), then 0  is the angle of the rule. The direction of the rule values 
relative to the x-coordinates is used to determine the quadrant.
By pre-multiplying (x, a +  6x)T by T r, the equation of the orientated line can be found 
to be:
y =  a cos 0  
Y — ay
(5.60)
(5.61)
where y  is the equation of the line in normalised pixel units and Y  the line in scene 
(calibrated) coordinates.
6. The Calibration Scale Factor (a). Now as all the points lie on a line parallel to the x-
axis, the scale factor a  in die calibration matrix K, mapping image to scene coordinates
is simplified. Let
Xi A xn (5.62)
where Xi is the x-coordinate of the fitted point (xr., yVi) rotated around the image centre 
by 0. The relationship between the true points on the line and the true ruler reading is
a(xi-1-1 -  Xi) =  ri+1 -  n  (5.63)
Xi =  Xi +  er (5.64)
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where X{ is the true value, and en the error. Assuming the error to be a Normal random 
variable with zero mean and variance cr2, combining equations 5.63 and 5.64, and re­
arranging:
A£i — A xi — — A Vi 
a
and
A £i — £ r i+ i -  £ n  , A-Xi =  Xi + 1 -  Xi A Ti =  r<+i -  n  
The variance and covariance of A£i is derived, noting that by definition
<72 4  E{4 )
F  [■£ ; , ^  (f n ] T/[S)-, ] 1 i 0  j
as the errors £n , erj are uncoirelated, the variance is
var(Aei) =  ^ [(A ^ )2] =  E[(£Vi+l -  erif ]
— E[(£ri+l)2] + E[—2£ri£r.+1] + ^ [(eri)2]
=  2a2
Noting that -E,[Aei] =  E[eri+1 — =  0, the covariance is
covar(Aei, A ^ - i)  A ^[A ejAei-i] =  (5.70)
-  —a2
(5.65)
(5.66)
(5.67)
(5.68)
(5.69)
  e-h £l p 1£a
From equations 5.69 and 5.70 the probability density function is
P ( e  a )
and
< Aei \
y\2W\
(5.71)
e A P =
/9.n-2 —a1
2—cr‘
V
—a 
,2 0^2
(5.72)
2cr /
where ca is the vector-valued Gaussian random variable and P the covariance matrix. 
The value of £a that is most likely
maxp(eA) =  maxp(«|r, oi)
c* a
(5.73)
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and
(5.74)
This is the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation problem, where the only unknown 
parameters is a. Equation 5.74 is equivalent to the weighted Least-Squares (LS), and is 
equivalent to
min j i e J P ^ e A  j  (5.75)
The minimum of equation 5.75 must satisfy
JTP~©A =  0 (5.76)
and
f  r2 — ri ^
J  =  —A r  =  — (5.77)
\rn -  rn_ 1
where J is the Jacobian of £a with 4 the vai'iable. This can be shown from equation 
5.65.
_  -A r -  — — (r -11 — r j  
0(1 /a) ~  ~  tn+1 n)
Vectorising and re-ai’ranging equation 5.65, £a can be expressed as
(  x 2 — x i
ea =  A x  H— J, A x  =
a
\Xy
(5.78)
1/
Substituting £a in equation 5.76 with equation 5.78
a
=  ~ ( 3 T 'P -LJ ) - 13 T P - 1AX (5-79)
From equation 5.79 o: can be estimated allowing a mapping from image coordinates to 
be calibrated to scene coordinates (see Calibration Matrix (K).
7. The ruler origin (X0). If the scene position of the rule origin is X 0 ' (X0 being the true 
position prior to orientating the rule edge) then
r,- =  a x ' . — X0; (5.80)
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Left Frame
Figure 5.9: Resultant Homography. The figure shows the result of orientating the line repre­
senting the tape edge. The relationship between the two scene coordinate frames can be seen 
through the calibration object connecting the two scenes.
However, n  is the observation of the ruler reading, which is assumed to contain a Gaus­
sian error of mean zero. Hence, the difference between the left and right side of equation 
5.80 is minimised using LS. The function to minimise is the sum of the squared error 
defined as
n
f{XO') =  y y[ n - ( a x 'r i~ X O ')f
i—1
This is equivalent to taking the mean value
n
X 0' =  arg min -  (a x'r. -  XO')]2
i—1
(5.81)
(5.82)
(5.83)
i— 1
8. Estimating the scene homography. The configuration after rotating the ruler edge is 
shown in figure 5.9. If
(5.84)RP =  T l ^ r  Lp
and
T  L-+R
cos (j) — sin 0 Ta 
sin 0  cos 0  T,
0 0 1
, 0 = i f jR  -  IpL
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where T l^ r is the transformation matrix for a scene point p  in camera L to camera
R, and 0  is the difference in the rule orientation rpL and 0p from camera A and B
respectively (See equation 5.57). Now to estimate Tx, take the difference in the position 
of the rule origin relative to the local scene coordinates:
Tx =  X0'R -  X0'L (5.85)
where X0'L and X0'R is the ruler origin with respect to the scene coordinates of camera 
L and R respectively. Now:
T y ^ Y j - Y j  (5.86)
and
Y£ =  oil VL (5.87)
Y r  =  C X R  U R
where Y[ and Y j is the equation of the calibrated (scaled) orientated line of the rule from 
image I I  and I r  respectively (see figure 5.9 and equation 5.61).
Qualitative Error Analysis
A quantitative analysis has not been conducted. However, a qualitative assessment of this 
method can be made. The assumptions which have an impact on the accuracy of this method
are:
1. The straightness of the tape. The metal tape is quite rigid and falls into a straight line. 
Any error here will have a direct impact on the accuracy of this method. A straight edge 
(not shown) was used as a guide to ensure that the tape is straight.
2. Orientating the cameras. It is assumed that the cameras are orientated such that there 
is no perspective in the image. This can be done by use of a plumb line defining the line 
against which the camera is aligned. The floor is assumed to be level.
3. The camera model. An affine camera model is assumed. There is a linear mapping 
between an image point and a point in the scene. This is a fair approximation in this 
case, where the focal length is at a fixed zoom setting.
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4. The lens distortion. No optical lens distortion is assumed. The optical quality of the 
lens is sufficient to make this assumption.
5.5.2 Stage 2: Kinematic Calibration
The objective of kinematic calibration is to enable visiodometry pose estimates to be consistent 
with the kinematic constraints of the robot. For example, an orientation mis-alignment between 
the robot kinematic based frame, and the visiodometry would manifest itself with a trajectory 
appearing at an angle to the heading of the robot.
There are two parts to calibrating the kinematics. The transformation parameters between the 
visiodometry origin and the kinematic origin (i.e. robot origin) are estimated from observing 
the visiodometry plots until the plots match the desired profile. This is explained in more detail 
as follows.
The output from kinematic calibration is the transformation matrix of a point from the scene 
frame associated with each camera to the robot frame (see equation 5.9)
T s 2 r (2 :s i  Vs,  # s )  —
^cos 9S — sin / 0 xs^
s in / cos / 0 Vs
0 0 1 9S
^  0
0 0
(5.94)
A detailed description is provided in the next section, with a summary in algorithm 5.
1. Tuning from Translation Motion ( / ) .  Suppose the robot performs a pure translation 
motion. The kinematics only permit the robot to move in a direction perpendicular to the axle 
(see figure 5.2). If the scene frame axis are mis-aligned with the robot frame axis, then the 
direction of the shift vector estimated from the images will not lie along the x-axis of the scene 
frame. The angle of the shift vector corresponds to the variable 6S. However, this needs to be 
estimated over a number of vectors.
Simple translational motion is trivially detected by both the image data, where there will be no 
rotation between the images, and the odometry data where the change in odometry from both 
wheels is equal (assuming that the effective wheel size is approximately equal).
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Even though from camera calibration the shift vectors from each camera are parallel, the angle 
of the vectors will not be aligned with the robot frame axis this angle denoted as Oi for the i\h 
shift vector can be considered to be the error. Therefore the LS function to estimate
n
arg min (04 -  0sf  (5.95)
0a i = l
where
- 1  (  v V i
*i = t a n ‘ ( t j -(5 '96)
2. Tuning from Rotation Motion (xs, ys). The objective is to estimate the coordinates s — 
(xs, ys) of the scene origin (e.g., point si in figure 5.5(b)) relative to the robot kinematic origin. 
Suppose the robot performs a spot rotation. The ground plot of the position estimated from the 
odometry will not show any displacement. However, the scene origin not being coincident with 
tire centre of rotation, will show a translation and rotation caused by rotating around the robot 
origin.
The philosophy of the method is to estimate (xs, ys), which defines the position of the scene 
frame origin in the robot frame, by computing the displacement in the robot pose at each spot- 
rotation by Tx. At the hue value of (xs, ys) spot rotations do not cause any displacement in the 
robot origin.
Let Si be the scene transformation after a rotation
( cosn -  sinn  0 vx\
Sj =
sin Ti cos n  0 vVi
(5.97)
0 0 1 Ti
\ 0 0 0 1 /
where (vx, vy) is the translation of the scene frame origin relative to the scene frame. Now, if
P — {Px, Py) is the unknown coordinates of the scene origin relative to the pre-rotated robot
frame then
P — T S2r Si po (5.98)
where T S2r (see equation 5.9) is the scene to robot frame transformation. Expanding and 
re-arranging gives
Px =  vXi cos 0S -  vyi sin +  xs (5.99)
py =  vXi sin 05 -  vy. cos 05 +  ys (5.100)
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However, (px,Py) and f t ,  ys) are unknown, but the rotation t* is known from either odometry
or from processing the images. Now the spot rotation of the robot of n  is the same as the
rotational component of the scene frame transformation. The point p  can be computed using 
the robot frame rotation matrix
p =  R (—Ti)s (5.101)
where
. . /  cos ( - T i )  sin(—Ti) \
R (-T i)  =  (5.102)
y -  sin (-T i) cos(-Ti) J
Note that the robot frame has to rotate back to the robot frame before the rotation. Combining
equations 5.98 and 5.101 to eliminate p, and re-arranging gives
(cos Ti -  1) -  ys sin r< = vXi cos f t  -  %  sin f t , (5.103)
xs sin Ti +  y$ (cos n  — 1) =  vXi sin ft +  vVi cos ft (5.104)
It can be solved as a linear LS of the form, where aq =  (xSi, ySi )T
A  Xi =  b (5.105)
where
/ c o s f t - l )  sin Ti \ / vXi cos ft — vVi sin Qs \
A  =  , b =  (5.106)
\ sin n  cos (n -  I) J \vXi sin 0S +  vVi cos ft J
Now for i =  1, . . . ,  n for n rotation steps, the Least Squares estimate for the coordinates of the 
scene origin, is the mean of (xSi, ySi)
1 n
=  - Y "xi (5.107)n ^^n .
Approximating Method. Approximate kinematic calibration can be conducting by observ­
ing the ground plots from the visiodometry system, and tuning that with the known motion 
of the robot. This method of tuning although not entirely accurate, does not detract from any 
evaluation of the accuracy of the visiodometry system. However, proper kinematic calibra­
tion allows more accurate comparison with the path plots estimated from the odometry. The
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method presented above is intended to present an analytical method which is necessary if the 
visiodometry output is to be combined accurately with tire wheel odometry output. However, 
an approximation of the scene to robot transformation can provide an acceptable basis for a 
direct qualitative comparison to be made between visiodometry and wheel odometry plots.
The value of 9S is estimated from observing the direction of the visiodometry plots during a 
known translation motion. For example, if the plot is showing the robot moving at an angle 
to the heading then that angle represents the value of 9S. Therefore, 9S is adjusted until the 
visiodometry path plot corresponds to the heading of the robot.
Estimating (x3,ys) is achieved by observing the visiodometry plots from a known spot-rotation 
motion of the robot. An initial estimate of x s, ys will be known from approximate external 
measurements of the visiodometry origin (relative to the robot frame), which is adjusted until 
the visiodometry ground plot from a spot rotational motion is a curve which matches the shape 
of the odometry plot during spot-rotation motions. A small error in xs,ys will result in a 
transformation of a point close to the centre of rotation, which will consist of a small translation 
element.
5.6 Results
In this section the two visiodometry methods, (i.e., the shift vector and roto-translation meth­
ods), for mobile robot localisation are evaluated. This is followed by presenting the results of 
the camera calibration. In section 5.6.3 the method for estimating the ground truth end pose of 
the two runs is described.
Data from two runs are used as input to the two methods. Run-1 is a counterclockwise circuit 
of lm x lm square. The run consists of 1745 frames per camera (70s duration). The robot was 
commanded to perform a lm x lm square and rotate a full 360° to face the start orientation. 
Run-2, is a clockwise circuit of lm x lm square. Compared to run-1, the speed of the robot is 
a little slower, and there is less noise in the image. The ran consists of a total of 2946 frames 
per camera (118s duration).
The Ground Images. Two methods for motion estimation methods were proposed in section
5.4.1. These were a planar translations and a roto-translation method. The examples of ground
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(a) Still. (b) At time £ fc. (c) At time tk+i.
Sample from Run 1
(d) Still. (e) At time tfc. (f) At time £fc+i.
Sample from Run 2
Figure 5.10: Sample Ground Images. The top row are sample images from run 1 and the 
bottom row from run 2. The images represent a ground area of «  2cm x 2cm of a carpeted 
surface. The images have been auto-balanced for printing, and are much darker with reduced 
contrast. Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(d), were taken when the robot was still. Although, the 
texture and light relief are clearly visible with some blurring, it is not considered sufficient 
for point features to be reliably extracted and tracked. Figures 5.10(b), 5.10(c) and 5.10(e), 
5.10(f) were taken 40ms apart during a spot-rotation motion, which results in an affine rotation 
and translation between frames. The phase correlation plots for the image pairs can be seen in 
figure 5.11.
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0 0 0 0
(a) Run 1 (b) Run 2
Figure 5.11: Normalised Phase Correlation Plots (First Pass). The 2D plots show the distinct 
peak located at the coordinate corresponding to the shift between the image pair in figure 5.10. 
The pixel shift of the image (u, v) from the normalised phase correlation method was estimated 
as (-35, 24) and (30, -5) for run 1 and run 2 respectively.
images used for run-1 and run-2, for estimating motion can be seen in figure 5.10(a). Figure 
5.10 also shows a contiguous pair of images taken 40ms apart during rotational motion of the 
robot. It can be seen that the images do not contain any obvious point features to track between 
frames. There are no regular patterns, and there is noticeable blur.
An example of the output of the normalised phase correlation function is shown in figure 5.11. 
There is a distinct unambiguous peak at the position representing the translation between the 
images. The value of the peak represents the noise in the image, and is in the range [0. . .  1]. 
The plots shown are for the image pairs at the first pass from the input image pair in figure 5.10 
(i.e., the images were not cropped to the overlap regions.).
Recall that the roto-translation method plots the value of the peak of the normalised phase cor­
relation against rotation. An example of this function, from input images pairs shown in figure 
5.10, is shown in figure 5.12. The function is plotted with rotation steps of 0.01°. The peak 
of the polynomial fitted to the data points is taken as the estimate of the rotational component. 
The residual error from the polynomial fit is fairly randomly distributed. Note that the value of 
the peak is higher than that from the first pass (see figure 5.11). These differences are due to 
the cropping of the images to the overlap regions which represent the reduction in noise due to
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non-overlapping regions.
5.6.1 Visiodometry Results
Ground plots comparing visiodometry with odometry are shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14. The 
difference between the visiodometry and adjusted visiodometry plot is simply where the origin 
of the robot is defined. The visiodometry, defines the robot origin as being midway between 
the camera image centres, projected onto the ground. The effect of this can be seen where a 
spot rotation around the midpoint of the wheelbase, is a rotation and translation of the point 
between the camera scene origins.
The orientation accuracy is calculated as follows
percentage heading error =  ^ -  x 100 % (5.108)
Z j t
where sq is the error in heading. The total angle turned £ r is computed using the ground truth 
estimates of the difference in orientation between the start and end pose, knowing that the robot 
had rotated approximately 360° in total.
The positional accuracy of each method is evaluated at the end of the run, against the ground 
truth end pose. The ground truth pose of the robot during the run is not known, however, 
the odometry plots are representative of the path of the robot. This provides a qualitative 
comparison with the visiodometry plots. It is assumed that under the conditions of the runs, 
that the odometry errors are not significant enough to invalidate a qualitative analysis of the 
visiodometry plot being made against it.
Ground Plots. The visiodometry plots from the shift vector method and the roto-translation 
method are shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. As discussed earlier, in the absence 
of the ground truth during the run, the position plots estimated from wheel odometry provide 
a qualitative comparison sufficient to evaluate the method. The ground truth position at the 
end of the run is also shown. The visiodometry plots show a degree of congruence with the 
plots from wheel odometry. It is considered that the wheel odometry plot is not the ground 
truth path, and therefore it is possible that the visiodometry plot is closer to the true path of the 
robot.
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(a) Peak Value vs Rotation Angle
Run 1
A n g le  R ota te d (de g )
(c) Peak Value vs Rotation Angle
Run 2
x  -jo ' 3 res iduals
(b) Residuals from Polynomial fit
x  -j o "3 res iduals
(d) Residuals from Polynomial fit
Figure 5.12: Estimating Rotation Angle. . Figure 5.12(a) is an example showing how how 
the peak value of the correlation function varies with rotation. The value of the peak of the 
normalised phase correlation function is plotted at angle steps of 0.01°. In the absence of 
ground truth, it is considered that that plots show the accuracy of the orientation estimate to be 
~  ±0.01°. The residual error is fairly randomly spread suggesting a reasonable polynomial fit 
to the data.
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--------------- Odometry
--------------Visiodometry
-0.5 0 0.5 1
x-coordinate (m)
(a) Run 1
x-coordinate (m)
(b) Run 2
Figure 5.13: Method 1: Shift Vector. The position estimates from visiodometry using the shift 
vector method are plotted against the position estimates computed from wheel odometry. The 
ground truth of the position at the end of the run is shown.
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0 0.5 1 1.5
x-coordinate (m)
(a) Run 1
x-coordinate (m)
(b) Run 2
Figure 5.14: Method 2: Roto-Translation. The position estimates from visiodometry using 
the roto-translation method are plotted against the position estimates computed from wheel 
odometry. The ground truth of the position at the end of the run is shown.
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Shift Vector Roto-Translation Odometry
l|e*ey||(m) M  (deg) lk-ey||(m) M  (deg) lkx%||(m) M  (deg)
Run 1 (CCW) 0.023 14.4 0.035 11.4 0.041 7.4
Run 2 (CW) 0.057 7.4 0.006 4.2 0.023 1.8
Table 5.1: Residual Error Data. The table shows the absolute error between the end pose 
ground truth, and the end pose computed from the odometry and visiodometiy.
Orientation Error. The ground truth end pose provides the hue total orientation of the robot 
(the method is described later in section 5.6.3). Table 5.15(a) is a barchart of the percentage ori­
entation error over a total change in orientation of «  360°. The wheel odometry is consistently 
more accurate than method 2, which is consistently more accurate than method 1.
End Pose Error. The error in the end position is shown in figure 5.15(b). As the end position 
error is a function of both the translation and orientation error, it is more complicated to inter­
pret. However, as the ground truth end position is known, the end position error does provide 
a basis to evaluate the accuracy of visiodometry in comparison to wheel odometry. Table 5.1 
shows the net position and orientation error at the end point of the two runs.
5.6.2 System Calibration Results
In this section the system calibration results are presented. Recall that there are two stages - a 
camera calibration stage for the visiodometiy system, and a kinematic calibration stage to align 
the visiodometry system with the kinematics.
Camera Calibration. Figure 5.16 shows the image taken from the left and right cameras on 
the mobile robot. The ruler cuts across the view of both cameras. In the absence of any scene 
overlap, the ruler provides a common reference linking the two camera scenes.
Five coordinate points and their graduated readings (i.e. n =  5) were manually input. The 
method was applied to estimate the calibration parameters for each camera from their respec­
tive images (see table 5.2). The individual parameters are then used to estimate the scene
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Figure 5.15: Error Barcharts. The barcharts compare the two proposed methods with the 
odometry localisation. Considering the orientation error (a more reliable performance mea­
sure), the roto-translation method outperforms the shift vector method, but is marginally less 
accurate than odometry. The residual position error shows that the visiodometry errors are 
broadly comparable to wheel odometry.
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(a) Left Camera View. (b) Right Camera View.
R u n  1
(c) Left Camera View. (d) Right Camera View.
Run 2
Figure 5.16: Camera Calibration Images. The images are the views from the two cameras 
on the left and right of the robot. The images are used to calibrate the scene homography and 
the extrinsic camera calibration parameters. Unlike most dual camera setups, there is no scene 
overlap and therefore there is no feature correspondence between the two images. The ruler 
provides a directional calibrated object which provides a form of feature correspondence by 
proxy.
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Parameters
Ru
Left
n 1
Right
Ru
Left
n 2
Right
Axis - p (deg) 
Scale - a (m/pixel) 
Origin - (XO', Y')
47.96 
8.665 x 1 (T 5 
(-0.647, -0.003)
-36.20
9.353 x n r 5
(-0.219,-0.002)
-41.64 
8.292 x 10“ 5 
(-0.079, -0.001)
132.70 
8.490 x 10~5 
(-0.619,-0.000)
Table 5.2: Homography Calibration parameters. The table shows the calibration parameters 
from a single image taken from the two cameras positioned on the left and right of the robot. 
See figure 5.16.
Scene Homography 
Parameters ( T l ^ r )
Run 1 Run 2
Tx =  X0'R -  X0'L (m) 
Ty — Yr — Y( (m)
0 =  PR -  PL (deg)
0.428
0.001
-84.16
-0.540
0.001
174.30
Table 5.3: Scene homography parameters. The table shows the scene homography between 
the images taken from the two cameras. The parameters show the rotation (0) and translation 
(Tx, Ty) required to transform a point in scene coordinates of image the right camera to scene 
coordinates of the left camera (see equation 5.84)
homography in terms of a transformation matrix transforming a point in the scene frame of the 
left camera to a point in the scene frame of the right camera (see table 5.3).
Kinematic Calibration. This was performed using the approximating method by tuning the 
initial estimate and observing the shape and orientation of the plots, during known translation 
and rotation motions. Tuning 0V in the matrix T V2r is straightforward. This value was ad­
justed manually by observing the rotation of the visiodometry ground plot until the translation 
segments are aligned with the known heading of the robot.
Approximate values of xs, ys in the matrix T S2r are known from measuring the distance from 
a point on the ground and the robot origin. This need not be precise but sufficient for a recog­
nisable visiodometry ground plot to be computed. An error in the values are highlighted by a
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Figure 5.17: Kinematic Calibration. The raw visiodometry plots corresponds to the change 
in position of the visiodometry origin - this is not the same as the robot kinematic origin. Kine­
matic calibration of the visiodometry system transforms the pose of the visiodometry frame to 
the robot frame.
non-stationary visiodometry estimate during known spot-rotations. In some circumstances the 
robot may not perform a perfect spot rotation - this is visible from an odometry plot. In this 
case the values are tuned so that the shape of the visiodometry plot matches the shape of the 
odometry plot.
Figure 5.17 compares the corners of the visiodometry plots before and after tuning. The odom­
etry plots are also shown for comparison.
5.6.3 Method to Estimate the Ground Truth End Pose
In this section the method used to estimate the ground truth of the difference between the start 
and end pose is described.
The method is based on marking two positions on the ground at the start and end positions of 
the robot. The two positions are at either side of the robot at a precisely located position (e.g. a 
point projected on the ground by a plumb line suspended from the hub of the two drive wheels).
x -co o r d in a te  (m )
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Figure 5.18: Schematic of Ground Truth Method. A  total of six measurements are taken 
using a tape measure. The measurements are the six lengths, of 2 diagonals and 4 edges, 
between the start pose marker positions (Sl , Sr) and the corresponding end pose marker posi­
tions (Er, Er). The measurements are adjusted to impose the constraint that SlSr =  E lE r 
and that the markers form a quadrilateral. From the adjusted points the change in the pose of 
the robot is computed. Due to symmetry along the line Sl Sr, there is an ambiguity which 
is resolved by recording the relative position of the end pose (i.e., behind or front of the start 
pose.)
The measurements between the total of four points on the ground is used as the input data to 
estimate the difference in the start and end pose.
The Ground Truth Method
1. Input Data. Take the six measurements (Zi, . . . ,  l&) of the lengths and diagonals of the 
quadrilateral as shown in figure 5.18).
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2. In itia l Estimate of M arker Coordinates. Fix the coordinates of the start markers
The coordinates of the other markers can be computed using the cosine rule for the 
triangles A slsrcr and A slSrcr
The variable s is a signum, the value of which depends upon whether the end marker 
point is in front or behind the start marker point
The initial estimates of the coordinates will vary depending upon which length ln is used 
in the equations. This is not important as the estimates are intended to be initial estimates 
to input to a minimisation function.
3. Enforce Integrity using Least Squares. The measured lengths may not form a quadri­
lateral due to measurement errors. It is assumed that the measurement error of each 
length has the same variance. The cost function /  to solve is
where ln is computed from the corresponding fitted coordinates derived from the six 
inputs ln, perturbed to enforce the constraint
where the corresponding fitted coordinates, denoted as s l , s r , ez,, eR, are numerically 
computed in Matlab.
sl =  (0,0 ), 
s r  =  (h,  0),
(5.109)
(5.110)
l2 =  l 2 -\-12 — 2l$l\  cos 0 l , 
I4 =  I2 — Iq — 2l\le cos Or ,
(5.111)
(5.112)
Re-arranging to compute Ol, Or, the coordinates of the end points are
ez, =  (h -  (k  co sO l ,s l6sin$L), 
g r  =  (k cosO R ,sk sm O R ).
(5.113)
(5.114)
+ 1  end marker in front of start marker
—1 end marker behind start marker
(5.115)
(5.116)
s l s r  =  e L S R (5.117)
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4. Compute Change in Pose. The change in pose is trivially computed from the fitted
coordinates. The robot origin is set at the midpoint of the two markers.
APr =  ^{{sR -\ -sL) - { e R  +  eL)} (5.118)
A 6 =  arctan ( (5.119)
\xeR xeL J
and e.R  =  (xeR,yeR) and r f y  =  (xeL, y&L) , where A p  is the vector of the change in the 
robot origin P, and A# the change in the robot orientation.
E rror Analysis of Ground Truth End Pose. A  rough analysis of the accuracy of the method 
is described here. I f  the tolerance t of the measurements are assumed to be ± lm m  and the 
distance d between the left and right markers is «  450mm (t <C d). Then the maximum error 
in the orientation can be approximated
max es =  ±  arctan (^ J ^ j (5.120)
=  ±  arctan ( ( 5 . 1 2 1 )
225^
«  ±0.25° (5.122)
The maximum positional error will be of the order of ± lm m . It should be noted that these 
are worst case figures. It is assumed that the measurement accuracy is high as the distances 
measured are quite small which reduced chances of errors from tape flexing and uneven ground 
surface. This assumption is supported by the error between the coordinates derived from the 
measurements and the LS estimated coordinates of the markers (to enforce quadrilateral in­
tegrity), which were of fractions of a millimetre.
Ground Truth End Pose Results
In this section the ground truth method to estimate the change between two poses is evaluated in 
detail using real data. Two sets of input data (fy, . . . ,  fy), corresponding to the lengths measured 
by the tape measure (see figure 5.18), is shown in table 5.4. The ground truth change in pose 
computed is shown in the table. The start and end pose positions of the markers computed 
are shown graphically in figure 5.19. The black cross, represents the point taken as the robot 
origin, falling midway between the marker positions.
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Run
h
Inpu
h
t Measu
h
irement:
k
s(m)
k k A x (m)
End Pose
A y (m) AO (deg)
1 0.399 0.175 0.399 0.148 0.263 0.545 -1.4 8 0 x l0 -2 -5 .8 22 x l0 -2 -8.65
2 0.399 0.130 0.400 0.141 0.489 0.342 7 .818x l0 -2 -1.104X10"1 2.05
Table 5.4: Ground Truth End Pose. The table shows the ground truth estimates of the change 
in the robot pose at the end of runs 1 and 2. The measurements, f r , . . . ,  f t  refer to the length 
shown in figure 5.18. The start orientation is along the y-axis (i.e., 0 =  90°) and the robot 
origin is midway between the marker pointers, as shown in figure 5.19.
The computed results are consistent with the positions of the robot visually observed. The value 
of the LS function f(ln; ln) was very small (see equation 5.116). This provides confidence in 
the validity of the computed results.
Summary. The ground truth estimates the change in the pose of any two positions. Clearly, 
this method is manually intensive and not suitable for estimating continuous ground truth. The 
facility for measuring continuous ground truth requires additional complex equipment which 
themselves usually require some form of calibration. These include, overhead tracking cam­
eras, or markers on the robot tracked by dedicated triangulating hardware. Due to calibration, 
issues, these other methods, although providing continuous ground truth estimates are unlikely 
to be any more accurate than the manual method described here.
5.7 Discussion
In this section the method and the results are discussed. Comparisons with the conceptually 
similar methods and with wheel based odometry is also discussed. Prior to this, provisional 
investigations using the Nagatani method is described.
5.7.1 Visiodometry
In this section the results from applying the two proposed visiodometry methods are discussed. 
Visiodometry is then compared with other visual and ground sensing localisation methods.
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Figure 5.19: Ground Truth End Pose. The plots show the positions of the start and end points 
of the markers. The distances between the markers ( f r , . . . ,  Iq) are in table 5.4. The black cross 
halfway between the markers is defined as the origin of the robot.
The heading error estimated is invariant to the accuracy of the system calibration (i.e., the 
matrix transformation of the visiodometry based pose to the robot frame - only required for a 
comparative analysis with odometry localisation.). It is also accepted that the heading error has 
a greater effect on the accuracy on localisation. Hence in evaluating the proposed methods the 
heading error is a more robust performance indicator. The residual position error is also key 
indicator, however, residual position error is a combination of translation and rotation error, 
and is less conclusive.
Method 1: Shift Vector Method The plots show that the method is broadly comparable in 
accuracy to wheel odometry. The rotation information is noticeably weaker but not disastrous. 
Run 2 is noticeably more accurate than run 1, suggesting that the method is sensitive to noise 
in the image. There was no image processing to smooth or de-speckle the images in any way. 
It is considered that pre-processing the images could lead to improvements in accuracy.
Method 2: Roto-TVanslation Method This method is much more computationally intensive 
than method 1. Run 1 shows little improvement over that from method 1. The rotation extrac­
tion could be sensitive to noise. Run 2, in comparison, shows a marked improvement in rotation 
accuracy. The results are comparable to wheel odometry. Improved image pre-processing and
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calibration fine-tuning could see this improve further.
It  is noted that the extraction of translation was to pixel accuracy - although sub-pixel methods 
exist. Despite this either method produces results which can provide an alternative odometric 
exteroceptive sensor input. They trade-off between the two methods is performance versus 
speed. The localisation estimates from wheel odometry are under known conditions of minimal 
wheel-slip. It  is considered that visiodometry being independent of the kinematics has the 
potential to be applied where wheel odometry is unreliable.
Comparison with Visual Odometry.
Recall that the method implemented by Nister et al. [121] coined visual odometry relied on the 
tracking of ground point features. The configuration to obtain the ground features was based on 
either a stereo or single camera, pointing forward angled towards the ground. The precision of 
visiodometry is of the order of fractions of a millimetre and fractions of a degree. Visiodometry 
can therefore detect much smaller changes in position and orientation then visual odometry as 
implemented in the published methods (e.g. [33]). Visual odometry is not reliable on planar 
surfaces, and indeed is not used on flat surfaces on Mars as there are insufficient point ground 
features. However, visiodometry, has been proven to work reasonably on planar surfaces. As, 
the sensing resolution of visiodometry is higher than that of methods implemented using visual 
odometry, fine textured surfaces such as plain coloured carpets do not pose a problem. If  
anything, the texture images are suited to the normalised phase correlation function. The flatter 
areas on Mars where visual odometry is possible, is likely to contain sufficient surface for 
visiodometry.
A  significant advantage of visiodometiy over visual odometry is in the simplicity of the algo­
rithms - it relies on the outputs of the Discrete Fourier Transform of the images. There is no 
complicated, soft computing techniques, such as RANSAC or thresholding to improve robust­
ness. Visiodometiy also does not require any data storage, other than the minimum to store the 
images processed and the state of the robot. In comparison, visual odometry, requires storing a 
number of optical flow vectors, and complicated feature extraction and matching methods. The 
other advantage is the ability to test visiodometiy from images, without requiring mock-ups of 
the environment recreating the ground scenery.
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A drawback of visiodometry, is that it has not been tested on non-planar surfaces. This is an 
area which requires further work. However, visiodometry does fill a gap in ability to localise 
on planar surfaces where the surface features are not amenable to visual odometry.
Comparison with Optical Mice.
Turning to the optical mice method published by Lee [95]. The configuration was of two optical 
mice which takes a 16 x l6  pixel image, corresponding to an area of 0.5mm x 0.5mm, at a rate 
of up to 2300 fps. The authors state it to be as accurate as odometry, however, the method has 
some severe limitations, some of which have been acknowledged by the authors.
•  Focal Length. The authors has acknowledged that the focal length of the lens of the opti­
cal mouse is 2.4mm. This means that any variation greater than fractions of a millimetre 
will result in inaccuracy. Many ground surfaces, especially soft surface such as carpets, 
have relief exceeding this. The method is really suited to very flat and hard surfaces.
•  Rotation Extraction. There are no published methods which can extract rotation infor­
mation from a 16 x 16 pixel image (the CCD array in the optical mouse), where rotation 
would be in thousandths of a degree. In this respect two optical mice will always be 
required to extract the rotational component of any robot motion.
•  Ground Contact. As the optical mouse is required to be forced on the ground, it will 
be impractical to use on loose, abrasive or harsh surfaces - this rules out virtually all 
outdoor environments. Also, the method is limited to platforms close to the ground, and 
even on flat surface, friction will be a problem. Small obstacles such as a door threshold 
will pose a major problem.
Comparison with wheel odometry.
Wheel odometry based localisation is dependent upon the precision of the kinematics and its 
calibration for minimising systematic errors. In this respect the calibration of the proposed 
method is perhaps comparable in complexity. However, odometry relies on accurate kinematic 
modelling, in the case of the synchronous drive robot, the kinematic model is quite complex
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(see section 3). In a non-wheeled robot, such as a legged robot, the odometry or the kinematic 
model may not be known sufficiently accurately. As it is unable to sense the environment, any 
wheel-slippage and other such non-systematic errors pass undetected. Visiodometry has none 
of the drawbacks describe:
1. Kinematic Independent. It is kinematic independent allowing the method to be used on 
any mobile platform where the camera are maintained at a constant ground clearance.3
2. Accuracy. The accuracy is comparable to odometry, and there is further scope for im­
provement.
3. Non-systematic Errors. As it is a exteroceptive sense based, the method is resistant to 
non-systematic errors. For example, wheel slippage or small bumps.
4. Passive and Non-contact. There is no requirement for any part to be in physical contact 
with the ground. This system can be used in outdoor environments where the ground 
may be loose or abrasive.
5. Speed. There are no physical limitations restricting the speed. The main limitation is the 
performance of the hardware to process the data, and degree of blurring.
5.7.2 System Calibration
The accuracy of visiodometry is directly affected by the accuracy of the calibration. However, 
calibration of the system is fairly straightforward, using known techniques for camera calibra­
tion. The camera calibration method using ID  directional line is fairly intuitive and simple to 
implement. There is no reason to restrict the calibrated object to a straight line, as long as the 
function of the shape of the object is known. For example, a ring of cameras could be calibrated 
using a circular object of known dimensions, which cuts across the views of all the cameras 
simultaneously.
Kinematic calibration, requires operating the robot under controlled conditions (e.g., known 
translational or rotational motions.). The kinematic calibration has the advantage that the origin 
is the actual kinematic origin, and not an assumed mid-point position along the length of the 
wheelbase (i.e., for a differential drive robot).
3A  change in the ground clearance will require re-calibration.
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5.8 Conclusions
Visiodometry. As a proof of concept, visiodometry provides odometric input comparable to 
wheel odometry. It suffers from one of the main drawbacks of odometry - the accumulation 
of errors, but in one respect has a significant advantage. As visiodometry is exteroceptive, it is 
independent of the platform kinematics, thus it is more robust to wheel slippage and other non- 
systematic errors. I f  combined with wheel odometry, it has the potential to detect and correct 
for wheel slippage.
Visiodometry, has the real potential to fill the capability gap to provide high precision localisa­
tion on planar surfaces with high resolution texture - an environment where visual odometry is 
known to fail. It can also be used on any mobile platform, without requiring any knowledge of 
the kinematics.
There is certainly room for further refinements, for example, extraction of shift vectors to sub­
pixel accuracy or compensation for lens distortion. Visiodometry, has been tested in limited 
circumstances, and therefore its operating performance envelope under different illuminations, 
surfaces and mobile robot speed needs further investigation.
Calibration. In this chapter a simple and practical method to calibrate a dual-view dual-scene 
geometry, with known constraints using a calibrated directional line is described. The method 
provides an estimate of the homography between the planar scenes viewed by the cameras. The 
method can easily be extended to multiple cameras, and any form of calibrated object which 
cuts across the views of the cameras. As long as the position of the calibrated object control 
points are expressed as a known function, the calibrated object need not be collinear points.
Ground Truth. A  simple but highly accurate method for estimating the difference between 
any two poses of the robot was presented. It is a manual method and requires the robot to be 
still when recording the position of the robot marking points.
5.8.1 Further Work
This chapter has focused on demonstrating the feasibility of using motion estimation of ground 
images as a means of providing exteroceptive odometry. There are many areas of fine-tuning
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the basic algorithms which has the potential to improve both the accuracy and robustness of 
this concept. Visiodometry touches upon several areas which themselves are distinct areas of 
research. The suggestion for future work will therefore be addressed under these headings.
Visiodometry. Visiodometry has not been rigorously evaluated under a variety of conditions. 
Investigating the working envelope of the system, and whether a failures can be detected is crit­
ical to its reliability. Methods to combine the visiodometry output with other sensors, as well as 
combining the visiodometry in a multiple camera system with redundancy is of interest. It will 
be interesting to investigate a SLAM algorithm using periodic snapshots corresponding to the 
landmarks in traditional SLAM, or alternatively, mosaicing method for absolute localisation.
Extension of visiodometry to 3D environments is a major area for further work. This could be 
implemented using an altimeter or, stereo cameras for depth information, to provide continuous 
calibrated inputs to scale the pixel shift vectors to known units of scene transformations at the 
ground contact level.
Motion Estimation. Motion estimation of small rotations of [-1°,1°] to precisions of O.Olo 
requires more investigation. These need to be with evaluated using a range of naturally rotated 
and translated images with ground truth.
The rotations using interpolation methods, in the roto-translation estimation method, could 
incoiporate linear PAL distortion. This has the potential to improve accuracy with no additional 
introduction of interpolation related noise.
The use of the peak value from the phase correlation provides variance information. Investigat­
ing how this peak value could be used to estimate variance is important when combining with 
other sensor inputs for localisation.
System Calibration. The accuracy of the system depends directly on the accuracy of calibra­
tion. Methods to auto-calibrate using stored ground images is of interest and this may require 
extensions to some of the methods used for calibrating wheel odometry.
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Algorithm 4 Visiodometry Camera Calibration
1. Ensure that the cameras image plane is parallel to the ground plane and at the highest 
zoom setting.
2. Position a calibrated straight edge cutting across the views of both cameras and take 
images II  and I r  from cameras L  and R respectively.
3. For each image I r  and I r :
(a) Select n points (ui,Vi) along the rule edge noting the rule reading (n) (i =
(b) Normalise the points to (xi,yi) by centering and correcting for linear distortion.
(c) Fit a straight line to the normalised points y =  a +  bx.
(d) Estimate the position of the points on the fitted line (Xi, yf) —> (xri, yVi).
(e) Estimate the rotation angle (0 ) required to orientate the rule so that it mns from left 
to right and is parallel to the x-axis.
(f) Rotate the fitted points by 0  to derive points on the orientated line (xn ,yri) —> 
(x'r., y 'r .). The equation of the horizontal line is y =  a cos 0 .
(g) Estimate the scale factor a mapping a pixel position to a scene coordinate position.
(h) Estimate the ruler origin (XO ', Y).
4. Derive the scene homography parameters (Tx,Ty, 0). The subscripts denote the source 
image of the calibration parameter:
1
Tx =  X Q ' r - X O ' r  
Ty — otRdR cos rjjR — cclcll cos 0 l  
0 =  0B 0A
(5.47)
(5.48)
(5.49)
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Algorithm 5 Visiodometry Kinematic Calibration
1. The objective of kinematic calibration is to estimate parameters (xs, ys, 9$) of the matrix 
(T s2r) transforming the scene frame to the robot frame (i.e., the robot kinematic origin).
2. . Input Data. Let shift vector Vi for n pairs of images be
Vi =  I Vx<I , i  =  l , . . . , n .  (5 .8 8 )
'JVi.
3. Timing from translational motion ( / ) •
(a) Move the robot in a pure translational motion.
(b) The Least Squares estimate for Z  is
n
9s =  arg min -  Z ) 2 (5.89)
s i - 1
Oi =  tan” 1 b'j (5.90)
4. Tuning from rotational motion (xs, ys).
(a) Spot rotate the robot.
(b) At rotation step i rotated by r 2 with shift vectors (vx ., vyi), solve for
A  X i  — b, i =  (5.91)
where
A  — | COS(Ti ~  ^  sinri ] b ~  ( Vxi C° S ~  Vyi Sin (5 92)
y sin n  cos(t2 -  I) J \vXi sin 9s +  vVi cos 9S j
Now for n rotation steps, the Least Squares estimate for s
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this chapter the achievements presented in this thesis are summarised, followed by a brief 
description of suggestions for future work. The achievements can be categorised into four 
distinct areas
1. An odometry error model for a synchronous drive robot;
2. A  novel method for synchronising data from two sensor data streams;
3. A  new exteroceptive odometric sensor input- ‘Visiodometry’ , and
4. High accuracy roto-translation extraction of images.
6.1 Achievements
The achievements are as follows.
1. An odometry error model for a synchronous drive robot. In indoor environments 
odometry continues to be a useful sensor input for estimating relative changes in pose, 
and is usually combined with an exteroceptive sensor to bound the odometry localisation 
error. However, as a sensor input, improving the accuracy of the odometry model has the 
potential therefore to improve the overall estimate of the robot pose. Until Borenstein 
published his paper in 1996 [25], odometry error modelling and calibration had not been
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properly investigated. The analysis by Borenstein, was appropriate for the kinematics of 
a differential drive robot and could not be applied to a synchronous drive robot. Much 
later in 2003, Doh et al. [44] published a paper which suggested potential sources of 
systematic error and from that proposed an error model for translational errors. A  number 
of researchers had previously claimed to have modelled the error for a synchronous drive 
robot, however, the analysis was theoretical and there was no evaluation made using real 
data. Regardless, these models were flawed as it failed to take into account the significant 
effect that wheel orientation had on the systematic odometry error. The characteristics of 
the synchronous drive mechanism causes the robot trajectory to curve - the degree and 
direction of curvature affected by the wheel orientaion (heading). This background leads 
into the first achievement, summarised as follows.
In chapter 3, an odometry error model for a synchronous drive robot was proposed. The 
error model is complete, addressing both translational and rotational systematic odome­
try error. In addition, a method to estimate the parameters of the proposed error model 
was described 1. The proposed model was supported by theoretical analysis and is val­
idated using real data. Applying the model had a significant reduction in the heading 
error - in one 4m run a heading error of 9° was reduced to zero.
In addition to validating the error model, the results highlighted, paradoxically, that 
greater net localisation accuracy can be achieved from applying the model to those wheel 
orientations where the trajectory was most curved, and by avoiding wheel orientations 
where the trajectory is straightest. This feature can be exploited by path planning algo­
rithms to minimise localisation errors. A  close look at the error model showed that this 
could be explained by the fact that the sensitivity of the error model function to inaccu­
rate modelling was affected by the wheel orientation, and that the sensitivity was greatest 
at those wheel orientations where the trajectory was straightest.
The process of validation and parameter model estimation requires knowing the true pose 
of the robot. A  method was proposed to estimate the ground truth, with an estimate of 
the error in the estimate (i.e., variance). This method although manually intensive does 
not require complex equipment or elaborate configurations.
‘ This model was reported internally, two years prior, in the Centre (CVSSP) [173],
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2. A novel method for synchronising data from two sensor data streams. Sensor data 
is often required to be combined to improve the accuracy of any estimate. Most sensor 
data are discrete samples of a continuous function. The sampling frequency between the 
sensor data streams may vary significantly. I f  the discrete observations are not received 
and combined in ’realtime’ then the observations need to be timestamped. However, 
difficulties arise if  the timestamping of the observations are with reference to different 
clocks which are not synchronised, and cannot be synchronised (e.g., in the absence of 
a suitable communicating infrastructure). In such cases the time difference between the 
clocks need to be estimated in order for the discrete sensor observations to be sensibly 
combined.
In our case, we have a robot providing discrete observations from two sensor data steams 
which are (i) image data sampled at 25Hz and (ii) wheel odometry data sampled at 10Hz. 
The image data is from a ground-pointing camera which is mounted on a mobile robot, 
the mobile robot kinematics provides wheel odometry data. The problem can be formu­
lated as a TDE problem by constructing two ID  curves plotting robot heading, computed 
independently from each of the sensor data streams, versus time. The TDE problem is 
briefly, estimating the difference between two lD-curves shifted in time. In many cases 
one of the curves is a time-delayed echo of the first curve, and the data is usually dis­
crete samples from a known or unknown continuous function. The TDE estimate then 
corresponds to, for example in the case of an ‘echo’ delay, the range to an object. How­
ever, none of the published methods were suitable. This leads onto the next achievement 
summarised as follows.
In chapter 4 a novel method to estimate the time difference between two sensor data 
streams was presented. The basis of the method, published in December 2004 [174], is 
based on intersections of local intervals computed from pairs of times of discrete obser­
vations. The pairs of times follow from an independent random ‘event’ , detected from 
the values of the discrete observations themselves. The intersection of the local intervals 
converge to a narrower interval containing the true time difference between the clocks.
Two methods were described, a basic ‘fixed phase’ and an enhanced ’varied phase’ 
method. The varied phase method improved both the rate of convergence and the con­
verging estimate. Results with simulated and real data show the effectiveness and accu­
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racy of the method. A  worked example comparison with Simple Averaging (i.e., Gaus­
sian based) shows the method is significantly more accurate.
3. A new exteroceptive odometric sensor input- Visiodometry’. Odometry generally 
refers to the sensors providing data on the internal ldnematic state (i.e., proprioceptive 
sensor) of a robot, For example, the angular displacement in the case of wheel odometry. 
Based on this description of odometry, the term ‘exteroceptive odometry’ may appear 
to be an oxymoron. However, i f  the characteristics of odometry data and the way it 
is generally applied is considered, then sensors providing data with a similar modality 
could be considered to be ‘odometric’ .
Odometry based localisation is based on transforming changes in the position of the robot 
kinematics to a change in the pose of the robot. This makes two critical assumptions,
(i) that the mobile robot has kinematics, and that their positions can be sensed accurately, 
and (ii) that the changes in kinematic position translate directly to a change in the robot 
pose. Odometry based localisation will fail if  either if  these two pre-conditions are not 
met.
Although it is possible to reduce odometry localisation error through accurate calibration 
of the kinematic parameters, this only reduces the systematic error component. However, 
in the case of non-systematic errors, calibration will have little or no effect, as these errors 
relate directly to the robot’s interaction with its environment, and as the kinematic state is 
insulated from the robots environment, these errors are not even detected. It is this aspect 
of NSE which makes it so insidious. This leads on to the next achievement, summarised 
as follows.
In chapter 5 a new odometric sensor input called ‘visiodometry’ was proposed. The 
sensor is in fact exteroceptive, but is referred to as odometric as the modality of the 
data is comparable to that obtained, for example, from wheel odometry, and is similarly 
transformed to a change in robot pose. The method described is to transform the global 
motion estimates, obtained from phase based correlation, of images taken by ground- 
pointing cameras to a localisation estimate of the robot.
The resolution and accuracy of visiodometry can be seen to approach that of wheel 
odometry. The question can therefore be posed as to why bother with ‘visiodometry’?
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This can be answered by considering the key difference between odometry and visiodom­
etry. Odometry has no sense of the environment - it is proprioceptive, in comparison, 
visiodometry, senses the ground. It is an exteroceptive based sensor. This makes it more 
likely to be robust to non-systematic errors, for example wheel slippage, or small bumps 
which cause a change in the heading of the robot. This is an advantage where wheel- 
slippage is expected and where the terrain still has sufficient texture for visiodometiy, 
such as in agricultural environments and loose ground. It is particularly useful in envi­
ronments where other methods such as vision based SLAM, ground-sensing doppler and 
GPS, is either unavailable or unreliable. An obvious environment is planetary robotics 
on planar surfaces where ‘visual odometry’ does not work due to insufficient ground 
texture.
The other application is where the kinematics of the platform is not sensed, or if  sensed 
is inaccurate, or does not exist. An example, is in the wearable computing commu­
nity, where the mobile robot is the person, or legged and walking robot. A  number of 
other methods have been published which refer to ‘visual odometry’ , however, all these 
methods require extraction and tracking of features in the environment and computing 
optical flow. They therefore require storing some representation of the environment. V i­
siodometry, on the other hand does not store any ‘state’ of the environment, and is truly 
incremental. The only requirement is to store the previous image.
Two visiodometiy methods were described. The first method, called the shift vector 
method, is based on shift vectors corresponding to the displacement of the scene centre 
viewed by two ground-pointing cameras. The second method, called the roto-translation 
method transforms an affine transformation of the scene viewed from one camera to a 
change in the pose of the robot. The two methods are summarised as follows.
The Shift Vector Method. As the orientation of the two cameras are fixed, all robot 
motion is a rigid transformation of these cameras and therefore the scene frame. The 
shift vectors, which correspond to the displacement of the origin of the scene frame, can 
be used to estimate the transformation of the scene frame corresponding to the change 
in the robot pose. The method was described in section 5.4.2 and has been accepted for 
publication [175].
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The Roto-Translation Method. The second method, called the roto-translation method, 
requires only one camera. A  similarity transformation computed from the images taken 
by the camera, correspond to a change in the pose of the robot. The results presented, 
demonstrate that the accuracy of localisation estimates are an improvement from the shift 
vector method, and approach that of odometry. The significant disadvantage is the com­
putational overhead in estimating the rotational component. However, this complexity 
can be compensated for by increased rotational accuracy. This was described in section 
5.4.3.
A method for system calibration. The reliability of visiodometry depends on the accu­
racy of calibration of the system. There are two aspects to system calibration. The first is 
camera calibration and the second kinematic origin calibration. These were described in 
section 5.5. Camera calibration aims to estimate the scene homography between the two 
cameras and the scale factor transforming image shift in pixel units to transformation of 
the scene frame. This was done using a ID  directional line, in the form of a ruler, which 
cuts across the views of both cameras. The image coordinates of the ruler graduations 
and their ruler readings are the inputs to the method. The result of camera calibration de­
fines an arbitrary scene point as the visiodometry origin. The second part of calibration 
was to calibrate the visiodometry system with the robot kinematic origin. This is done 
by known rotations and translations of the robot to estimate the transformation matrix 
between the visiodometry origin and the robot kinematic origin, and observing the effect 
on the plots estimated from visiodometry. Translational motion of the robot, provides the 
estimate of the rotational transformation between the visiodometry frame and the robot 
origin, and rotational motion provides the translational estimate between the visiodom­
etry and robot origin. Kinematic calibration is not necessary for the roto-translation 
method, unless, the estimate is required to be combined with the odometry.
A method to estimate the ground truth of pose change. In section 5.6.3, a method for 
estimating the ground truth of the change between the start and end pose was described. 
This estimate was used to evaluate the accuracy of the visiodometry methods against the 
ground truth, as well as a comparison with wheel odometry localisation.
4. High accuracy roto-translation extraction of images. The reliability and robustness of
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visiodometry depends not only on system calibration, but principally upon the accuracy 
of estimating the affine transformation of the scene viewed by the cameras. Feature 
extraction and tracking based methods cannot be used for the type of images expected 
from visiodometry as the images will not be expected to have clearly definable features 
which can be extracted and tracked between frames. Phase correlation has proven to be 
a robust method for extracting translation between images of these types, but extracting 
rotation has been more difficult. A  method based on transforming the 2D to a uniform 
polar Fourier transform was published by Reddy et al. [133]in 1996. This was improved 
by Keller et al. [85] in 2005 which reduced the interpolation errors when transforming 
to a uniform polar transform by using a pseudo-polar Fourier transform (PPFT). A  slight 
improvement in accuracy from ~  0.7° to ~  0.25° was claimed. However, these were 
tested on the same images rotated using bilinear interpolation casting some doubts on the 
claims of accuracy. In general, published methods assume large rotations, however for 
visiodometry, rotation between frames is of the order of less than a degree, and needs to 
be estimated to an accuracy of the order of 0.01°. The published methods are not suitable 
for visiodometry. This leads to the next achievement summarised below.
In section 5.4.1, a method to extract the rotation between two images to an accuracy of 
the order of 0.01°, was described. The peak of the normalised phase correlation function 
is plotted against a number of different orientations in steps of 0.01°. A  polynomial 
is fitted to the points and the angle corresponding to the maximum of this fitted curve 
is the rotation estimate. The translational component is extracted using the established 
normalised phase correlation method. Robustness is improved by cropping the images to 
the overlapped areas and then applying the normalised phase correlation for fine-tuning 
of rotation and translation estimates.
6.2 Future Work
In this section proposals for main areas for further work are discussed. The headings relate to
the work presented in the corresponding chapter headings.
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Odometry error modelling for a synchronous drive robot. The number of parameters in 
the odometry error model number 14. For a differential drive robot, 3 parameters are commonly 
used, and they even allow for different wheel diameters - this is less of an issue for CYCLOPS, 
as the wheels are hard and their size will not be affected by a change in load. A  more de­
tailed analysis of the error model and kinematics should reduce the number of parameters. A  
more efficient method to estimate the model parameters, perhaps based upon repeated motions 
combining rotation and translation - a method analogous to that published by Borenstein for a 
differential drive robot [25].
Synchronisation of Sensor Data. As the proposed method is novel, this opens up a number 
of avenues for future work, both theoretical and applied. Theoretically, a mathematical proof 
of convergence and derivations for the probability distribution of the number of events required 
to converge to a specified interval width would be useful. It could be used to estimate with a 
probability, the number of iterations required to converge to a specified width. From an appli­
cation perspective, an obvious area for future work would be to investigate whether the method 
can be used to solve problems which have been previously formulated as a TDE problem.
Visiodometry. The experiments using real data to evaluate the concept of visiodometry is 
limited. However, they are sufficient to demonstrate the feasibility of using ground-sensing 
global motion estimation methods for mobile robot localisation. More detailed evaluation to 
characterise the operational envelope of the system, such as lighting, blur levels, ground image 
type are needed to determine the limitations. The phase correlation method provides signal and 
noise information, which can be used to provide an indication of the reliability of any motion 
estimation. Methods to exploit this by detecting catastrophic errors or perhaps deriving an 
input variance to feed into a filtering type algorithm, combined with other sensor inputs, are 
worthy of investigation. As a concept, visiodometry would be interesting to extend to a 3D  
environment, possibly in combination with other sensors which provide more reliable rotation 
estimates (e.g., panaromic cameras).
Visiodometry relies fundamentally on the reliability of estimating motion from a sequence of 
ground images. Translational estimation is well studied and is not considered to be a problem. 
However, there has been little or no published methods for an efficient method to extract small
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rotations of ‘featureless images’ to high degrees of precision. This is necessary for the roto- 
translation method to be practicable. An interesting area is to investigate is how the normalised 
phase correlation function averages the individual pixel displacements in the case where they 
are not identical (i.e. small rotation around a point not in the image).
Visiodometry system calibration. Accurate system calibration impacts on the accuracy of 
visiodometry. The problem of camera calibration has been studied by many researchers and 
although many methods have been published, novel methods are being proposed sporadically. 
The constraints in the system (e.g. camera to scene distance) limit the number of methods 
that can be used, but can also simplify existing methods. Investigating published methods for 
autonomous calibration of the system would make the system easy to setup and provide the 
ability to re-calibrate remotely.
Appendices
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Appendix A
E rror Propagation
This appendix describes the error propagation method used to derive the variance of the out­
puts from specified variances of the input variables. The method has been used to derive the 
accuracy of the ground truth measurements.
The basic concept is that the output error of a function is not only related to the errors on the 
inputs, but also to the sensitivity of the output variables to the input variables. This sensitivity 
is represented by the gradient of the function with respect to its input variables.
For example, if  y — / ( a q , xn), and a2, represents the variances of the i input measurement 
variables Xi (we assume for now there are no covariances), and a2 the unknown variance of the 
output y, the covariance <ry is defined as:
From equation A. 1 we see that the sensitivity of the input variables Xi is derived from the partial 
derivatives of the input variables, Xu with respect to y, which are weighted by their variances. 
We can express this in the following matrix form:
A .l The Algorithm
i — 1 , . . .  , n (A .l)
^  =  J.X.JT (A.2)
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where J is the Jacobian matrix, and X  the input covariance matrix (the covariances are the 
non-diagonal elements):
(  Au. dv \
\ dx\ ' ' ' dxn J ’ X  =
\ (J X i X \
a. \
X i X iJ
Now as the gradient of the function y is defined by the column vector:
/  Jy_\ 
dxx
V x =
\ d X i  /
i =  1 , . . .  ,n
(A.3)
(A.4)
we can see that the Jacobian is simply the transpose of the gradient vector. For m output vari­
ables there will be set of m functions. The dimensions of the Jacobian will therefore increase 
accordingly to an m x n matrix, where row j, of the Jacobian is a row vector of the gradient of 
the jth function (j  =  1 , . . . ,  ni).
A.2 Worked Example
The following example illustrates this in the case of two functions y\ and with a total of 
three input variables X\, x 2, and X3 . We assume there is no covariances between the input 
variables. I f  we let y\ =  x i 2 +  x 2 +  X3 and y2 — x 1 +  x 23 +  6, then the Jacobian is:
§m dyi dyi \
dx\ dx2 8x 3 I
dlJ2 dxj2 dy2 I
dxi dx2 dx^ /
2 x i 1  1
1 3x2 0
I f  we assign =  0.2, o j  = 0 . 1  and a 23 =  0.3 the input variances (no covariance is 
assumed) and Y  the output covariance matrix:
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then:
Y  =  J.X.J
(  of
3x2
0
j2£2
0 cr;X3
\ { 2x\ l \
1
/ I  1 ° J
4 x\olx +  <t22 +  <t23 2x i +  3x 2<t22 \  
!x iO Xl +  9X2<JX22 y2xi<j2j +  3x2(J22
0.8xi +  0.4 0.4xi +  0.3x2
© .4x i +  0.3x2 0.4xi +  0.9x2
Note that the output variances depend upon the values of die input variables. For example if
a — 1, b =  2 and c — 3, then:
Vi =  6, a2, 1.2
2/2 15, cr22 =  4.0
A.3 Calculating the Jacobian Matrix
For complex functions, it may not always be possible or practical to analytically determine the 
partial derivatives of the functions in the Jacobian matrix. In these circumstances the values 
of the elements can be approximated by calculating the result of small increments Ax* of the 
input variables xx. This is the numerical method of calculating the elements of the Jacobian.
This method can be illustrating by considering a simple function of one variable, y =  / ( x ) .  
Figure A. 1 shows that the corresponding increment in y of Ay, from a small increment in x of 
A x, can be approximated to:
Ay ~  f '  (x) A x  (A.5)
where f {x )  is the gradient at x. Hence re-arranging:
/ ( * ) « (A .6)
From equation A.6, we are able to calculate the gradient of the function at x by calculating 
Ay  after an increment of A x. In practice x is set at the midpoint of A x  to avoid any bias 
(i.e. Ay  =  / ( x  +  # )  -  / ( x  -  •%©).
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Figure A. 1: Small Increments. Consider at a particular value x at point P, incremented by Ax. 
The corresponding increment in y, is Ay =  f(x  +  Ax) — f(x). We can therefore approximate 
Ay ze ^ A x  — f'(x) Ax  for small Ax. This derives from taking the first order terms of a 
Taylor expansion series of f(x  +  Ax) around f(x)
We can therefore obtain an approximate value of the gradient without differentiation. This can 
be extended to functions of more than one variable (i.e. Xi) to find the values of the partial 
derivatives in the Jacobian matrix. I f  y — /(a q , aq), i =  1 ,..., n (n is the number of input 
variables). Then the row in the Jacobian matrix is where
dy Aii
< “ 1 - n  ( A ' 7 )
This can be extended to incorporate multiple functions in the case of multiple output variables, 
where each function has a corresponding gradient row vector in the Jacobian matrix.
Determining the value of Ax
The value of Ax  is set at the smallest value which is comfortably within the numerical preci­
sion of computation taking into account the effect of subsequent mathematical operations on 
numerical accuracy. For example if  it is known that the numerical floating point precision is to 
say d significant digits, then setting Ax  to a value of x/10d may not be reliably registered. We 
consider setting the values of Ax  for each instance of x, as:
A X  =  f f f d / 3 )  ( A ' 8 )
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This is deemed to be a sufficiently small value, and conservative to ensure any loss of precision 
from subsequent mathematical operations is relatively small compared to the value of A x. 
A rough confidence check can be performed by ensuring that the resultant value of Ay  as a 
fraction of y is safely within the numerical precision of the machine. The numerical stability 
of this method therefore depends on the choice of A x  and the complexity of the function y.
Appendix B
The Phase Correlation Method
Introduction
This appendix describes the basic Fourier-based Phase Correlation method used to derive the 
pixel translation between two images.
The 2d Discrete Phase Correlation Method
We denote the Fourier transform of a function f(x , y) is denoted as F {f{x ,y )}  or f(u x, u>y). 
The shift property of the Fourier transform is
H f ( *  +  A x .y  +  A y) }  =  7(w*,w„)ei<“ - A* +">'A>'> (B . l )
Now let
fy(x  +  A x ,y  +  Ay) =  h {x,y)  (B.2)
where fy (x , y) is image fy(x, y) shifted by (Ax,  Ay). Applying the Fourier transform to both 
sides
/ 1(w *,W y )e i <"*A l -K‘VA,-'> =  h (u ix ,u>y) (B .3 )
The phase correlation function Cp is defined as
C p (u ,x ,u>y) =  =  ei K A . ^ » 4 , )  (B  4 )
f y  ( p ) X  ,  L J y )
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This is normalised by dividing by the magnitude defining the normalised phase correlation 
function Cm
CM {U)x ) {By)
I  2 (C x 5 {By ) I\ (W.r ) Oly)
■Jl (NX, ^ y )  
I 2 (a>X, (By
1-2 (fix 5 {By)
Jl ((Bx, U)y)
I 2 (p)X , U)y ) 1 1 (fBx ) {By
Equation B.5 is solved by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Cm
C(x,y)4 
=  5(x +  A x ,y  +  Ay)
(B.5)
(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
For discrete function C (assuming a noise-free image) there is a unit impulse at coordinates 
(A x , Ay), yielding a pixel-level accuracy
(Ax,  Ay) =  arg m ax{C (x, y)}
(®»y)
(B.9)
B .l Error Reduction
Two main sources of errors are considered:
1. Non-overlapping regions.
2. Boundary Errors.
The phase correlation method assumes that there is a perfect translation between the two im­
ages, in that every point in one image maps to a point in the other image (see equation B.2). 
In practice this is unlikely - there are errors due to non-overlapping regions. The amplitude of 
the main peak of function C (see equation B.7) corresponds to the percentage of overlapping 
areas. This value can be used to provide the variance of the signal.
The eiTor from this effect is reduced by cropping the two images to the overlapping regions 
from an initial estimate using phase correlation. The phase correlation is then repeated on the 
cropped images - where the amount of non-overlapping regions should be relatively smaller. 
Any further shift is in addition to the initial estimate.
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The phase correlation method applied to 2D images uses the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). 
The DFT imposes a cyclic repetition such that the edges of the images are considered to be 
adjacent to the opposite edge. This clearly introduces discontinuities at the edges which appear 
as high frequency components. To address this a windowing technique is used to reduce the 
intensity of the image to zero approaching the edges of the image. There is a tension between 
the width of the main (central) lobe and side lobe rejection.
Window functions avoid discontinuities at the edges of a set of data. There are a number of 
windowing methods, but the three most commonly used are described below:
•  Hamming. The
w[k +  1] — 0.54 — 0.46cos •> fc =  0 , . . . , n — 1 (B.10)
•  Hann. The Hann window is also known as the cosine bell curve and was named by 
Blackman [ 18].1
fc =  0 , . . .  , n  — 1 (B . l l )
•  Blackman. It is similar to the Hann and Hamming window, but has an additional cosine 
term to reduce the ripple ratio. It also has a slightly wider central lobes than the Hamming 
and Hann windows.
w[k +  1] =  0.42 — 0.5 cos ( 2tc— - j +  0.08 cos ( 47t——-  J , k =  0 , . . .  , n  — 1
\ n — 1 /  \ n — 1J
(B.12)
A ll the above window functions are symmetrical and have a maximum value of 1, tapering 
towards zero on both sides. However, in the case of the Hamming window the attenuation of 
the side lobes do not quite reach zero.
From the three windowing functions, the Hamming window can be rejected on the basis that it 
does not reach zero. There will be some remnants of discontinuities at the edges. The Blackman 
is a steeper curve than the Hann window, which gives it a greater weight to the centre of the 
image.
’ The Hann window is sometimes incorrectly referred to as the Hanning window. Julius von Hann (1839-1921) 
was an Austrian meteorologist.
w[k +  1] =  0.5 ( 1 — cos ( 27r
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B.2 Phase Based Rotation
The phase correlation method can be adapted to estimate rotation by transforming to polar 
coordinates. The method uses a uniform polar FFT representation which requires interpolation 
in the Fourier domain [133]. This is also known as the Fourier-Mellin transform. The linear 
displacement then correspond to rotation and scaling.
where fy is the image fy rotated by A 0 and translated by (A x , Ay). The Fourier transform of 
equation B.13 polar coordinates is
h {x ,y) — h(x',y')
x' =  x cos A  6 +  y sin A  6 +  A x  
y' — — sin A6 +  y cos A 6 +  Ay
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
fy(r, 9) =  9 +  AO) (B.16)
where
r (B.17)
9 yarctan —, 0 <  6 < 2ir
x
(B.18)
6 +  AO yarctan — 
x'
(B.19)
Variations on the above are the log-polar transform [169], and the pseudo polar Fourier trans­
form (PPFT) [85]. The PPFT method published in January 2005 is the most recent and the 
authors state a rotation accuracy, which is higher than the other methods .
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